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Abstract
Here we present an investigation into the vortex lattice of KFe2As2 (KFA), BaFe2(As1−xPx)2
(BFAP) an YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) by small angle neutron scattering (SANS). KFA and
BFAP are members of the pnictide group of superconductors which, since the discovery
of an iron-based superconductor in 2006 (Kamihara et al., 2006), have become perhaps
the most investigated class of superconductor in recent years. As a relatively new class
of superconductor there is a great deal of interest in clarifying the fundamental mech-
anism in these materials which leads to superconductivity. Here, through the study of
the magnetic vortex lattice, we search for information about the pairing state of two
members of the 122 group of the pnictide superconductors, finding strong evidence for a
nodal gap structure in both materials. In contrast, YBCO is a member of the cuprate
family of superconductors, discovered in 1987 (Wu et al., 1987) shortly after the discovery
of high temperature superconductivity a year earlier (Bednorz and Muller, 1986). The
cuprate superconductors, so named for the copper-oxide layers which form their common
building block, have been under continuous investigation since their discovery, and here
we present the first microscopic study of vortex matter in fields of up to 16.7 T. We
observe the continuation of a field dependent vortex lattice structure which was observed
in measurements at lower fields (White et al., 2009), and strong indications of a static
Debye-Waller effect arising from disorder in the vortex lattice. At high field, vortex lattice
melting is observed at a temperature and field which corresponds to a 1st order melting
transition observed in heat capacity measurements (Roulin et al., 1998), and above the
melting transition no SANS signal from the vortex liquid is observed on the time-scale of
our measurements.
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CHAPTER 1
THEORY
In April of 1911 H. Kamerlingh Onnes (Onnes, 1911) discovered the disappearance of
electrical resistance in mercury below a critical temperature, Tc of approximately 4 K.
This phenomenon was soon after discovered to exist in a variety of elements, and later
a large variety of compounds. It was given the name superconductivity. The two main
distinguishing properties of the superconducting phase are seemingly perfect conductivity
and, as later discovered by Meissner and Ochsenfeld (Meissner and Ochsenfeld, 1933),
perfect diamagnetism. Here, all magnetic field is excluded from the bulk of the supercon-
ductor, a phenomenon known as the Meissner effect. Superconductors fall into two main
categories, named type-I and type-II, the distinction between them being illustrated by
their response to an externally applied magnetic field. Type-I superconductors exhibit
the Meissner state until a critical applied field, Hc, is reached and superconductivity is
destroyed. Magnetic field is prevented from entering the bulk of the superconductor by
screening currents flowing in the surface of the material. The depth to which an applied
field penetrates and currents flow is typically, in the case of samples in this thesis, far
smaller than the size of the superconductor. Type-II superconductors display a similar be-
haviour until the applied field surpasses what is known as the lower critical field, Hc1, and
it becomes energetically favourable for them to allow field to pass in discrete units of the
flux quantum, h
2e
. These are known as flux lines. With increasing field, more of the flux
lines enter superconductor until the normal cores begin to overlap and superconductivity
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is again destroyed, at a point known as the upper critical field, Hc2.
1.1 Thermodynamic description of Superconductiv-
ity
An important property of the Meissner state, which distinguishes it from perfect conduc-
tivity, is that its final state is independent of the path taken to get there. The contrast
with a perfect conductor can be seen from the Maxwell equations, where for systems
with zero resistivity dB/dt = 0, indicating that a perfect conductor merely preserves the
existing field whereas the Meissner state excludes the applied field from the bulk of a
superconductor regardless of whether the field existed before or after the material en-
tered the superconducting phase. This shows that the Meissner state is a thermodynamic
state, and thus the thermodynamics of the system is a good place to start in any effort to
describe superconductivity. Following the treatment of Hook and Hall (Hook and Hall,
1991), the field B at which the superconducting and normal states are in equilibrium, and
thus the transition point between the states, is given by the equality of their Gibbs free
energies. Taking the magnetic work term to be −M · dB and assuming constant pressure
and volume at the transition, the Gibbs free energy per unit volume is given by
G = E − TS (1.1)
where E and S are the internal energy and entropy per unit volume respectively. To see
that the Gibbs free energy is minimised at constant temperature and applied field, we use
dE = TdS −M · dB to calculate
dG = dE − TdS − SdT = TdS −M · dB− TdS − SdT = −M · dB− SdT. (1.2)
Considering a long thin cylinder of superconductor parallel to the applied field, the above
can be integrated to deduce the resultant free energy change per unit volume from the
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application of the field.
Gs(B, T ) = Gs(0, T )−
∫ B
0
M · dB = Gs(0, T ) + B
2
2µ0
(1.3)
Where the property of the Meissner state that M = −H has been used. Here, the
B2/2µ0 term represents the energy associated with excluding the magnetic field from the
superconducting bulk. If we ignore the weak magnetisation of the normal state such that
the Gibbs free energy of the normal state is field independent, the equality of the free
energies at the superconducting to normal transition gives
GN (0, T )−GS(0, T ) = B
2
c
2µ0
(1.4)
where Bc is the thermodynamic critical field of the superconductor. The positive value of
this explains why the superconducting state is more stable than its normal counterpart in
no applied field, and it is known as the condensation energy of the superconducting state.
The thermodynamic critical field of a superconductor is temperature dependent, which is
illustrated in fig. 1.1. Taken from work by Helfand and Werthamer (Werthamer et al.,
1966), the authors have calculated the upper critical field as a function of temperature
and purity, which refers to the number of defects within the superconductor. Their work,
which is beyond the scope of this thesis, allows for the calculation of the critical field at
zero temperature from the slope of the critical field at Tc, although for calculations of
work presented later in this thesis we used the simpler Ginzburg-Landau expression given
in equation 1.56 in section 1.8.
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Figure 1.1: Figure illustrating the critical field, reduced to have a slope of −1 at t = 1,
plotted as a function of reduced temperature and purity, where λ = 0 is clean and λ =∞
is dirty. Figure taken from Helfand and Werthamer (Werthamer et al., 1966).
On a broad scale, superconductors fall into two main categories - type-I and type-II,
the difference between them being characterised by their response to an externally applied
field. Type-I superconductors exhibit the Meissner effect throughout the superconducting
phase, where the applied field is excluded from the bulk of the superconductor except
for the region close to the surface of the order of the London penetration depth and
the magnetisation is therefore M = −H. Increasing the applied field past the critical
field Hc, and the system undergoes a first order transition to the normal state. Type-
II superconductors, however, have two different critical fields - Hc1 and Hc2, where the
critical field in figure 1.1 is the upper critical field, Hc2 of a type-II superconductor.
Below Hc1, the we find the Meissner state, with field excluded from the bulk in the
same manner as for a type-I system. Between Hc1 and Hc2, however, we enter a distinct
thermodynamic phase known as the mixed state, where the system permits magnetic flux
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to enter in discrete units of the flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e in the form of magnetic ‘flux
lines’. This phenomenon was first predicted by Abrikosov (Abrikosov, 1957), where these
flux lines are expected under self interaction to form an ordered 2D lattice, known as
either the flux line lattice (FLL) or vortex lattice (VL) owing to the vortices of screening
currents which flow around them. As the applied field is increased, the magnetisation
follows until it passes zero at Hc2 and the normal state is recovered. The magnetisation
curves for a type-I and type-II superconductor are shown in figure 1.2.
H
−
M
 
 
H
c1 Hc Hc2
Type I
Type II
Figure 1.2: Magnetisation curves of both a Type I and Type II superconductor, with the
critical field Hc of the type-I superconductor shown alongside the lower critical field Hc1
and upper critical field Hc2 of the type-II superconductor.
The boundary between type-I and type-II systems can be clearly seen by the change in
response to externally applied fields, where the increasing population of the bulk by flux
lines with increasing field allows superconductivity to survive in type-II materials well
beyond critical fields of type-I superconductors. It is this spatially varying magnetic field,
or vortex lattice, which forms the basis of the experimentation discussed in this thesis.
Its behaviour is strongly correlated with the superconducting properties of the material,
which allows measurements of the flux lattice to contribute to our understanding of the
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fundamental physics behind the superconductivity of type-II systems.
1.2 London Theory
In 1935 the brothers Fritz and Heinz London proposed that the basic electrodynamic
properties of superconductivity, perfect conductivity (Onnes, 1911) and perfect diamag-
netism (Meissner and Ochsenfeld, 1933), could be explained by two equations governing
the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields of the system (London and London, 1935).
Following Tinkham (Tinkham, 2004), the canonical momentum, p, of a superconducting
particle of mass mˆ, velocity vs and electric charge eˆ can be written as:
p = mˆvs + eˆA (1.5)
where A is the vector potential. Considering this from a quantum mechanical perspective,
the momentum p⇒ −iℏ∇, such that if we write the wavefunction of the superconducting
condensate as ψ =
√
nsexp(iθ) where ns is the superconducting particle density and
θ is the phase of the wavefunction, then our momentum p = −iℏ∇ψ. We adopt the
gauge where, with no field applied, the ground state of the particle has zero momentum
- ∇ψ = 0. Here, we have mvs = −qA and we may write our supercurrent density as
js = nseˆ〈vs〉 = −
nseˆ
2
mˆ
A (1.6)
with 〈vs〉 being the average particle velocity. This equation is only true if we assume that
the ground state of the system is stable to the perturbation of a finite applied field, a
condition is held by selecting the gauge to be ∇.A = 0, which is known as the London
gauge. Taking the time derivative of equation 1.6, we find the first London equation,
E =
mˆ
nseˆ2
djs
dt
(1.7)
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which allows for a constant, or persistent, current flow js when there is no electric field
i.e. E= 0. We have therefore described the observed phenomena of perfect conductivity.
Upon taking the curl of equation 1.6, we produce the second London equation
∇2B = 1
λ2L
B (1.8)
where B is the internal field, and λL denotes the London penetration depth,
λL =
√
mˆ
µ0nseˆ2
(1.9)
To see how this describes the Meissner effect, we can apply a magnetic field B parallel
to the plane of a superconductor. In this situation we can satisfy the second London
equation with the following solution:
B(x) = B0 exp
(−x
λ
)
(1.10)
This describes an exponentially decaying magnetic field with distance into the super-
conductor, with the characteristic length scale of the London penetration depth. For
situations where the scale of the superconductor is much larger than the London penetra-
tion depth, the second London equation successfully describes Meissner state, where the
applied field is being excluded from the bulk of the superconductor.
The penetration depth is known to be temperature dependent, and has been empiri-
cally been found to follow the relation (Tinkham, 2004)
λ(T ) = λ(0)
(
1−
(
T
Tc
)4)− 1
2
(1.11)
Which corresponds to ns in the initial expression for the penetration depth, equation 1.9,
decreasing with temperature as (1− t4). Here t = T/Tc is known as the reduced tempera-
ture, and is a common normalisation for dealing with temperature dependent properties in
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the superconducting state. This temperature-penetration depth relation is often known as
the two-fluid temperature dependence, which is derived from an interpretation by Gorter
and Casimir (Gorter G.J., 1934) of the superconducting state as a coexistence of normal
and superconducting electron fluids.
1.3 London Theory and the Flux Line Lattice
We have seen that the London equations are capable of describing basic physical properties
of the superconductor in the Meissner state. However, useful information regarding the
mixed state of a superconducting system, where discrete quanta of flux pass through
the bulk, can be derived from the London formalism. Following Ketterson and Song
(Ketterson and Song, 1999), we use a two dimensional delta function we can consider a
flux line in the superconductor in the following manner:
λ2L∇2B−B = Φ0zˆδ(2)(r) (1.12)
Where we use the two-dimensional delta function δ(2) to describe the position of the flux
line in a plane perpendicular to the unit vector zˆ along which the magnetic field is applied.
The solution of this takes the form (Tinkham, 2004)
Bzˆ(r) =
Φ0
2πλ2L
K0
( r
λL
)
(1.13)
which gives the spatial variation of magnetic field as a function of r, the radial distance
from the flux line. Here, K0 is the zeroth order Bessel function, which for small x has the
form K0(x) ≈ − ln x, and at large x follows K0(x) ≈ (π/2x)1/2e−x. Therefore, close to
the core of the flux line the London formalism takes the core to be infinitesimally narrow
with the field being logarithmically divergent as you approach r = 0. This represents an
inherent flaw in London theory, as for a system to support a diverging field increasingly
large and similarly divergent supercurrents are required. The divergent field stems from
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the assumption in London theory that the supercurrent js is dependent only on the vector
potential A at that local point. In reality, owing to the finite size of a Cooper pair on
a length scale ξ, the supercurrent density and vector potential have a non-local relation,
the nature and consequences of which are the topic of a following section. Far form the
core, however, the solutions to equation take a form consistent with the second London
equation. This is equivalent to the solution obtained from a superconductor in the Meiss-
ner state where the field is applied perpendicular to the surface, giving our flux line a
(1/r)(1/2)e(−|r|) decaying field away from the centre in all directions.
A flux line lattice is, however, comprised of a two dimensional array of vortices follow-
ing the above description. In order to describe this FLL with London theory, we need to
extend equation 1.13 to include an array of vortices.
λ2L∇2B−B = Φ0zˆ
∑
i
δ(2)(r− ri) (1.14)
Here, the sum is taken over i flux lines in a periodic vortex lattice, with vortex centres at
position ri. For this description, we are able to expand B(r) as a Fourier series.
B(r) =
∑
G
BGe
iG·r (1.15)
Where G represents the reciprocal space lattice vector and BG the Fourier coefficients
of the expansion. Substituting equation 1.15 into equation 1.14 and integrating over the
unit cell gives BG as
BG =
Φ0nL
1 + λ2LG
2 =
〈B〉
1 + λ2LG
2 (1.16)
Where nL is the area density of the vortices, which gives the average magnetic induction
〈B〉 when multiplied by the flux quantum Φ0. This Fourier expansion of the spatial vari-
ation of the magnetic field in a type-II superconductor in the mixed state is known as the
form factor. Not only is it governed by the underlying superconducting properties of the
system, which is seen at this stage by the inclusion of the penetration depth in the denom-
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inator, but this periodic variation of magnetic field forms the lattice off which neutrons
diffract. The relation between the magnetic vortex lattice and the underlying supercon-
ducting state is what allows small angle neutron scattering to probe superconductivity
in type-II materials, and as such the form factor proves to be one of the most important
properties to investigate when using this technique. The London model is applicable to
superconductors where λ ≫ ξ, or strongly type-II systems, which are the subject of in-
vestigations in this thesis. The above picture in equation 1.16 provides a basic method of
describing and interpreting our results, although it requires non-local corrections in order
to work properly, which are detailed in the section on non-local corrections to London
theory.
A further consequence of the local approximation in London theory is illustrated upon
investigation of the London free energy. Following Ketterson and Song (Ketterson and
Song, 1999), the free energy of a flux line as a function of radial distance, r, from the
centre of the flux line is given as
F =
1
2µ0
∫
(B2 + λ2(∇×B(r))2)d3r (1.17)
As r → 0, this integral becomes logarithmically divergent owing to the solutions of the
Bessel function in equation 1.13, which shows that London theory in its present form
cannot be used to deduce the free energy of a vortex lattice. It is not until the assumption
of locality is corrected that the London model is able to make predictions about the VL
free energy, and thus its structure and coordination.
1.4 Anisotropic London Theory
In the discussion of London theory undertaken up to this point, it has been assumed that
the superconductor we are studying is isotropic. For such an ideal case, the applied field
experiences a uniform penetration depth in all directions and the flux lattice is not affected
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by rotations of the applied field with respect to the crystal structure. In reality, however,
superconductors are not isotropic. Crystal structures of many superconductors are often
strongly anisotropic, possessing tetragonal, orthorhombic or lower symmetries which in
turn result in anisotropic electronic structures. As will be discussed later in the section on
Abrikosov’s derivation of a flux lattice in Ginzburg-Landau theory, a flux lattice residing
in an isotropic environment assumes a hexagonal coordination, and the resulting diffrac-
tion patterns obtained from them in small angle neutron scattering are correspondingly
hexagonal. Anisotropic London theory includes the effects of an anisotropic environment
on the coordination of the flux lattice. The most simple way of taking these host material
anisotropies into account when considering the flux lattice in London theory is to include
the effective mass anisotropy in the London free energy. This is a relatively straightfor-
ward extension which does not require a significant alteration of the free energy integral,
but rather generalises the effective mass term, mˆ, with a normalised effective mass ten-
sor mij (Kogan, 1981) thereby by replacing the scalar term λ
2∇B(r)2 with an invariant
λ2mik∇iB(r)∇kB(r)(Thiemann et al., 1989). Equation 1.17 therefore becomes
F =
1
2µ0
∫ [
B2 + λ2Lmij(∇i ×B)(∇j ×B)
]
d3r. (1.18)
The effective mass term is replaced by the effective mass tensor normalised to a geometric
mean mass, m¯, such that mxx = ma/m¯, myy = mb/m¯, mzz = mc/m¯ and m¯
3 = mambmc.
If the effective mass tensor directions are chosen to lie along the principal axes of the host
crystal then mij is is diagonal for orthorhombic or higher symmetries. Since the effective
mass tensor acts as a scaling factor for the penetration depth term, we hereby define the
directional penetration depth λi ∝
√
m∗i such that currents along i screen fields along j
or k. Resultantly, in situations where for fields parallel to the c axis and ma/mb 6= 1, the
FLL distorts along the direction of longest penetration depth. The structural distortion
is represented by the anisotropy parameter γab = λa/λb, where an anisotropy parameter
of one results in the isotropic hexagon with the diffraction spots lying on a circle, and
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an anisotropy parameter of γab 6= 1 results in the diffraction spots lying on an ellipse
as the flux lattice is distorted. This is a scalar transformation, with the lattice being
distorted by
√
γab
−1 along the a axis and by
√
γab along the b axis (Thiemann et al.,
1989). Whilst this does result in a predicted VL coordination based on a distortion from
the isotropic hexagonal lattice, anisotropic London theory does not predict a specific VL
orientation relative to the crystal axis. Given that a distorted VL coordination is related
to the isotropic hexagonal lattice by a scalar transformation, any VL coordination that
relates back to an isotropic lattice through this transform has an equivalent free energy
(Campbell et al., 1988). This is true for all aspects of London theory presented so far
- that all VL orientations with respect to the crystal axis are degenerate in terms of
their free energy. For convenience, however, we have been assuming both that the field
is applied parallel to a principal axis of the crystal and again that relation between the
supercurrent, js and vector potential A is local, i.e. point like. For both models where the
field is applied at an arbitrary angle to the crystal axis (Campbell et al., 1988) and those
where supercurrent density-vector potential relationship is taken to be non-local (Kogan
et al., 1996), preferred VL orientations are found.
To describe situations where the field was not applied along a principal crystal axis,
this London representation of an anisotropic crystal lattice has been further extended to
account for the affect of the field applied at an angle to the crystal axes. Figure 1.3 shows
a representation of the field applied at an angle, θ, to the c axis. We have a rotation
of the reference frame of the field components Bx,y,z onto a set of Cartesian coordinates
[x,y,z] where the z-x plane is rotated by θ in the b-c plane of the crystal coordinates.
From the perspective of our flux lattice, the field is applied along the z direction.
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Figure 1.3: Diagram showing the rotation of the coordinate system describing the mag-
netic field components, bx,y,z away from the Cartesian basis vectors of the crystal axes
by an angle θ. Rotation takes place in the plane described by the a vector, meaning that
a and y remain equivalent directions under this transformation.
Whilst initially described by Kogan (Kogan, 1981), here we follow the result of Thie-
mann et al (Thiemann et al., 1989) in describing the spatial modulation of magnetic field
in the uniaxial approximation. We have the components, bx,y,z, of the Fourier coefficients
of the applied field in the rotated frame of reference:
bx(q) = λ
2mxzq
2
yB/d (1.19)
by(q) = −λ2mxzqxqyB/d (1.20)
bz(q) = (1 + λ
2mzzq
2)B/d (1.21)
where qx,y are the Cartesian components of G in the plane perpendicular to B, and d is
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given by:
d = (1 + λ2myyq
2
x + λ
2mxxq
2
y)(1 + λ
2mzzq
2)− λ4m2xzq2q2y (1.22)
where B is the average field, λ is the penetration depth for the average mass, and the
components of the effective mass tensor mij have become
mxx = mb cos
2 θ +mc sin
2 θ (1.23)
mxz = (mb −mc) sin θ cos θ (1.24)
mzz = mb sin
2 θ +mc cos
2 θ (1.25)
We can see that with non-zero θ, and mb 6= mb, there must exist transverse field compo-
nents bx(q) and by(q). The lattice distortion that arises from this has been generalised
in terms of the angle, θ and the effective mass anisotropies as:
ν2 =
(
tanφ
tan 300
)2
=
(
γ2ab cos
2 θ +
1
γ2ac
sin2 θ
)− 1
2 (1.26)
Where γ2ab = ma/mb, γ
2
ac = mc/ma and the lattice distortion ν is defined by the ratio
of angles between the basis vectors of the observed and isotropic lattice. Such a relation
is very useful in neutron scattering, a technique ideally suited to investigating the coor-
dination of the VL, as it allows us to relate the distortion in our diffraction patterns to
fundamental properties of the superconductor under investigation.
1.5 Non-Local corrections to London Theory
So far in the discussion of London theory, it has been assumed that the supercurrent
density, js(r) is locally dependent on A(r): that the proportionality is point like for any
given r. However, the charge carriers in a superconductor have a finite size with a length
scale which is large enough with respect to other properties of the system such that a
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point like approximation is no longer valid. This led Pippard (Pippard, 1953) to suggest
that the relationship between js(r) and A(r) is non-local, where the supercurrent density
would depend on the values of A(r) within a certain volume of space. This non-local
generalisation of the London equation would take the form (Tinkham, 2004)
js(r) =
3nseˆ
2
4πmˆξ0
∫
R(R ·A(r′)
R4
e−R/ξ0dr′ (1.27)
where R = r − r′, and the characteristic length scale of this volume, known as the
Pippard coherence length, was given the label ξ0. This was later found to be of the
same order as the size of the Cooper pair, the superconducting charge carrier which
emerged in the microscopic description of superconductivity (Bardeen et al., 1957). For
situations where A(r) varies over this scale, the supercurrent response would be modified
from the value expected from local electrodynamics. In the case of flux lines, this can
result in a weakening of the supercurrent response near the core, allowing the field to
penetrate over distances greater than λL. Non local effects are most important for type-
I superconductors (λL < ξ0) and for weakly type-II (λL ≈ ξ0), as for situations where
λL < ξ0,A(r) can vary rapidly over distances smaller than ξ0. As superconductors become
more strongly type-II, we head towards the situation where λL/ξ0 →∞, where the local
limit is recovered, although non-local effects are still important even for strongly type-II
materials (Kogan et al., 1996, 1997). Many strongly type-II materials possess nodes in
their superconducting gap as a function of position, which causes a diverging coherence
length as the gap approaches zero. Non-local effects must therefore be important in these
materials despite their high values of λL/ξ0.
Non-local corrections become important when considering the spatial variation of mag-
netic field in the flux lattice. Whilst strongly type-II systems are tending towards the local
limit, it was seen in the previous section that it is an inherent flaw of the local approxi-
mation to predict logarithmically divergent fields at the centre of a flux line (see equation
1.13). Since this situation is obviously unphysical, it is common to correct the London
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prediction for the VL form factor in equation 1.16 with a non-local term forcing the pre-
viously infinitesimally small core to occupy a size related to the coherence length (Ichioka
et al., 1996). It is for this reason that it is commonly known as a core correction factor,
and takes the form exp(−cG2ξ20), where G is the reciprocal space lattice vector, ξ0 is the
coherence length which corresponds to the Cooper pair size and c is a scaling factor which
commonly takes values around 0.5. The core correction factor transforms equation 1.16
into
BG =
〈B〉 exp(−cG2ξ20)
1 + λ2LG
2 (1.28)
This model for the form factor is a good approximation in situations far from Hc2, such
as with the cuprate superconductors or pnictides which have a high upper critical field,
both of which are subjects of investigation later in this thesis.
London theory with non-local corrections have been used to predict the orientation
and structural coordination of the vortex lattice. As detailed in the section of this thesis
on the Abrikosov lattice 1.9, the flux lines which permeate a type-II superconductor in
the mixed state have a free energy dependant on their coordination, which in an isotropic
system is minimised in a hexagonal lattice. However, many superconductors deviate
quite significantly from this ideal approximation, with the most classic case being the
cuprate family of superconductors which possess neither an isotropic crystal structure
or superconducting gap. Theoretical models which have been developed to handle these
situations approximate the anisotropy in the system either to be in the superconducting
gap or Fermi velocity. The non-local theory of Kogan et al (Kogan and Miranovic´, 1997;
Kogan et al., 1997), which assumes an isotropic superconducting gap in the presence
of an anisotropic Fermi velocity, has proven successful in predicting the vortex lattice
orientation for a variety of non-trivial superconducting systems. Kogan’s non-local theory
starts by considering an isotropic superconductor and derives the London equations from
the perspective of Eilenberger theory, which provides a quasi-classical description of the
microscopic theory to be detailed in section on BCS theory 1.6. Following Kogan’s non-
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local theory, the general form of the London equation in reciprocal space is stated as
ji = −
λ−2
µ0
(m−1ij − λ2nijlmGlGm)aj (1.29)
where the vector potential is given by aj = A + Φ0∇θ/2π, where θ is the phase of the
condensate wavefunction, mij is the normalised inverse mass tensor, λ is the average
penetration depth, λ = (λaλbλc)
1/3 and G describes the vectors of the reciprocal lattice.
Here, the tensor nijlm couples the supercurrents of the VL to the microscopic properties
of the Fermi surface as given by
nijlm =
~〈vivjvlvm〉γ(T, τ)
4∆20λ
2 det〈vivj〉1/3 (1.30)
where vi describes the i
th component of the Fermi velocity, γ is temperature dependent
parameter arising from impurity scattering and gap size, ∆0, and 〈...〉 indicates an average
over the Fermi surface.
To determine the preferred orientation of the VL, the general form of the London
equation in reciprocal space (equation 1.29) is used to evaluate the Fourier components
of the field distribution for any one particular VL orientation. These components can
then be used to calculate the free energy density, which for a VL running parallel to the
fourfold axis vector is given by:
F =
B2
2µ0
∑
G
1
1 + λ2G+ λ4(n2G
4 + (2n1 − 6n2)G21G22
(1.31)
From the coupling of the VL to the crystal anisotropy through the inverse mass tensor,
this free energy density will possess a structure dependent minimum for any applied field.
Calculations based on this approach, which in the initial publication are relevant to both
fourfold and twofold situations but were later shown to be fourfold applicable only (White
et al., 2011), take the shape of the VL in terms of the two basis vectors of the primitive
cell separated by the angle β and output the free energy at each field. The shape which
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minimises this free energy is that which is predicted to arise in experiment. This literature
predicts a structural reorientation transition for the fourfold case, and later a stabilisation
into a square structure at high field - which is relevant to the YBCO research described
later 3. The nearest neighbour directions are aligned along the Fermi velocity minima
in this square phase. This theory has been successful in describing the VL of YNi2B2C
(Paul et al., 1998) and somewhat in V3Si (Yethiraj et al., 1999).
1.6 BCS
BCS theory, derived by Bardeen Cooper and Schrieffer and published in 1957 (Bardeen
et al., 1957), was the first microscopic description of superconductivity. It arises from the
idea from Fro¨lich (Fro¨hlich, 1950) that due to electron-phonon coupling, electrons could
sometimes experience an attractive potential. Following this, Cooper (Cooper, 1956)
showed that electrons interacting just above a filled Fermi surface could form a bound
state, or ‘Cooper pair’, for an arbitrarily weak potential. In this section, we follow the
treatments of Ketterson and Song (Ketterson and Song, 1999) and Tinkham (Tinkham,
2004). Considering the Coulomb interaction between two electrons
V (r) =
1
4πǫ0
e2
r
(1.32)
one can see that this interaction alone gives a repulsive potential, and thus cannot describe
superconductivity. Further, accounting for a lattice where the Coulomb potential from
the electrons will be screened by the positively charged lattice at large distances does not
allow for a attractive interaction. In order for a negative potential to arise it is necessary
to consider the motion of the ions within the lattice. In this situation, where the lattice is
no longer assumed to be rigid, it is envisaged that the first electron polarises the lattice by
attracting the positively charged ions, creating a region of positive charge density, which
will be attractive to a second electron. It is clear that this lattice-based interaction must
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therefore be phonon mediated, and from momentum conservation it can be seen that if an
electron is scattered from k to k′, a virtual phonon must therefore carry the momentum
q = k− k′. It is expected that the lowest energy state for the two particle wavefunction
describing this system to have zero total momentum, meaning the electrons forming a
Cooper pair must have equal and opposite momenta. The wavefunction of a Cooper pair
will take the form
ψ(r1, r2) = φq(ρ)e
iq·Rχ(σ1, σ2) (1.33)
where, ρ = |r1 − r2|, R is the centre of mass coordinate and σ1, σ2 are the electron spins.
The φq(ρ) term represents the spatial component of the wavefunction, whilst χ(σ1, σ2)
contains the spin component. It can be seen that the charge carriers in superconduc-
tors, Cooper pairs, must have mass 2me and charge 2e, which in previous sections have
been denoted by mˆ and eˆ respectively. Conservation of Fermionic antisymmetry of the
wavefunction with respect to particle interchange suggests a spin singlet wavefunction.
χ(σ1, σ2) =
1√
2
(| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉) (1.34)
This wavefunction describes two particles of equal and opposite momenta with opposite
spin. Since this gives the particle no angular momentum, ℓ = 0, this is an s-wave state.
Showing that the Fermi sea is unstable against the formation of a Cooper pair in the
presence of an attractive potential, it is expected that pairs will condense until some
equilibrium is reached. BCS used a single coherent wavefunction to describe all of the
condensed pairs in the system, taking a ground state wavefunction of the form:
|ψG〉 =
∏
k=k1,...,kM
(uk + vkc
∗
k↑c
∗
−k↓)|φ0〉 (1.35)
Where c∗x is the creation operator for a particle in the state x, such that c
∗
k↑c
∗
−k↓ is the
creation operator for a pair of electrons of zero momentum and opposite spin. The
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functions uk and vk give the probability that a pair state is occupied or unoccupied
respectively, such that |uk|2 + |vk|2 = 1, and |φ0〉 is the vacuum state upon which the
operators are acting. This wavefunction can then be used to minimise the energy of the
BCS Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
∑
k,σ
(
ℏ
2k2
2m
− µ
)
c∗kσc−kσ +
∑
kk′
Vkk′c
∗
k↑c
∗
−k↓ck′↑c−k′↓ (1.36)
where Vkk′ is the matrix element describing the two particle interaction and µ is the
chemical potential. Minimisation by treating |uk| and |vk| as variational parameters and
seeking to minimise the energy yields
Ek =
√(
ℏ2k2
2m
− µ
)2
+ |∆k|2 (1.37)
where ∆k is the superconducting gap function, an energy gap of magnitude ∆ across the
Fermi surface. Here, the system has been considered isotropic such that ∆k is independent
of k. Below energies of ∆, single particle states are inaccessible.
The triumph of BCS theory was to encapsulate the condensation of electrons into a set
of bound states, or the Cooper sea, which is described by a single coherent wavefunction.
The condensation of Cooper pairs is related to the formation of an energy gap across
the whole Fermi surface. This gap was shown by Gor’kov (Gor’Kov, 1958) to be directly
analogous to the Ginzburg-Landau wavefunction, ψ, which represents the wavefunction
of the centre of mass of the Cooper pair, which will be discussed in a later section 1.8.
BCS theory also shows that single particle states are unavailable for excitation energies
below ∆, but appear for those greater than the BCS energy gap with varied electron or
hole like character dependent on the respective values of |vk| and |uk| (Ketterson and
Song, 1999). These single particle states, or quasiparticles, have been shown to emerge at
the centre of a flux line, forming the ‘normal’ core (Caroli and Matricon, 1964; Bardeen
et al., 1969). In summary, BCS provides a theory to explain macroscopically observable
phenomena from microscopic physics.
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1.7 Unconventional Superconductivity
For conventional superconductivity, the discussion of BCS theory in the previous section
describes a system where the system was assumed isotropic such that the superconducting
gap ∆k possessed spherical symmetry. Here, the Cooper pairs form a singlet pairing state
with ℓ = 0 and thus it is often referred to as an s-wave state. However, for situations
where the system is no longer isotropic, it is expected that ∆k will also be anisotropic,
and have k dependence with the same symmetry as the underlying crystal. The variation
of ∆k with k does not have to be simple, but for conventional superconductivity cannot
have symmetry lower than that of the underlying crystal. Unconventional pairing, and
thus unconventional superconductivity, refers to the situation where the symmetry of the
superconducting gap is lower than that of the parent crystal. Here, pairing states exist
where ℓ 6= 0 and Cooper pairs may posses angular momentum.
Figure 1.4: a) An s-wave superconducting gap, b) a dx2−y2 gap and c) a dxy gap. The +
and − refer to the phase of the order parameter, where the dashed lines represent planes
of broken symmetry.
Figure 1.4 gives representations of s, dx2−y2 and dxy wave gap functions over a two
dimensional representation of the Fermi surface. It can be seen that, whilst the isotropic
s-wave gap posses spherical symmetry, the unconventional pairing states do not. The
cuprate superconductors, a member of which is the subject of investigations presented
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in this thesis, known to have the dx2−y2 gap shown in figure 1.4. This gap posses lower
symmetry than the often tetragonal unit cell of many cuprates, being odd under a 90◦
rotation and about the mirror reflections along the dotted lines. These gap functions have
the same symmetry properties as atomic orbital functions, with the s-wave state having
ℓ = 0 and the d -wave states having ℓ = 2.
The nodes present in the d -wave gap function provide an important experimental
distinction between the conventional s-wave superconductors and their unconventional d -
wave counterparts, or indeed any superconductor with a nodal order parameter. Nodes in
the gap function allow quasiparticle excitations to exist for arbitrary values of kBT , indeed
down to zero temperature, whereas the superfluid in a fully gapped superconductor will
saturate at a temperature T for which ∆0 = kBT . According to equation 1.9 , the super-
fluid density governs the London penetration depth, which is an experimentally accessible
quantity. It is, however, not always possible to distinguish between different types of nodes
by measurements of the London penetration depth alone (Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2011).
As new families of superconductors continue to be discovered, we see continued depar-
ture from the s-wave phonon mediated pairing interaction used to describe the classical
superconductors. A variety of unconventional pairing states have been suggested for the
recently discovered iron based superconductors, or pnictides. The proximity and possi-
ble co-existence of superconductivity and magnetism coupled with a complex family of
underlying crystal structures has led to experimental evidence pointing towards several
different pairing states. So far, the s± pairing state seems to be the most robust proposal,
which the majority of the superconducting community and experimental evidence seems
to support. Like its conventional counterpart, the s± state possesses the same symme-
try as its parent lattice. However, unlike the phonon mediated interaction found in the
s-wave state, superconductivity relies on a spin fluctuation mediated interaction between
electron and hole sheets of the Fermi surface, which possess opposite gap signs.
The effect on the VL of the underlying superconducting state forms the focus of study
within this thesis, and has been the subject of detailed study for many years. The first
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description of the effect of a d -wave order parameter on a flux line was carried out by
Soininen et al. (Soininen et al., 1994), who solved the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations
for the quasiparticles as a function of distance from the centre of the flux line. Three
regions in a shell like arrangement were predicted, with distinctly different behaviour. In
the centre of the flux line the order parameter was expected to fall to zero, with bound
Fermionic states occupying this region which is known as the inner core. Around this,
at a further distance from the centre, is the outer core. Here, both s- and d wave order
parameters exist, mainly with a non-zero relative phase. Quasiparticle excitations here
are gapped, except in the regions where the two order parameters interfere destructively
and thus for nodes. Around this, and extending across the bulk of the superconductor,
is the pure d -wave superconductor. This detailed structure is expected to influence the
inter-vortex interactions.
1.8 Ginzburg-Landau Theory
Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory (Ginzburg and Landau, 1950) is a phenomenological de-
scription of the superconducting state based on Landau’s theory of phase transitions.
Whilst it chronologically precedes BCS theory (Bardeen et al., 1957), it was shown by
Gor’kov that the gap function in BCS directly relates to the order parameter used in GL
theory (Gor’Kov, 1958). Here we follow the treatment of Ketterson and Song (Ketterson
and Song, 1999). The theory considers the ordering process occurring in many phase
transitions, and defines an order parameter associated with this: in the case of supercon-
ductivity, ns, the Cooper pair density, formerly referred to as the superconducting particle
density before the introduction of Cooper pairs. Landau introduced the idea that this or-
der parameter can be externally constrained, in which case the free energy density would
therefore take some function F (ns) of the constraint. Upon removal of the constraint, the
system will settle at the absolute minimum of F (ns).
To consider situations where ns was not constant throughout the superconductor,
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Ginzburg and Landau used a complex order parameter, ψ. Since the free energy density
should be real, an expansion for small ψ was taken in powers of |ψ|2, where |ψ|2 = ns.
F = F0 + α|ψ|2 + β
2
|ψ|4 (1.38)
F0 is therefore the free energy density of the normal state, as when |ψ| is zero this is the
only remaining term. In an unconstrained situation, the free energy will come to rest at
its minimum, where
dF
d|ψ|2 = α + β|ψ|
2 = 0. (1.39)
In the simplest case, this is minimised by taking β to be constant and giving α a linear
temperature dependence, changing sign as it passes through Tc. We can therefore say
that
|ψ|2 = −α
β
(1.40)
so
Fn − Fs = α
2
2β
(1.41)
and thus, substituting in for the condensation energy,
Bc(T ) = α
√
µ0
β
(1.42)
Which constrains β to be positive. In situations where α is positive, the minimum of
the free energy lies at |ψ| = 0, which describes the normal state. For negative alpha,
the minimum lies below this and the superconducting state is energetically favourable.
This, however, only describes a superconductor in the absence of a magnetic field. For
situations with an applied field, both a magnetic energy density term and a gradient term
(for spatial variations in the order parameter) need to be added. The gradient term is
directly analogous to the kinetic energy term of a Hamiltonian for a charged particle in
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an electromagnetic field, taking the form
ℏ
2
4m
|∇ψ(r)|2 ⇒ ℏ
2
4m
∣∣∣∣
(
∇− 2ieA
ℏ
)
ψ(r)
∣∣∣∣
2
(1.43)
where m and e describe the electron mass and charge respectively and A is the vector
potential. Here, the mass and charge of the Cooper pair has been included, having been
introduced in the previous section on the microscopic BCS theory of superconductivity
1.6. It should be noted, however, that since the Ginzburg-Landau description of super-
conductivity pre-dates BCS this correction would not have been in the original theory.
Including these in the term for free energy density gives
F = F0 +
B2
2µ0
+ α|ψ|2 + ℏ
2
4m
∣∣∣∣
(
∇− 2ieA
ℏ
)
ψ(r)
∣∣∣∣
2
+
β
2
|ψ|4 (1.44)
Minimising this with respect to ψ(r) and ψ∗(r) yields the first GL equation
ℏ
2
4m
(∇− 2ieA
ℏ
)2ψ(r) + α(T )ψ(r) + β|ψ(r)|2ψ(r) = 0. (1.45)
Whilst performing the same minimisation but this time with respect to the vector poten-
tial, A, gives the second GL equation
js =
ieℏ
2m
(ψ∗(r)∇ψ(r)− ψ(r)∇ψ∗(r))− 2e
2
m
|ψ(r)|2A. (1.46)
These can then be used to define the Ginzburg-Landau length scales. Solving the first
GL equation, in the absence of an electromagnetic field, gives the GL coherence length
ξ(T ) =
√
ℏ2
4m|α(T )| . (1.47)
This defines the length scale over which the GL order parameter can vary from the bulk
value to zero. The GL penetration depth λ is found by considering the second GL equation
under the expectation that the ground state of the superconducting particles have zero
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momentum, where ∇ψ = 0, such that the first two terms on the right hand side do not
contribute.
js =
e2
m
|ψ(r)|2A = −nse
2
m
A (1.48)
Which is equivalent to the London relation, Where we can see ns = |ψ|2, which gives the
GL penetration depth as
λ(T ) =
√
mβ
2µ0e2α(T )
(1.49)
These two length scales define differing regimes for a superconductor when considering
the superconducting to normal interface at the upper critical field, Hc2. In one case, we
can consider λ ≫ ξ, where the field varies slowly in comparison to the sharp change in
the order parameter. In contrast, for ξ ≫ λ, we have a rapid variation in field and a
slow variation in the order parameter. It was shown by de Gennes (de Gennes, 1989)
when considering the superconducting to normal interface that the surface energy for the
latter limit is positive, and so the boundary between the superconducting and normal
states attempts to minimise its area. For the first limit, however, the surface energy is
negative and so it is energetically favourable for the boundary to maximise its area. This
case was not considered possible until the predictions by Abrikosov, discussed in the next
section, describing the flux line lattice which can exist in a type-II superconductor. The
GL penetration depth and coherence length can be used to define a dimensionless ratio,
κ,
κ =
λ(T )
ξ(T )
(1.50)
which is temperature independent within GL theory, i.e. close to Tc. The parameter κ
gives the boundary between type-I and type-II superconductivity at
κ =
1√
2
. (1.51)
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1.9 The Abrikosov Lattice
For a type-II superconductor in an applied field, where Happ is close to Hc2, the GL order
parameter, ψ, can be considered small as the number of cooper pairs in the material
shrinks to zero at the transition point. In this limit of ψ being small, we can drop the
cubic |ψ(r)|2ψ(r) term from the first GL equation and linearise it, taking the form
− ℏ
2
4m
(∇− 2ie
ℏ
A
)2
ψ(r) + αψ(r) = 0. (1.52)
Here, we choose the Landau gauge A = (0, Bx, 0), which equates to a field B = (0, 0, B),
the first GL equation can now be written as
(
− ℏ
2
4m
∇2 + iℏωcx ∂
∂y
+mω2cx
2
)
ψ(r) = −αψ(r) (1.53)
where ωc is the cyclotron frequency ωc = eB/m. This has the same form as the Schrodinger
equation for a charged particle in a uniform field with energy eigenvalue α. Using a trial
function of the form ψ(r) = exp(i(kyy + kzz))f(x), for plane wave solutions along y and
z and an unknown function in x, the linearised first GL equation takes the form
− ℏ
2
4m
d2f
dx2
+mωc
(
x− ℏky
2mωc
)2
f =
(
| α | −ℏ
2k2z
4m
)
f (1.54)
Which has the form of the Schrodinger equation for a simple harmonic oscillator, having
energy eigenvalues
| α |= (n+ 1
2
)
ℏωc +
ℏ
2k2z
4m
. (1.55)
The lowest Landau level solution to this will have n = 0 and kz = 0. Substituting this
back into the cyclotron frequency, we obtain an expression for the upper critical field
Bc2 =
φ0
2πξ2(T )
. (1.56)
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This expression implies that under an applied field there exists one flux quantum per unit
area 2πξ2(T ). However, further fromHc2, one can no longer consider the cubic |ψ(r)|2ψ(r)
term to be small, and the solutions to the first GL equation become more difficult to find.
Investigation of this non-linear equation were first carried out by Abrikosov (Abrikosov,
1957). Expecting the solutions to the non linear equation to resemble the SHO form of
the solutions to the linearised equation, and that only the lowest Landau level solutions
would be significant, the trial function becomes
ψ(r) = Ceikyye−(x−x0)
2/ξ2(T ) (1.57)
where C is a normalisation constant which vanishes for H = Hc2. This solution is of
Gaussian form, with with of order of the GL coherence length. However, this allows for
any number of ky values, for as long as x0 lies within the superconductor, giving us a
highly degenerate solution. To circumvent this, Abrikosov found solutions periodic in y
such that ky values were limited to ky = 2πn/ly for integer n. The trial function now
takes the form
ψ(r) =
n=∞∑
n=−∞
Cei(2piny/ly)e−(x−xn)
2/ξ2(T ) (1.58)
where C is now a common normalisation constant and xn = nξ
2ky. Periodicity in x
is defined by lx = n
′Φ0/Bly for integer n
′. These periodicity conditions describe the
formation of the flux lattice, the periodic penetration of the superconducting bulk by
lines of magnetic field, with a single flux quantum per unit cell.
Abrikosov used the above trial wavefunction to solve the first GL equation for a square
VL, with the free energy density resulting from this having the form
F = F0 +
1
2µ0
(
B2 − (B − µ0Hc2)
2
1 + βA(2κ2 − 1)
)
(1.59)
where the value of the Abrikosov parameter βA was calculated to be 1.18 for a square
lattice in Abrikosov’s original paper (Abrikosov, 1957). Later, Kleiner et al (Kleiner et al.,
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1964) discovered that for the hexagonal lattice this parameter would take the value 1.16,
giving the hexagonal lattice a lower free energy that the square by around ≈ 2%. This
small difference means that the VL is very sensitive to anisotropies in the system, which
can therefore express themselves as a VL coordination other than the isotropic hexagon.
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1.10 Small angle neutron scattering
1.11 Magnetic scattering of neutrons from a periodic
potential
Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) is a bulk measurement, in which the VL is observed
through scattering of incident neutrons from the spatially varying periodic field that makes
up the lattice. This lattice is a 2D system consisting of flux lines containing one flux
quantum per unit cell, with spacing between lines given by
d =
√
σΦ0
B
(1.60)
where σ is 1 for a square lattice and 2/
√
3 for a triangular one. For an applied field of 1
T, this equates to a d spacing of around 40 nm, a distance which is larger than the atomic
spacing of the host crystal.
Neutrons, possessing a magnetic moment of µn = 9.66 × 10−27 J T−1, experiences
V(r), a varying potential when passing through the array of flux lines in a vortex lattice.
The potential for a neutron in an applied field is
V (r) = −µ · B. (1.61)
This potential is much less than the kinetic energy of a cold neutron, which for our
experiments posses an average wavelength of around 7 A˚, and therefore a kinetic energy of
≈ 2.67× 10−22 J. Following Schiff (Schiff, 1968) and Squires (Squires, 1996), we consider
the potential arising from the VL to be a perturbation. Considering the plane wave
representation of an incident neutron scattering off the potential V (r), with incoming
wavevector k and outgoing wavevector k′, we can use Fermi’s golden rule to calculate
the differential scattering cross section, which gives the probability of a neutron to be
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scattered into the solid angle dΩ,
dσ
dΩ
=
(
mn
2πℏ2
)2∣∣∣∣
∫
e−ik
′.rV (r)eik.rdr
∣∣∣∣
2
(1.62)
where mn is the mass of the neutron. The differential scattering cross section gives the
number of scattered neutrons per unit time, normalised with respect to the incident flux.
As the neutrons are undergoing elastic scattering, no change to the system occurs and we
consider only the change to the neutron wavefunction.
For N scattering centres, placed at positions Ri and each with the same potential, we
write
V (r) =
N∑
i
V (r−Ri). (1.63)
The differential cross section can now be written as
dσ
dΩ
=
(
mn
2πℏ2
)2∣∣∣∣
∫
V (r′)eiq.rdr
N∑
i
eiq.Ri
∣∣∣∣
2
(1.64)
where q = k − k′, the scattering vector and r′ = r − Ri. This is constructed from two
parts, a structure factor
S(q) =
∣∣∣∣
N∑
i
eiq.Ri
∣∣∣∣ (1.65)
which describes the ordering of the lattice, and a form factor
F (q) =
∫
V (r′)eiq.r (1.66)
which is the Fourier transform of a single scattering potential. For parallel fields there is
no spin-flip of the neutron, so the spin component of the neutron wavefunction need not
be considered. The scattering potential is then given by
V (r) = µnγB(r) (1.67)
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where γ = 1.9, the neutron gyromagnetic ratio and B(r) describes the local field as a
function of the radial distance r from the potential centre. The differential scattering
cross section for this is therefore
dσ
dΩ
=
(
mn
2πℏ2
)2
γ2µ2N
1
Φ0
∣∣∣∣
∫
B(r)eiq.rdr
∣∣∣∣
2
. (1.68)
Assuming a VL structure where the vortices are constructed of rigid ideal rods, the struc-
ture factor exhibits δ functions at the flux line positions, such that
S(q) ∝
∑
δ(q−G) (1.69)
which enforces the Bragg condition that scattering only occurs when the scattering vector
q is equal to the reciprocal lattice vector G. We now express the form factor as FG, and
accounting for the form of the structure factor for a large sample the differential cross
section now becomes
dσ
dΩ
(q) =
(
γ
4
)2∑
G
|FG|δ(q−G). (1.70)
In SANS, the rigid delta functions expressed above are spread out over a range of condi-
tions due to resolution effects and imperfections in the VL such that the system exhibits a
spread in the Bragg condition. Instead of measuring a differential scattering cross section,
we measure the integrated intensity of the diffracted neutrons as the sample is rotated
through the angular range that fulfils this angular range. The relation between the inte-
grated intensity, Ih k , and the form factor, FG is given by Christen et al (Christen et al.,
1977)
Ih k = 2πφV
(
µ
4
)2
λ2n
Φ0Gh k
|FG|2. (1.71)
Here, V is the sample volume, φ is the neutron flux, λn is the neutron wavefunction and
Φ0 is the flux quantum. This form factor, FG, is the BG given in equation 1.28, and
allows us to relate our observations of the magnetic scattering potential experienced by
the neutrons to superconducting properties of the system.
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1.12 The Ewald Sphere
The Ewald sphere is a useful geometric interpretation of elastic scattering, which can
illustrate some important consequences of the methods employed in SANS. It is defined
in reciprocal space as the sphere on which all possible incoming and elastically scattered
wave vectors (k and k′) lie. This is illustrated in figure 1.5. In elastic scattering, incoming
and outgoing wave vectors have the same length, thus defining the surface on which they
can lie as a sphere. The Bragg condition is only satisfied where the sphere intersects the
reciprocal lattice, which for a 2D system like a VL is ideally a plane. In the situation
where the incoming wave vector is perpendicular to the plane of the reciprocal lattice,
the only intersection point is in the centre of the lattice, and so no scattering is observed.
As the reciprocal lattice plane is rotated, it intersects the Ewald sphere in an expanding
circle, from which scattering can occur, as observed in figure 1.5. As all points on the
circle satisfy the Bragg condition simultaneously, multiple diffraction spots can occur at
the same rocking angle, a tactic often employed in SANS.
Figure 1.5: a) With the reciprocal lattice plane perpendicular to the incoming beam, the
Ewald sphere intersects only with the origin of the reciprocal lattice plane. b) As the
reciprocal lattice plane is rotated, the Ewald sphere intersects the reciprocal lattice to
satisfy the Bragg condition for the scattering vector k′.
The spread in Bragg conditions discussed in the previous section results in the Ewald
sphere cutting a range of Bragg conditions rather than a single point on the reciprocal
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lattice. This leads to a SANS instrument having a ‘resolution’ which, in the case of a flux
lattice experiment, is a result of both instrumental conditions and imperfections in the
vortex lattice, which will be discussed in a later section.
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1.13 Instrumental
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) is a technique employed in a multitude of sci-
entific fields, ranging from biological studies in the area of soft condensed matter to the
imaging of flux lattices in superconductors as utilised here. As discussed in section 1.11,
neutrons passing through a flux lattice can undergo Bragg scattering, and so by applying
a field to a type II superconductor in the mixed state and rotating (or rocking) the sample
(with field) through the varying Bragg conditions from the multitude of flux line planes
present in the sample, it is possible to build up a picture of the flux lattice. The resultant
image is a Fourier transform of the real space object. In the case of the image of a flux
lattice, the real space lattice may be envisaged simply by rotating the image through 90◦.
In order to perform SANS, a neutron source is required, either a nuclear reactor such
as the one at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), or a spallation source as used in the Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI). Sources such as these produce fast, or hot, neutrons which are
then moderated to produce cold neutrons. A schematic diagram of a small angle scattering
instrument is shown in fig. 1.6. Neutron guides transport neutrons from the cold source
to the instrument, passing through a velocity selector which passes only neutrons of
the required wavelength, to within an accuracy of ≈ 10%. After velocity selection, the
neutrons must pass through a monitor detector. This is a very low efficiency detector,
which detects on the order of 10−6 of the neutrons which pass through it. This allows for
normalisation of the final signal to a known quantity which is directly proportional to the
number of neutrons incident on the sample. The beam is then collimated, to reduce beam
divergence, before passing through the sample, after which the diffracted beam is incident
on a position sensitive detector. The distance of a SANS detector from the sample is
usually variable, as a variety of diffraction angles is experienced with SANS which would
make a stationary detector infeasible. The remaining un-diffracted beam is absorbed by
a beam stop placed before the detector, which is usually required to prevent detector
overload. Beam size at the sample is limited by an aperture, to prevent illumination of
unwanted material. All materials that the neutrons pass through, including any air present
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of a SANS instrument. Velocity selected neutrons are sent through
a series of collimation apertures to limit divergence, then are diffracted from the sample
before being incident on a detector.
in the beam path, cause unwanted scattering, which appears as background signal on the
detector. Furthermore, material illuminated by neutrons may become radioactive, usually
for short periods, which is an unwanted side effect of neutron experiments, and shielding
equipment minimises this. Background signal must be measured, in the absence of any
experimental signal, so it can be subtracted from these measurements to leave only the
scattering as a result of the flux lattice. Background scattering is often angle dependent,
and can also change if objects in the beam path move as a result of magnetic fields and
temperature changes, so it is necessary to take foreground and background measurements
under as similar conditions as possible. Since either temperature or applied field must be
changed between foreground and background measurements, it is advisable to investigate
which one produces the least shift. Experimental apparatus in the cryostat is also prone
to contraction dependent on cryogen levels, which naturally change over time due to boil
off, which must be taken into consideration.
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1.14 Resolution of the instrument
As previously stated, the velocity selector provides a spread of neutron wavelengths. Since
the velocity selector works by removing neutrons of unwanted wavelength, the spread is
necessary as a monochromatic beam produced by this technique would contain no neu-
trons. The neutron beam is collimated to limit the range of input angles of neutrons
incident on the sample, which may be small but remains non-zero. In addition to this,
no flux lattice will ever be perfectly formed, and the defects will lead to both a variety of
inter-vortex spacings, D, and vortices meandering along their length, or a ‘mosaic spread’.
Thus, in order to find the total diffracted intensity of a spot one must rock the sample
through the full range of angles at which it appears. The resultant “rocking curve” will
be a convolution of the resolution effects of both the beam and the sample (Cubitt et al.,
1992). This results in a spread of intensity which must be integrated over, rather than
all the Bragg scattering occurring at a single angle. Whilst it is perfectly possible to
analyse this data by using the integrated intensity across the rocking curve, it is worth
noting that the limiting factors which govern the shape of this curve can change with the
experimental conditions, and the width of the rocking curve and size of Bragg reflections
can provide important information about the behaviour of the VL under investigation.
To this end, Cubitt et al (Cubitt et al., 1992) derived expressions for the rocking curve
width and spread in Bragg reflection from an imperfect lattice. The angular contributions
are illustrated in fig. 1.7, where the line AA′ represents the perfect lattice, with a per-
fectly collimated beam diffracting at a Bragg angle θ. However, the imperfect collimation
results in an input ray coming in at an angle φ1 to the ideal, which encounters a mosaic
block of the imperfect lattice at an angle η resulting in overall diffraction of the ray at an
angle φ2 to the ideal. Further, the spread in neutron wavelength, ∆λ/λ, and the spread
in inter-vortex spacing, ∆D/D, both contribute to a spread in the diffraction angle θ,
and the effects of these are indistinguishable.
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Figure 1.7: Figure describing the effect of instrument conditions and vortex lattice per-
fection on diffraction. The line AA′ represents a perfect lattice with the bold line at
an angle theta demonstrating diffraction from a perfectly collimated beam. However, in
reality the collimation of the beam may contribute an angle φ1 to the diffraction added
to an imperfect lattice described by the angle η results in diffraction at an angle φ2.
Cubitt et al expressed these contributions to the spread in diffraction angle as Gaussian
functions, and for the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a rocking curve, Ww, they
find
W 2w cos
2(α) = a2 + b2 + c2 (1.72)
where a is the FWHM of the direct beam collimation angle, b is the FWHM of mosaic
spread due to vortices meandering along their length and cos(α) is the Lorentz factor for
a Bragg reflection at an angle to the direction of rocking. The value c is given by the
expression (
c
θ
)2
=
(
∆λ
λ
)2
+
(
∆D
D
)2
(1.73)
where θ is the Bragg angle, ∆λ/λ is the spread in wavelength of the neutrons and ∆D/D
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is the spread in vortex spacing. These two are equivalent in effect on Bragg diffraction
from the lattice, and so are inseparable in the overall expression for the FWHM of the
rocking curve. By assuming a perfect lattice, such that b and ∆D/D drop out, the reso-
lution width of the instrument can be calculated, from which is is possible by comparison
to judge the perfection of the lattice. Whilst it is not possible to gain quantitative in-
formation directly due to inseparability of spread in neutron wavelength and spread in
vortex spacing, qualitative comparison as a function of temperature and field provides
useful information about the evolution of the lattice under changing conditions.
1.15 Cryostats
To achieve the kinds of temperatures required for superconductivity to exist, the sample
is situated within a cryostat - a device designed to maintain the necessary temperature
within the Kelvin or even milli-Kelvin range. For neutron scattering off flux lattices,
accessibility to the neutron beam and an applied field are also required. Both external
normal state magnets and internal superconducting magnets can be used to provide the
field, with the former normally consigned to low field experiments due to power and heat
dissipation limitations. In either case, it is necessary to keep the material in the path
of the neutron beam to a minimum, to avoid excess absorption and scattering, both of
which have the potential to obscure the experimental signal from the sample. As such,
equipment such as magnets are always kept out of the beam, and material in the path
of the neutron beam is usually kept as high purity aluminium, or in the case of specific
cryostat ‘windows’, sapphire and silicon.
Keeping the sample at low temperatures in a background environment of 300 K is usu-
ally achieved by the use of cryogens in conjunction with vacuum insulation. Whilst ‘cryo-
gen free’ systems, which operate off a pumped thermodynamic cycle to provide cooling
power, are available for research, only cryogen filled systems were used in the experiments
presented here. Often, several cryogen stages will be used in the cooling process. An outer
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layer cooled by liquid nitrogen may be used to shield the liquid helium cooled apparatus
from room temperature. The liquid helium stage will itself be used to shield the sample
environment. Pressure release valves are necessary when dealing with enclosed cryogen
baths in case the gas return systems fail. The cryostat will contain finer temperature
control methods such as a 1 K pot for experiments below 4 K, or a dilution refrigerator
stage to reach the milli-Kelvin region. A schematic of a basic overview of a cryostat with
a 1 K pot and heat exchanger setup is shown in figure 1.8. It is not always convenient
to try to access the Kelvin range whilst running a dilution refrigerator, and so separate
set-ups may be required if both regimes are to be investigated. Samples are placed on a
sample holder, which takes the form either of a sample stick (see fig. 1.8) or horizontally
removable holder, depending on the cryostat geometry.
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Figure 1.8: Figure showing a basic schematic of a cryostat, based on a design from the
AS Scientific Products online catalogue (Scientific). Features common to most cryostats
are labelled, although precise geometry will vary depending on design. Since this cryostat
does not include an internal magnet, an external one is shown.
The cryostat will either contain a superconducting magnet of its own, or if not may
utilise an external magnet. To produce a uniform field across the sample volume, either
a split pair of coils is used or a solenoid geometry, with the sample being placed in the
centre of the magnet in either case. The former geometry usually possesses the advantage
of a greater angular range of access, and will usually be loaded with the sample stick
set-up shown in figure 1.8 which is both easy to use and has a rapid turnaround time in
the event of sample change. Using a solenoid magnet, however, gives access to a higher
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field maximum. Both geometries were used in the experiments presented in this thesis.
The full cryostat and magnet system will be placed on a goniometer and rotation stage,
in order to be able to rotate the flux lattice being investigated through the required Bragg
angles.
Temperature control in the sample space is usually done by providing a constant
source of cooling power and then using heating systems to give precise temperature con-
trol. Whilst cooling below the required temperature and then heating the sample may
seem counter productive when we already exist in a ready made background of ∼300 K,
temperature control on a heated system with feedback provided by a local thermometer
is far easier, more precise and more successful than trying to control the cooling power
to produce the required temperature. For 4He cryostats, the cooling power in the sample
space is provided by a 1 K pot, which is part of the heat exchanger seen in fig 1.8, which
is simply a space for small amounts of liquid helium to evaporate with the assistance of
a pumping system in order to produce cooling power. Typically, a constant pumping
pressure is provided by an external unit (VTI pump in figure 1.8), and cooling power is
regulated by constraining the rate at which liquid helium is brought in to the 1 K pot
through a needle valve attached to the main helium bath. Whilst, as its name suggests,
this type of system should be able to provide temperatures as low as 1 K it is common for
the minimum sample temperature available to this kind of set-up to be between 1.5 and
2 K. When investigating superconductors such as the high T c cuprates, where 2 K is a
small fraction of their critical temperature, this kind of system is an ideal balance of ease
of use compared to operating difficulty since lower temperatures are not required to access
new physics. If investigating low T c superconductors, however, 2 K may be a noticeable
fraction of T c. Here, lower temperatures are required and this is usually achieved using
a dilution refrigerator.
The dilution refrigerator was initially proposed by Heinz London in 1951 (London,
1951), although not successfully produced until 1964 (Das et al., 1964). It provides cooling
power through the latent heat of mixing of two isotopes of helium: 4He and 3He. When
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a mixture of these two isotopes is cooled below ∼870 mK, it undergoes a spontaneous
phase separation into a helium 3 rich phase and a 3He reduced phase, known as the
concentrated and dilute phases respectively. At very low temperatures, the concentrated
phase is almost pure 3He, whilst the the dilute phase resides at around 6.6% 3He and 93.4
% 4He. It is the 3He that is circulated around the system to provide cooling power. A
schematic diagram of this is shown in figure 1.9. 3He enters the fridge at around a few
hundred millibar, passing through several cooling stages until reaching a stage coupled
with a 4He 1 K pot, which liquefies the 3He. The liquid helium is drawn though a high flow
impedance capillary system, past a heat exchanger coupled to the still cooling it to around
500 - 700 mK. A secondary capillary system with a lower flow impedance then draws the
liquid helium 3 into the mixing chamber, passing through one side of a counterflow cooling
system with the 3He leaving the mixing chamber providing the cooling power as it passes
through the other side of the counterflow. Within the mixing chamber lie the phase
separated dilute and concentrated phase. 3He is drawn across this phase boundary and
diluted in the dilute phase, which is an endothermic process and thus provides the cooling
power of a dilution fridge. The 3He returns to the beginning of the process by passing
through the counterflow heat exchanger in the dilute phase into the still, and then back
out as a gas. The still is maintained at around 500-700 mK by use of a still heater, where
3He has a much higher vapour pressure than 4He, and as such the low pressure gas in the
still, which is pumped back to the return of the cycle, is almost pure 3He. The preferential
removal of 3He lowers the concentration and creates an osmotic pressure in the mixing
chamber, which is what draws the 3He from the concentrated to dilute phases.
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Figure 1.9: Figure showing a basic schematic of a dilution refrigerator. The diagram
shows the area contained within the inner vacuum chamber, around which will exist the
standard cryostat set-up. The inner vacuum chamber is thermally connected to a low
temperature reservoir, such as a 4He bath, to provide thermal radiation shielding against
the warmer background of the cryostat.
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1.16 ‘Grasp’ Data Analysis
The majority of the data published in this thesis, with the exception of some sample char-
acterisation measurements, are SANS measurements. For monochromatic SANS data of
the type in these experiments, data is taken by counting the number of incident neutrons
at their respective pixel on the position sensitive detector for a specified time or monitor
value. The resultant data is a two dimensional array with a single entry in the array
corresponding to a single pixel on the detector. In addition to this, the data file also
records a variety of instrument conditions such as neutron wavelength and sample tem-
perature. In order to analyse the data, a program called GRASP has been used. GRASP
is a Matlab script application written by Charles Dewhurst of the ILL, and provides a
graphical interface for the handling, analysis and reduction of SANS data from a variety
of neutron sources (Dewhurst).
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CHAPTER 2
THE PNICTIDES
2.1 Literature Review
Superconductivity was discovered in the iron-based superconductor LaFePO in 2006
(Kamihara et al., 2006) at 4 K, and became known as a class of superconductors with
the discovery of La(O1−xFx)FeAs (Kamihara et al., 2008), with a critical temperature
of 26 K. Soon afterwards, the pnictides, so called because of the common unit of an
iron-pnictogen layer, RFeAs(O1−xFx) (R = Ce, Pr, Sm, Nd etc.) were found to have
critical temperatures in the region of 50 K (X. H. Chen and Fang, 2008) (Xu et al., 2008),
thus making the pnictide superconductors second only to the cuprates in terms of T c.
This, coupled with the presence of superconductivity in a system capable of possessing
magnetic order has made the pnictide superconductors of great interest to the condensed
matter community. Since the structure and behaviour of the vortex lattice is governed by
the electronic and physical structure of the crystal lattice, SANS investigations into the
pnictides can provide an important contribution towards understanding these materials
and the superconductivity they exhibit.
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Figure 2.1: Crystal structures of four groups of iron-based superconductors a) LaFeAsO
“1111”, b) BaFe2As2 “122”, c) LiFeAs “111” and d) FeSe “11”. Figure from Ishida et al
(Ishida et al., 2009).
Figure 2.1, replicated here from work by Ishida et al (Ishida et al., 2009) presents four
structure groups prevalent in the iron-based superconductors, with example chemical
compositions and the various numerical structure labels included in the caption. It is the
(122) structure group which is of specific interest in this thesis, as the pnictides under
investigation are KFe2As2 and BaFe2(AsxP1−x)2, both 122 materials. This structure has
been seen in previous superconductors, such as the heavy fermion compounds since their
discovery with CeCu2Si2 (Steglich et al., 1979).
The parent compound for both pnictides studied in this thesis is the antiferromagnet
BaFe2As2. For an AFe2As2 system, where the A = Ba,Sr or Ca, the system can become
superconducting through electron doping of the Fe site with cobalt or nickel (Sefat et al.,
2008) (Wadati et al., 2010), or through hole doping of the A site with a monovalent B+
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Figure 2.2: The temperature - doping phase diagram for pnictide systems, with supercon-
ducting (SC) and antiferromagnetic (SDW) states shown. Picture reprinted from work
by Chen et al (Chen, 2009).
atom, where B = K, Cs, Na - a group 1 metal (Rotter et al., 2008; Sasmal et al., 2008).
The temperature-doping phase diagram of this system can be seen in figure 2.2. Here, the
existence of a superconducting phase is shown in conjunction with an antiferromagnetic
phase, labelled as spin density wave or SDW. A perhaps surprising phenomenon in the
pnictides, however, is the emergence of superconductivity out of magnetic order as a result
of isovalent doping on the arsenic site, which is the case for BaFe2(AsxP1−x)2. Possessing
a similar phase diagram to fig. 2.2, a spin density wave AFM phase gives way to a
superconducting state with increasing doping.
Understanding the electronic structure of the pnictides provides the basis for explain-
ing superconductivity in these materials. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
have provided a good starting point for both theoretical models and contextualising ex-
perimental results. The common features in pnictides are two or more hole-like Fermi
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sheets around the centre of the Brillouin zone and two electron-like sheets at the corners
(Mazin and Schmalian, 2009), separated by a (π, π) wavevector. Fermi surfaces of the
un-doped 1111 compounds tend to be quasi 2D, with the 122 compound sheets possessing
more 3D character, which may explain why the magnetism in 122 systems tends to be
stronger than its 1111 counterparts due to interlayer coupling. Upon doping, however,
the Fermi surfaces tend to lose their dimensionality and become quasi 2D, suggesting that
long range magnetic order is destroyed by a reduction in interlayer coupling when charge
carriers are added to the system. Quantum oscillation measurements (Sebastian et al.,
2008; Analytis et al., 2009) have shown that un-doped 122 systems are Fermi liquids, al-
though a sizeable region of their Fermi surface disappears upon gaining of magnetic order
due to gap formation. The frequencies of the magneto-oscillations point to an ordered
magnetic state having small Fermi pockets, which is consistent with the formation of a
spin density wave (Mazin and Schmalian, 2009). The parent compound for pnictides has
antiferromagnetic order, with Fe spins being parallel and antiparallel in the orthogonal
directions of the Fe-As plane. Neutron scattering has given an ordered iron moment of
0.9µB for BaFe2As2 (Huang et al., 2008). This AFM state is known to be metallic, with
a noticeable Drude conductivity (Hu et al., 2008), and shows Fermi surfaces appropriate
for a partially-gapped antiferromagnet (Hsieh et al.).
The pairing interaction and gap structure in the pnictides is still under debate, al-
though the predominant explanation is for the superconducting interaction to be magnetic
in nature (Mazin et al., 2008), and that in optimally-doped materials this leads to a repul-
sive interaction between holes on Fermi surface sheets at the centre of the Brillouin zone
and electrons on sheets at the corners. The pairing interaction here relies on the idea that
even if the excitation under exchange produces a repulsive interaction, that interaction
can be attractive if the exchange is taken between parts of the Fermi surface possessing
opposite signs of the order parameter. This can be seen in fig. 2.3, where ∆k = −∆k+Q,
where a repulsive interaction with wavevector Q is attractive due to sign reversal of the
gap. With the Fermi surfaces under question separated by a (π, π) wavevector, spin fluc-
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Figure 2.3: Simplified diagram of the proposed Brillouin zone for the pnictides undergoing
s± pairing. The hole sheet is shone in red at the centre of the zone with the gap +∆ and
the electron sheets are shown in blue at the corners of the zone with the gap −∆. The
proposed interaction for s± pairing is shown by the vector Q, with the spin density wave
vector spanning the hole and electron pockets.
tuations were proposed as the exchange excitation (Mazin et al., 2008), and the resulting
angular momentum of L = 0 and opposing gap signs this has led to the name s± for this
pairing state. Other pairing states have been proposed, such as the s++ state proposed
by Kontani et al (Kontani and Onari, 2010) and Yanagi et al (Yanagi et al., 2010), which
is mediated by orbital fluctuations. Theoretical predictions by Fernandes et al (Fernan-
des and Schmalian, 2010) have argued against this, since their model for magnetism and
superconductivity, where the electrons leading to superconductivity are also those whose
spins order, gives a sign changing s± state.
Phonon-mediated superconductivity was ruled out at an early stage as it is too weak to
account for the critical temperatures of most pnictides (Osborn et al., 2009). However, an
isotope effect has been seen in some materials. Liu et al (Liu R.H., 2009) noted an isotope
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effect in SmFeAsO0.85F0.15 and Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2, but only for isotope substitutions of iron.
This suggests that whilst phonons may have an influence on superconductivity in the
pnictides, it may only be by affecting the magnetic fluctuations through a magnetoelastic
effect. This is not certain, however, with Shirage et al reporting both an absence of and
an inverse isotope effect in their experiments (Shirage et al., 2010, 2009).
The proximity, and perhaps co-existence, of magnetism and superconductivity in the
pnictides, as well as strong evidence against conventional pairing mechanisms has led
to most proposals for the superconducting interaction to be magnetic in nature, with
the predominant explanation that a repulsive interaction can be attractive under a sign-
changing gap being necessary for these to work. Furthermore, inelastic neutron scattering
has shown a link between the onset of superconductivity and a spin fluctuation resonance
peak (Christainson A.D., 2008). This, as well as a vast array of other evidence, has led
the s± spin fluctuation mediated superconductivity to become the dominant explanation
for superconductivity in the pnictides.
Previous to the work done on KFe2As2 and BaFe2(AsxP1−x)2 detailed in this chapter,
work on pnictides through SANS had produced limited results at best. The necessity
for fractional doping parameters in order to achieve superconductivity in most pnictides
resulted in plenty of structural defects and thus vortex pinning sites in the samples. This
led to disorder in the vortex lattice, resulting in ring-like diffraction patterns with wide
rocking curves that limited the information which could be extracted from these results.
An example, taken from the work by Inosov et al (Inosov et al., 2010) on LiFeAs is shown
in fig. 2.4 - the author participated in this work, but it will not be detailed in this thesis.
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Figure 2.4: Left: Diffraction pattern from the vortex lattice of LiFeAs at 0.25 T, showing
a strongly disordered lattice. Right: Rocking curve at the same field, showing a wide
FWHM indicative of vortex pinning leading to deviations along the length of the vortices.
Both images are from data published by Inosov et al (Inosov et al., 2010).
2.2 KFe2As2
For the investigation presented here, our crystals are fully over-doped KFe2As2, here
denoted KFA, from the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 system with a doping parameter, x, of 1. As
can be seen in figure 2.2, this somewhat limits the critical temperature and field of our
system. However, doped pnictides have shown strong vortex pinning, probably as a result
of nanoscale inhomogeneities in the crystal structure which have arisen as a result of
doping. It was hoped that using stoichiometric crystals would avoid this pinning seen
previously in the pnictides, providing clear SANS results.
As a member of the 122 family of pnictides KFA possess tetragonal symmetry, as seen
in fig. 2.1 (b), with the crystallographic a and b axes being equivalent directions in the
iron-pnictogen plane running parallel to the nearest neighbour iron-iron directions, and
the c direction running perpendicular to this plane. Barium is a group-II metal possessing
two electrons in its outer 6s shell, whilst Potassium is a group-I metal with one electron
in its outer 4s shell. As previously stated, this results in hole doping with one additional
hole added to the system per substitution. The Fermi surface shown in figure 2.3 posses
hole sheets in the centre of the Brillouin zone and electron sheets at the corners. Since
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this is for the parent compound BaFe2As2, the volume of the hole and electron sections
will change with doping as we move towards the fully over-doped system, although the
basic structure of the Fermi surface, where the center is populated by hole sheets and the
corners by electron sheets, remains similar with moderate doping (Singh, 2008). However,
for situations where x in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 is equal to 1, it has been seen in Angle Resolved
Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) (Sato et al., 2009) and de Haas-van Alphen effect
(dHvA) (Terashima et al., 2010) measurements that all Fermi surface sheets, including
those at the corners, are hole sheets. From the single valence of potassium, we can deduce
that a single hole is contributed to the system from a KFe2As2 unit.
2.2.1 KFe2As2 sample
Our sample was formed of a poly-crystal mosaic of approximately 100 mg for the experi-
ments at ILL, and of 250 mg for those at PSI. Single crystals of KFe2As2 were grown from
a precursor of FeAs, heated to 900 C in an evacuated atmosphere for ∼ 10 hours and then
mixed with K and As in the ratio K:As:FeAs = 3 : 2 : 2. The mixture was maintained
at 900 C for a further 10h in an Al203 crucible inside a sealed stainless steel tube, after
which it was cooled to 650 C at a rate of 1 Khr−1 and then quenched (Kawano-Furukawa
et al., 2010). Each single crystal had a typical size of around 7 × 7 × 0.5 mm3 and was
aligned with the c axis perpendicular to the mounting plate with the [100] direction in
the horizontal plane of the SANS configuration. The sample was found to have a Tc of
3.6 K with a transition width of 0.2 K from 10-90%, and a residual resistance ratio of
∼ 400. Large hysteresis was seen in the magnetisation data in fig. 2.5, showing that
vortex pinning is active at the low field of 1 mT despite crystal stoichiometry. The single
crystals of KFA were mounted on aluminium plates using hydrogen free Cytop glue, with
the c-axis perpendicular to the surface of the plate. Crystals were co-aligned such that
one of the tetragonal [100] axes was horizontal, and an example of typical sample plates
can be seen in figure 2.6. The cryostats used, as well as the collimation of the neutron
beam, provided a physical limitation on the width of the sample plates, so where necessary
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Figure 2.5: Sample characterisation measurements for KFA crystals. Top: Magnetisation
data taken in an applied field of 1 mT. Data shows a Tc of 3.6 K with a 10-90 % transition
width of 0.2 K. Bottom: In-plane resistivity measurements, showing a residual resistivity
ratio of ∼ 400. Inset: enlarged region of the resistivity-temperature graph showing the
area around the superconducting transition. Figures reproduced from work by Furukawa
et al (Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2011).
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Figure 2.6: Example of a KFA sample, comprising a series of single crystals co-aligned
and mounted on four aluminium plates.
multiple sample plates were used and stacked along the direction of incident neutrons.
2.2.2 Experimental details
Neutron scattering experiments were performed on D11 and D22 at the ILL in Grenoble,
France and on SANS-1 at PSI in Villigen, Switzerland. Both 4He cryostats and dilution
refrigerators were used in order to access temperatures either down to 1.5 K or 50 mK
respectively. Results were taken between 0.1 and 1.2 T applied both parallel to and at
angles up to 75◦ to the c-axis. Incident neutrons of a mean wavelength of λn = 10 A˚
were used with a wavelength spread of 10%, with the position sensitive detector set to
between 15 m and 18 m depending on the applied field.
Despite the noted hysteresis in the magnetisation data during sample characterisation
(fig. 2.5) the sample was found to have weak flux line pinning in the field range we were
investigating, and as such it was possible to form a vortex lattice by simply applying a
field at the desired temperature rather than cooling the sample in field, as is required with
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higher pinning systems. It was found that the VL order could be further improved by
oscillating the field value before measuring. Here, a a small (∼ 0.1)% oscillation about the
required field is performed, allowing flux lines that are stuck in weak pinning potentials to
escape and form a more uniform flux lattice. The success of this technique is very sample-
specific: in some situations the oscillation gives flux lines the freedom to explore pinning
sites which they would not otherwise have had access to, which can further deform the
lattice or give the flux lines some curvature along their length. In this case, however, the
improved signal from the VL after field oscillation suggested that the technique had an
ordering effect, bringing the VL closer to its equilibrium position, and so the technique
was used.
2.2.3 Structure of the vortex lattice
The structure of the VL and its relative orientation to the host crystal can provide a
great deal of information regarding the superconducting state. For all results where B
was applied parallel to c, a hexagonal lattice of the kind seen in figure 2.7 was observed.
The a and b directions in KFe2As2 are equal, giving the ab plane square symmetry.
Therefore, the two orientations of the vortex lattice which are aligned with the a and
b directions have the same orientational free energy, resulting in a degeneracy of the
two orientations and an equal population of flux lines in each domain. A single domain
extends within the sample on a much larger length scale than the spacing between the
flux lines, leading each domain to undergo Bragg diffraction. A diffraction pattern from
an applied field of 0.2 T at 1.5 K demonstrating two degenerate hexagonal domains is
shown in figure 2.7, with an two overlayed hexagons on the diffraction pattern indicating
which Bragg reflections result from each domain. Confirmation of this explanation is
seen in results where the applied field is tilted away from the c-axis of the material.
At small angles, the underlying superconducting state experienced by the vortex lattice
remains relatively unchanged, however the a and b axes are no longer degenerate, since
one orientation of the VL now has a lower free energy than the other and so we observe
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only a single domain of the VL. Diffraction patterns such as those in Figure 2.7 were
obtained from the combination of 4 separate images, each one having been rocked onto
the Bragg condition, at constant temperature, for each one of the sets of three spots. Since
spot positions can be dependent on diffraction angle as the spots are rocked through, only
data from the peak of the rocking curve was used to determine the position of the spots.
Figure 2.7 shows the full range of conditions over which the flux lattice of KFA was
investigated. A slightly distorted hexagonal lattice was observed throughout, with no
distinct first order type transitions to a square phase found in fields up to ∼ 0.5Bc2.
These structure scans were done between 0.2 T and 0.9 T, providing information about
the structure of the VL as a function of field. This information is expressed in terms of
VL opening angle, shown in figure 2.8, showing a systematic change in the VL distortion
as a function of field. Whilst the VL structure does vary with field, the absence of
structure transitions, such as to a rhombic lattice or a re-orientation transition, indicates
that the superconducting properties of KFA as a function of angle about the c-axis of the
material are fairly isotropic, or at least does not poses strong structure. It is expected from
observations with the cuprate superconductors that strong fourfold symmetry in the order
parameter, i.e d -wave superconductivity, would result in first order transitions to a square
or rhombic lattice before reaching a major fraction of Bc2 (White et al., 2009; Ichioka
et al., 1999). However, we have investigated up to half of the superconducting critical
field and found no distinct transitions. The systematic increase in lattice distortion does,
however, show that the electronic and superconducting properties of the system cannot be
completely isotropic in the ab plane, as this would result in a regular hexagonal lattice at
all observed fields. Calculations from both non-local London theory (Kogan et al., 1996;
Kogan and Miranovic´, 1997; Kogan et al., 1997) and Eilenberger theory (Suzuki et al.,
2010) have shown that Fermi surface and order parameter anisotropy result in structure
changes as a function of field. Whilst these calculations were not intended as a study of
pnictide superconductors, their main focus being on the cuprate systems and explaining
the transition rich phase diagram of many unconventional superconductors, we can note
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Figure 2.7: Top left: phase diagram showing the location of SANS measurements taken
on KFA with the field applied parallel to the c axis of the crystal. We indicate measured
values of the upper critical field, Bc2, with an extrapolated value above our measurement
range shown under extrap. Measurements of the flux lattice are indicated, with data
taken at either D22 or D11 of the ILL, or on SANSI at PSI. Top right: diffraction
pattern at 1.5 K in an applied field of 0.3 T, showing two degenerate domains of slightly
distorted hexagonal lattice, highlighted in white and black respectively. Bottom left:
Figure showing the diffraction pattern at 0.3 T at a temperature of 1.5 K, again showing
two degenerate domains of slightly distorted hexagonal lattice. Bottom right: diffraction
pattern at 0.2 T, 1.5 K with the applied field at an angle of 10◦ to the c axis of KFe2As2
(following the geometry indicated in fig. 1.3), showing a single domain slightly distorted
hexagonal lattice.
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the general observation that anisotropies in the electronic structure lead to a field-driven
change in vortex lattice structure as a function of field. We therefore deduce that while
the electronic structure in the ab plane of KFA cannot be completely isotropic, due to
the field-driven variation in structure, it must be reasonably so to avoid the structure
transitions observed in other unconventional superconductors.
The vortex lattice structure was also relatively invariant with temperature, shown in
figure 2.8, where the opening angle of the vortex lattice remains at approximately 58
degrees across the full temperature range of superconductivity in an applied field of 0.1
T. This further suggests that the superconducting order parameter must be reasonably
isotropic in the ab plane, since anisotropy may express itself in changes in the vortex
lattice structure as a function of temperature (Bianchi et al., 2008). It has been seen
in the cuprates that vortex nearest neighbour directions have a tendency to align with
the nodal directions of the order parameter (White et al., 2009) at high field. With
increasing temperature, however, nodes become smeared with respect to the excitation
spectrum of the system, as quasiparticles are able to be excited across expanding regions
of the gap as kBT increases. This may lead vortex nearest neighbour directions to no
longer be governed by node topology. However, nodal structures in the ab plane do
not always manifest themselves in vortex lattice structure transitions with temperature,
such as those in YBa2Cu3O which are invariant with temperature and are only driven
by changes in field (White et al., 2011). In YBCO, however, the structure of the vortex
lattice in YBCO does show a systematic variation with temperature, which is discussed
in a later section 3.3.1, which can be attributed to reduced influence of the nodes at
higher temperatures. The absence of structure transitions or significant variation in these
temperature dependent data on KFA can only therefore suggest, not determine, that the
superconducting properties as a function of angle about the c axis are reasonably isotropic.
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Figure 2.8: Left: Opening angle of the VL, θ, as a function of applied field at a temperature
of 50 mK. Right: Opening angle of the VL as a function of temperature at an applied field
of 0.1 T. Relevant opening angle with respect to an example hexagonal lattice is shown
inset.
The structure of the vortex lattice may also be determined by the scattering vector
of the diffraction spots. The packing structure of a lattice determines the inter vortex
spacing, and therefore the spacing of Bragg planes. For square or hexagonal lattices, the
vortex spacing is identical for all nearest neighbours. However, for a distorted lattice such
as those observed in KFA, the spacing between vortices depends on which neighbour is
being chosen. This, shown in figure 2.9, results in two different q-vectors which define the
lattice which allow the anisotropy of the lattice to be expressed either in an anisotropy
parameter, ν = |q1|/|q2| or as a lattice opening angle θ. Given that all rocking done
in these experiments was along either the horizontal or vertical axis of the reciprocal
lattice plane we can define two distinct spot types with respect to this experimental
method. On-axis spots are those that align with either the horizontal or vertical rocking
directions, labelled in red in figure 2.9, and therefore are also aligned along either the a∗
or b∗ reciprocal lattice directions. Off-axis spots are those at an angle to these rocking
directions, whose reciprocal lattice planes are also at an angle to the a∗ and b∗ directions
and are labelled in blue in figure 2.9. When the vortex lattice in the ab plane of KFA
distorts away from an isotropic hexagon it does so along the a or b axis, depending on
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which domain we are investigating, and therefore the on axis and off axis spots sit at
different scattering vectors, which are labelled in figure 2.9 as q1 and q2.
1 (Å  × 10 )
Figure 2.9: Left: A typical plot of diffracted intensity as a function of scattering vector,
q, for a single Bragg reflection in an applied field of 0.3 T at 50 mK. Q-vector shown here
is q1 in the right hand diagram of this figure. Right: Schematic diagram of a diffraction
pattern for an arbitrary hexagonal lattice. The two scattering vectors, q1 and q2 are
labelled with spots at common q values sharing colours. A hypothetical rocking direction
is shown in grey, hereby defining on axis spots as those intersecting this axis of rock (red
spots) and off axis spots as those at an angle away from this axis of rock (blue spots).
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2.2.4 Field dependence of the vortex lattice form factor
Making use of the Christen formula (equation 1.71) the vortex lattice form factor was
investigated as a function of field. We replace the reciprocal space lattice vector, G, with
the experimentally determined scattering vector q, giving us the following expression for
the form factor,
Iq = 2πφV
(
µ
4
)2
λ2n
Φ0q
|Fq|2 (2.1)
where all symbols retain their former meaning. The integrated intensity, Iq, is obtained
from a scan of intensity in a Bragg reflection as a function of rocking angle, shown in
figure 2.10, and averaged over the number of Bragg spots. The q-vector is obtained from
the radial plot of intensity as a function of scattering vector as seen in figure 2.9 and
is Bragg-spot-specific in a distorted lattice such as the one under investigation in KFA.
The incident neutron flux, φ, is taken from a measurement of the incident neutron beam.
This is done separately to a standard measurement by removing the beamstop on the
detector whilst attenuating the neutron beam by a known amount to discover the number
of incident neutrons per normalisation factor, usually a set count on the monitor.
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Sample Angle ( )
Figure 2.10: An example of a typical rocking curve from the on axis spots (q1 in fig. 2.9)
in an applied field of 0.1 T at 50 mK. Rocking curves were fitted to a Lorentzian, shown
as a solid line, in order to determine the integrated intensity.
Figure 2.11 shows the form factor variation with field at a temperature of 50 mK
for the on-axis spots - those spots which were rocked through directly rather than being
off the axis of the rock. These were fitted to the London model with core/non-local
corrections (equation 1.28), which provides a good model of the data. The core cut-off
parameter, c, was expected to be ∼ 0.5, as theoretical work has suggested that this is
an appropriate value for this parameter (Ichioka et al., 1997). It can be seen that the
form factor decreases with field, which is expected as the vortex cores begin to overlap
with reduced spacing at higher fields. At 50 mK, using ξ = 13.5 nm (taken from a Bc2
of 1.3 T), the fit returned values of λ = 203 nm and c = 0.52. At 1.5 K, with ξ = 15.9
nm, the fit gave values of λ = 240 nm and c = 0.55. This fit suggests a conventional
field dependence for KFA, with no multi-gap effects (Cubitt et al., 2003), and allows us
to extrapolate to the zero field penetration depth.
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Figure 2.11: Left: Form factor of the vortex lattice for the on axis spots (q1 in fig. 2.9)
as a function of applied field at both 50 mK and 1.5 K. Data was fitted to the London
model (equation 1.28) with core/non-local corrections, shown as solid lines. At 50 mK,
using ξ = 13.5 nm, the fit returned values of λ = 203 nm and c = 0.52. At 1.5 K, with
ξ = 15.9 nm, the fit gave values of λ = 240 nm and c = 0.55. For comparison, the local
London model with no core corrections is shown as a dashed line. Right: Form factor as
a function of scattering vector q for all diffractions spots.
The data fitted to the London model in figure 2.11 is for the on axis spots only, since
the off axis spots have a different Form factor at equivalent fields owing to the different
lattice spacings. However, when plotting these data against their q-vector we can see that
both the on axis and off axis spots follow the same behaviour, confirming the basal-plane
isotropy of the pairing.
The temperature dependence of the VL form factor and field dependence of the VL
structure can provide strong indications as to the gap structure of the material under
investigation. However, it is important to ascertain if the material is a clean supercon-
ductor, such that the gap is not strongly affected by impurities and our observations are
therefore of intrinsic behaviour. Using the information we have obtained on the London
penetration depth, it is possible to make an estimate of the ratio of the electron mean
free path to coherence length (ℓ/ξ0), which should be greater than 1 for a clean material.
In the case of a electronically 2D material such as KFA, where the London penetration
depth is predominantly determined by the supercurrents flowing in the basal plane, we
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can relate λL to the electronic properties by
1
λ2L
=
∑
i
nie
2µ0
m∗i
. (2.2)
This represents the added the contributions of each approximately cylindrical piece of
Fermi surface, with number density ni carriers of effective mass m
∗
i . ARPES, dHvA and
band structure calculations (Hashimoto et al., 2010b; Sato et al., 2009; Terashima et al.,
2010) have given all FS sheets present in KFA to be hole sheets, and from the single
valence of potassium we take an addition of one hole per KFe2As2 unit. Therefore,
n =
∑
i
ni ≈ 9.7× 1027m−3 (2.3)
From a penetration depth of λ = 203 nm and a band weighted average inverse effective
mass 〈
1
m∗i
〉
=
1
ne2µ0λ2
(2.4)
we can deduce the effective mass of the electrons in the lattice as 1.3×10−29 kg, or around
≈ 14 me. This is within the range of 6 to 18me found by dHvA measurements (Terashima
et al., 2010). Using the following expression for the conductivity σ in the basal plane
σ =
∑
i
µ0e
2τi
m∗i
. (2.5)
The band averaged impurity scattering time can be calculated using our data on the
penetration depth and the in-plane resistivity of KFA. This is given by
τ = µ0λ
2σ. (2.6)
From the residual resistivity ratio in our sample of ≈ 400, and the room temperature in
plane resistivity of ρ = 4.8× 10−6Ω m (Terashima et al., 2009) we find a low temperature
value of τ = 4.3× 10−12s. For a 2D material, the ratio of electron mean free path to the
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coherence length is ≈ 3.5 kBTc/(~/τ). With a Tc = 3.6 K, we find the ratio ℓ/ξ0 ≈ 7.1.
This indicates a clean material, therefore one in which the gap structure is not affected
by impurities and our observations are of intrinsic properties.
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2.2.5 Temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor
The temperature dependence of the scattered intensity at the Bragg peak is another useful
measure of the superconducting properties of a material, since scattering from the lattice
has a dependence on the superfluid density. Since thermal energy splits Cooper pairs,
leading to the destruction of superconductivity at Tc, it is evident that the number of
superconducting pairs will decrease monotonically as T → Tc. This behaviour, however,
is not identical for all superconductors, as the temperature dependence of quasi-particle
excitations in the material is governed by its gap structure. As such, the temperature
dependence of scattered intensity can provide insights into the gap structure of the ma-
terial being studied. For the simple BCS gap, the superfluid density saturates as kbT
passes below the gap of 2∆, which results in a flattening of the temperature dependence
at lower temperatures. For KFA, our results are shown in figure 2.12 . The results here
are published in the respective paper by Furukawa et al (Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2011).
Here, I follow the method of fitting the temperature dependence presented in the paper
on these results by Furukawa et al (Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2011). To fit the temperature
dependence, the behaviour of the VL was approximated to the London limit, as we were
at a small fraction of Hc, giving us a Form Factor
F =
B
1 + q2λ2
≃ B
q2λ2
α
1
λ2
∝ ρs (2.7)
where ρs is the superfluid density normalised to its value at T = 0, q is the reciprocal
lattice vector and λ is the penetration depth as discussed earlier. The temperature de-
pendence of the superfluid density was calculated in the local limit, taking into account
the fourfold rotational symmetry about the c axis, with (Prozorov and Giannetta, 2006)
ρs(T ) = 1− 1
4πkBT
∫ 2pi
0
∫ ∞
0
cosh−2
(√
ε2 +∆2k(T, φ)
2kBT
)
dφdε (2.8)
where T is the reduced temperature, T/Tc, φ is the azimuthal angle about the Fermi
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Figure 2.12: Temperature scan of scattered intensity in arbitrary units, with several model
fits, reproduced from Furukawa et al (Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2010). a) Shows the raw
data from all experiments scaled to the same intensity. b) Single gap models, both full
and nodal gap. c) A single gap with horizontal line node and non-local effects included.
d) A multi gap model with three full gaps. Gap magnitudes and other parameters are
shown inset.
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surface and
√
ε2 +∆2k(T, φ) gives the excitation energy spectrum. The gap function was
assumed to be separable into temperature and momentum dependent factors such that
∆k(T, φ) = ∆k(φ)∆0(T ), where ∆k(φ) describes the momentum dependent gap as a
function of angle around the Fermi surface. In the weak coupling limit, ∆0(T ) can be
approximated by
∆0(T ) = ∆0(0) tanh
(
1.78
√
Tc
T
− 1
)
, (2.9)
where ∆0 is the magnitude of the gap at zero temperature. The ∆k gap functions consid-
ered are as follows. For a single full gap across the entire Fermi surface, ∆k was taken as
being equal to 1. For the nodal gaps, both the angular variation due to a d-wave pairing
state, ∆k(φ) = cos(2φ) and a horizontal node gap, ∆k(kz) = ∆0 cos(kzc/2) were consid-
ered. These give the same ρs, as the temperature dependence can give an indication of
the presence of nodes, but does not distinguish between various types. To deduce node
geometry, it is necessary to investigate VL structure, which will be discussed later.
Kostin and Legget (Kosztin and Leggett, 1997) showed that, for nodal gap functions,
non-local corrections to λ will result in the approximately T -linear dependence of ρs to
cross over to a T 2 behaviour below a certain temperature T ∗ ≈ ∆0/kBκ where κ is the
GL parameter (Amin et al., 2000, 1998). This behaviour may be approximated by the
following expression
ns(T ) = 1− (1− ns(T ))
(
Tc + T
∗
Tc
)(
T
T + T ∗
)
(2.10)
where ns is the superfluid density, as calculated above in the local limit.
The final gap model to be considered was a multigap model, where the contributions
to the superfluid density from each gap were considered to be both separate and additive
(Carrington and Manzano, 2003). The three gap model used here was given by
ρtot(T ) = ω1ρ1(T ) + ω2ρ2(T ) + (1− ω1 − ω2)ρ3(T ) (2.11)
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where ρtot is the total superfluid density from all gaps, ρn describes the superfluid density
due to gap ∆n, and ωn is a fitted parameter ≤ 1, and is given no temperature dependence.
It can be seen that the scattered intensity from KFA continues to increase down to a
very small fraction of Tc, with perhaps only the last data point breaking this trend (at
∼ 70 mK). This suggests that quasi-particles are still being excited at low temperatures,
indicating either nodes in the gap structure, in which case excitations may continue down
to 0 K, or a range of gap values on the Fermi surface, at least one of which must be small.
Since the Fermi surface of KFA, like other pnictides, possesses multiple Fermi surface
sheets it is possible that the superconducting gap that forms on each sheet has either a
different magnitude, or is of a different type as is possible for BFAP, which is discussed
later in section 2.4. These possibilities can be seen in the model fits, as as a single full
gap does not fit the data, whereas a nodal gap including non-local effects and multi-gap
models are in much better agreement. It is interesting to note that a nodal gap ignoring
non-local effects does not fit well. Given that the field-dependent form factor suggests an
absence of multi gap effects (Cubitt et al., 2003), this leaves the nodal gap functions as
the most likely candidates for KFA. As previously stated, the absence of vortex lattice
structure transitions indicate that the superconducting properties as a function of angle
around the c axis must be fairly isotropic. Therefore a gap function with nodal lines
circulating around the Fermi surface sheets, seen in figure 2.13 would seem to fit the data.
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Figure 2.13: A sketch of the kz dependence for the order parameter proposed for KFA. The
Fermi surface of KFA is approximated as cylindrical, with the proposed superconducting
order parameter shown in blue. This is only given kz dependence, switching sign along kz
leaving two circular line nodes around the Fermi surface. Image from (Kawano-Furukawa
et al., 2011).
These results fall into slight conflict with other published data, with a general consen-
sus of a nodal gap structure (Fukazawa et al., 2009; Dong et al., 2010; Hashimoto et al.,
2010a), but with reports of d -wave and other exotic structures present (Thomale et al.,
2011; Maiti et al., 2011; Okazaki et al., 2012). We note that the absence of any distinct
structural transition to a square lattice, in contrast with those consistently seen in the
confirmed d -wave cuprate systems, our data strongly indicates that this system cannot
be d -wave in nature. High resolution laser ARPES results have produced an octet line
node structure as a function of angle around the c axis in KFA (Okazaki et al., 2012).
Whilst this is not the horizontal line node structure proposed here, we can note that a
vortex lattice, whose highest possible symmetry is sixfold, is unable to satisfy any eight-
fold symmetric free energy minima conditions. It is possible that the continued variation
of VL structure with field observed in fig. 2.8 is a result of frustration between the two
symmetries.
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2.3 Study of the anisotropic vortex lattice where the
field is no longer applied in the basal plane
The structure of the vortex lattice has been fairly isotropic for all conditions studied
with B parallel to c, a result of the superconducting properties of KFA being reasonably
isotropic in the ab plane. However, due to its tetragonal structure, strong anisotropy
between the ab plane and the c axis is expected. In order to investigate this anisotropy
and its consequences for the vortex lattice, the experimental geometry of the field applied
parallel to the c axis was altered by rotating the applied field away from the c axis 1.
The structure of the VL is determined by the interactions between the vortices, which is
affected by anisotropies in the carrier mass, m∗, superconducting gap and Fermi velocity
as a function of angle around the plane perpendicular to the vortex. Rotating the angle
between the c axis and the applied field allows us to use the vortex lattice as an effective
probe of these anisotropies, and for both rotations in the [100] and [110] direction, we
designate the angle between the applied field and the c axis as α. Rotations were done
towards both the [100] crystal lattice direction and the [110] direction in an applied field of
0.2 T. At such a low field, where the inter-vortex spacing (≈ 100 nm) is much greater than
the coherence length (≈ 15 nm), we expect the structure of the lattice to be dominated
by the anisotropy of the penetration depth in the plane perpendicular to the applied field.
The simplest method to describe the effect of an anisotropic penetration depth is the
anisotropic London model, discussed in section 1.4. With the penetration depth in the
London model being given by λ2 = ne2µ0/m
∗, anisotropic London theory expresses an
anisotropic penetration depth by re-writing the carrier mass, m∗, as m∗ik where i an j are
components of the effective mass tensor. With this being a 2nd-rank tensor, we can expect
a vortex lattice with an elliptical cross section whose axial ratio is being determined by
λx/λy.
1The work presented here forms part of a larger study on the vortex lattice of KFA with the field
applied at an angle to the c axis, submitted to PRB for review (Morisaki-Ishii et al., 2013) .
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2.3.1 Structure of the vortex lattice with B tilted from the c
axis
Figure 2.14 shows the vortex lattice diffraction patterns as a function of α for rotations in
the [100] and [110] directions at temperatures below 350 mK. An immediate consequence
of rotating the applied field away from the c axis along either the [100] or [010] direction
is the breaking of the degeneracy between the x and y axes in the vortex lattice plane.
With the superconducting properties of either the a or b axes now being mixed with the
c axis, the plane in which the vortex lattice sits no longer appears as square symmetric.
Therefore, one of the vortex lattice domains in the superconductor will have a lower
free energy than its sister orientation, and random nucleation of flux lines will populate
one domain in preference to the other. With the degeneracy broken, we have a single
hexagonal lattice for rotations in the [100] direction, rather than a mix of two domains as
seen previously in figure 2.7 and shown in figure 2.14. For rotations in the [110] direction
however, the mixing of the superconducting properties of the c axis occurs equally with
the a and b axis, so despite anisotropy of the xy plane of the vortex lattice, the system
remains degenerate and we maintain the two domains of the VL as the field is rotated
away from the c axis, seen in figure 2.14.
We parametrise the VL distortion as a function of α in terms of either the angle
between the VL basis vectors or the angle of offset between the two domains. For the
[100] rotation, with a single VL domain of lower free energy, we define the β as the angle
between the two basis vectors of the primitive cell, indicated in fig. 2.14. This distortion as
a function of α is displayed in fig. 2.15, showing a continuous change as the applied field is
rotated towards the basal plane. The evolution of the [110] rotation, however, is quantified
by the misalignment angle, η, between the two degenerate domains of VL as indicated
in fig. 2.14. Here we can see that the rotation in the [110] direction also undergoes a
smooth distortion as the field is rotated towards the [110] domain to the highest imaged
rotation angle of α = 80◦. This is in contrast with data taken at higher temperatures
(Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2013), where the rotation towards the [110] direction gave a
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Figure 2.14: Vortex lattice diffraction patterns for the rotations about both the [010]
and [110] directions. Panels (a)-(e) correspond to the rotations about [010], whilst panels
(f)-(j) correspond to rotations about [110], with rotation angle α indicated in the panel.
We define two vortex lattice opening angles, β and η in panels a and f respectively.
first order structure transition around α = 45◦. Here, the two degenerate VL domains
gave way to a single domain aligned along the [110] direction.
The fourfold anisotropy which we observe in these results shows a strong dependence
on the direction of applied field. No sign of a transition to a rhombic phase was seen
throughout the measurements with the field applied in the basal plane, however when the
field is rotated away from this direction we find contrasting results for rotation towards
the [100] and [110] directions. Local London theory is unable to account for the fourfold
anisotropies displayed in these results, however non-local corrections to London theory
which couple the vortex lattice free energy with anisotropies in the Fermi velocity and
superconducting gap have proven successful in providing a VL free energy minima in the
presence of such anisotropies (Kogan et al., 1996; Nakai et al., 2002). The difference in
VL structure as a function of temperature for rotations along the [110] direction noted
in (Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2013) could be attributed to the varying importance of non-
local effects with temperature. We can note, therefore, that the behaviour we observe
indicate that a simple model of a cylindrically-symmetric Fermi surface with horizon-
tal line nodes, which proved able to explain the temperature dependence of the vortex
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Figure 2.15: Graph showing the VL distortion, defined by either the parameter β or ν in
fig. 2.14, as a function of rotation angle α.
lattice form factor in section 2.2.5, is insufficient to describe KFA. ARPES results and
band structure calculations have shown the Fermi surface and gap structure to be more
complicated than this simplified model.
Following the method described in the section on anisotropic London theory 1.4, we
have calculated the anisotropy factor γ(α) = λa/λb as a function of rotation angle, α for
rotation in the [100] direction. The parameter γ(α) is determined experimentally by the
axial ratio of the ellipse on which the diffraction spots reside. This anisotropy factor is
expressed in anisotropic London theory as
γ(α) = γab
(
1
γ2ac
sin2 α + cos2 α
)− 1
2
(2.12)
where γij is defined by the effective mass ratio γij =
√
mii/mjj (Campbell et al., 1988).
Whilst for a tetragonal crystal we may expect γab = 1, results parallel to the c axis
gave a slightly distorted lattice, such that γab = 1.06 ± 0.012. Figure 2.16 shows the
axial ratio for rotation in the [100] direction in an applied field of 0.2 T at a temperature
T ≤ 35 mK fitted to the anisotropic London model, and gives an out of plane anisotropy
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of γac = 3.4 ± 0.086. Whilst this is smaller than the anisotropy of the upper critical
field obtained by heat capacity measurements (Abdel-Hafiez et al., 2012), where γ =
Habc2 /H
c
c2 = 4.5 which were extrapolated to T = 0, it is in much better agreement with
γ = 3.52 at T = 0 from resistivity measurements (Terashima et al., 2009). We note
that this model, based upon the anisotropy of the system being expressed in terms of
the effective mass, is not necessarily appropriate for KFA. The anisotropic London model
assumes an approximation of an isotropic gap and ellipsoidal Fermi surface, which our
discussion on the fourfold anisotropy of the lattice distortion as a function of rotation
direction indicated was too simple to accurately describe KFA. However, we can draw
the conclusion that our value of γ ≈ 3.4 indicates the Fermi surface of KFA to posses a
reasonably two-dimensional character.
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Figure 2.16: Lattice anisotropy parameter as a function of angle of applied field to the
c axis. Data for rotation about both the (100) direction is shown, alongside a model
fit from anisotropic London theory given by equation 2.12, with γab = 1.06 ± 0.012 and
γac = 3.4± 0.086.
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2.3.2 Angle dependence of the vortex lattice form factor
The effect of uniaxial crystal anisotropy on the spatial variation of the magnetic field in the
mixed state was initially described by Kogan (Kogan, 1981), and is detailed in section 1.4.
The theory predicts the effect on the components of the VL form factor in the presence
of an effective mass anisotropy, and has been extended to account for an arbitrary field
rotation with respect to the crystal frame for SANS results on the vortex lattice (Kealey
et al., 2001), and may be further extended to account for anisotropic core effects as in ref.
(White et al., 2011). We here apply the theory to the form factor obtained for rotation
in the [100] direction from the data shown in fig. 2.14, where the VL form factor is
calculated in the same manner as with the field applied parallel to the c axis. We see
in these results that the top and bottom spots in the diffraction pattern appear stronger
with increasing angle α, whilst the left and right spots decrease in intensity. The results in
figure 2.17 indicate that this effect is real, and that the form factor becomes increasingly
anisotropic as the applied field is rotated towards the basal plane. We note that collection
and analysis of this data is more limited than for calculating the VL anisotropy. As the
top and bottom spots are drawn closer to the center of the detector with increasing angle
α, the background noise increases rapidly, whilst for the left and right spots the signal
decreases with increasing α, due to their decreasing form factor shown in figure 2.17.
Both of these lead to a rapidly deteriorating signal to noise ratio as the rotation angle
α is increased. We can account for this in terms of both the effect of rotation on the
London penetration depth and on the core overlap effects. The longer penetration depth
for currents in the c direction causes the reduction of the form factor for the left and right
spots in figure 2.14, whilst the top and bottom spots are mainly governed at small angles
by currents in the basal plane and do not experience the reduction for small angles. The
core overlap effects, which have the same effect on all the diffraction spots, are governed
by the in-vortex-plane Bc2. As Bc2 increases as the field is rotated towards the basal
plane, the constant applied field results in a smaller B / Bc2 fraction with should work to
increase the VL form factor. The net result of these at small angles is the increase of the
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form factor for the top and bottom spots and a reduction in form factor for the left and
right spots. The form factor in figure 2.17 was matched to the theoretical curve using the
same anisotropy parameters as found in the study of the vortex lattice structure from the
same data.
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Figure 2.17: Graph showing the vortex lattice form factor for both the on and off axis
diffraction spots as a function of angle between the c axis and applied field, with rotation
along the [100] direction. Data was taken in an applied field of 0.2 T at a temperature
T ≤ 350 mK, corresponding to the diffraction patterns shown in figure 2.14.
2.3.3 Conclusions
The results outlined here gave the first SANS measurements on a pnictide superconductor
from an ordered vortex lattice, owing to the strong vortex pinning found in most pnictide
samples which led to a disordered vortex lattice upon investigation (Inosov et al., 2010).
As such, they provide an important contribution to the ongoing investigation into this
class of superconductors. The temperature and field dependencies of the vortex lattice
form factor investigated for B applied parallel to c provide some interesting insights into
the electronic structure of KFA. Firstly, the largely isotropic hexagonal lattice observed
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throughout the experiment suggests any anisotropy of the superconducting properties in
the ab plane of the crystal must be small, and we can rule out d -wave symmetry in the
order parameter from the absence of any transition of the vortex lattice to a square or
rhombic structure. Secondly, the variation of the VL form factor with applied field suggest
an absence of multi-band effects in the material. Finally, the presence of quasiparticle
excitations down to a small fraction of Tc suggests either nodes in the Fermi surface, or a
range of gap values at least one of which must be small. This leads us to propose the most
likely candidate for the gap structure of KFA to be a nodal gap, with non-local effects
being important, where the nodes take the form of line nodes circulating around the kz
direction of the Fermi surface sheet. The behaviour of the vortex lattice when the field is
applied at an angle to the c-axis demonstrates the difference between the superconducting
properties of the material in the basal plane when compared to those running along the
c-axis, finding an anisotropy factor for the effective mass ratio in anisotropic London
theory of around 3.5. This suggests that the Fermi surface possesses a reasonably two-
dimensional character.
2.3.4 Further Work
Whilst it seems unlikely that we would find any structure transitions of the VL in KFA
in the remaining field range, there is still much of the VL phase diagram left to explore.
Given the low Hc2 of KFA, we are presented with a rare opportunity to map out the
complete VL phase diagram with SANS, something which is not possible with other
pnictides or the cuprate superconductors owing to technological limitations of magnets
for use on neutron scattering instruments. We also note that the temperature dependence
of the VL form factor has only been investigated at low fields, and it would be useful to
look for a field dependence to its behaviour.
It was noted that the structural variation of the vortex lattice as a function of rotation
angle in the (110) direction detailed here at low temperatures, and the high temperature
results presented alongside it in the work by Furukawa et al (Kawano-Furukawa et al.,
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2013) show a significant difference in the VL structure as a function of angle. It is
interesting to note that geometrical arguments, discussed in a paper by Laver et al (Laver
and Forgan, 2010), demand singularities in the vortex structure as the crystal lattice
and applied field are rotated. Here, it seems, we have an interesting interplay between
the demands of a universal geometric phenomenon which is forcing the VL to undergo a
structural transition and the local physics in KFA which seem able to determine its precise
location. It would be interesting to map out the behaviour of this structural change as a
function of temperature and rotation, which may bring out further information regarding
the anisotropic electronic structure of KFA.
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2.4 BaFe2(As1−xPx)2
BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 (BFAP) is a member of the 122 family of iron pnictide superconduc-
tors. Superconductivity is induced by doping the arsenic site of the parent compound,
BaFe2As2, with phosphorous. Arsenic and phosphorous are group 7 elements, both pos-
sessing 3 electrons in their outer p shell. This system thus stands apart from cuprate
superconductors and many pnictides in that the dopant has the same outer electronic
structure as the element it replaces. Superconductivity is found for doping levels of x
between ≈ 0.2 and ≈ 0.7 (Jiang et al., 2009), with an optimum T c of 30 K at x = 0.32.
The crystals used in these experiments were doped for optimum T c. As a second
member of the same family, BFAP represented a logical step in a systematic investigation
of the iron based superconductors. With conflicting reports of nodal and fully gapped
structures and pairing states (Zhang et al., 2012; Shimojima et al., 2011), measurements
of the vortex lattice, with its sensitivity to underlying superconducting symmetries, has
the potential to elicit important contributions to the ongoing debate.
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2.4.1 Literature review for BaFe2(As1−xPx)2
Superconductivity in BFAP is induced from the isovalent doping of phosphorus for ar-
senic. As such, the addition of phosphorus would not be considered to introduce charge
carriers into the system, or alter the occupation of the Fe 3d band, which is considered
to be responsible for superconductivity in the pnictides. Its phase diagram, however, is
remarkably similar to the heterodoped pnictides such as Ba1−xKxFe2As2, where charge
carriers are introduced into the Fe-As planes by substitution of atoms in the lattice for
those with different outer electron shell occupancy, in a similar manner to the cuprates. In
the pnictides, superconductivity can evolve out of a magnetic order for both hetrovalent
and isovalent doping, which is not immediately expected given our experience with the
cuprates that it is the addition of charge carriers to the system that leads to superconduc-
tivity. As with heterodoped pnictides, the parent compound BFA exhibits a spin density
wave (SDW) transition. This transition temperature is dependent on doping, with Ye et
al (Ye et al., 2012) showing samples of x = 0, 0.15 and 0.2 having SDW transitions at
137, 100 and 65 K respectively, which leads to complete suppression of magnetic order
somewhere within the superconducting phase.
The Brillouin zone of BFAP is known to possess five Fermi surface sheets, consisting
of two electron sheets at the corners of the zone and three hole sheets at the centre (Zhang
et al., 2012; Ye et al., 2012). Near the centre, or Γ point, of the Fermi surface, two of the
hole sheets (α and β) are attributed to the Fe dxz and dyz orbitals with a further sheet (γ)
attributed to the Fe dxy band. As with other pnictides, there are electron sheets situated
around the corners of the zone (δ and η).
The superconducting gap structure of BFAP is a subject still under debate. Recent
ARPES results have suggested that the electron sheets of the Fermi surface are fully
gapped, with circular line nodes circulating around one of the hole sheets near the Z point
of the Brillouin zone (Zhang et al., 2012). This is in contrast to earlier results, which found
a fully gapped Fermi surface throughout their investigation (Shimojima et al., 2011), which
was limited to small kz and may not have been able to access the nodes. Evidence for
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nodes have been found by a variety of experimental techniques, such as in the penetration
depth (Hashimoto et al., 2010b), and thermal conductivity measurements, with results
being most consistent with closed nodal loops in the electron pockets of the Fermi surface
(Yamashita et al., 2011). NMR results show the existence of a residual density of states at
low temperatures in a sample of BaFe2(As0.67P0.33)2, indicating nodes in the gap structure
(Nakai et al., 2010). A consistent feature of publications proponent of nodal gap structures
is the requirement for a small area of sign reversal on the Fermi sheet possessing nodes,
as indicated by inelastic neutron scattering measurements (Ishikado et al., 2011), in order
for the system to maintain a high T c in comparison to other nodal pnictides such as
KFe2As2. Theoretical calculations have also lent weight to the emergence of a nodal gap
structure in BFAP (Graser et al., 2010; Suzuki et al., 2011)
The conflicting picture, so far, of both nodal and anodal systems may be reconciled
by the idea that the pnictogen height may act as a switching parameter between pairing
states. Calculations suggest that sensitivity of the height of bands which form the γ Fermi
surface to the distance between the pnictogen and Fe plane causes a change between high
temperature nodeless superconductivity and low temperature nodal states in a variety of
pnictides (Kuroki et al., 2009), and the effect of lattice parameter on superconductivity
in the the iron based superconductors has been documented experimentally (Mizuguchi
et al., 2010). The phosphorus anion is smaller than its arsenic counterpart, introducing
a strain into the system upon doping, or chemical pressure (Ye et al., 2012) by varying
the pnictogen height in the unit cell of the system. The superconducting transition tem-
perature can be correlated both with the As-Fe-As bond angle (Lee et al., 2008), where
it is found in many pnictides that optimum T c corresponds to the FeAs4 unit forming a
regular tetrahedron, and the pnictogen-iron distance (Mizuguchi et al., 2010). For data
on the pnictogen height, T c is optimal at 1.38 A˚ for a range of pnictides, with a symmet-
rical fall off in transition temperature either side of this optimal distance. This was seen
for both ambient pressure systems, where chemical composition determines the lattice
parameter, and data taken under applied pressure. The change of lattice parameters is
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predicted to change both the band structure and Fermi surface topology of the system
(Vildosola et al., 2008; Kuroki et al., 2009; Usui et al., 2012). It has been seen (Ye et al.,
2012) that both the hole and electron pockets of the Fermi surface expand upon P doping,
with maximum charge carrier density corresponding to optimal doping, indicating that
holes and electrons have been introduced into the system. This is, given that phospho-
rous doping is isovalent, an unexpected observation which may explain the similarities of
phase diagrams between isovalently and hetrovalently doped pnictides. One explanation
is that the lattice distortions upon doping, caused by the differing Fe-As and Fe-P bond
lengths cause localisation of electrons, introducing holes into the system (Wadati et al.,
2010; Ye et al., 2012). In contrast, it is also possible that, given doped systems are not
stoichiometric, vacancies in the lattice introduced on doping could bring charge carriers
into the system (Ye et al., 2012). Ye et al note in their work, however, that the low resid-
ual resistivity ratio of their samples suggest minimal disorder, lending doubt to this idea.
It has also been noted in this system that both isovalent doping and physical pressure
produces the same phase diagram (Klintberg et al., 2010).
2.4.2 Sample and Experimental Considerations
SANS experiments were performed on the D11 and D33 instruments at the ILL, the SANS-
I instrument at PSI and the CG2 instrument at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
the USA. Neutrons of a mean wavelength between 5 and 9 A˚were used with a δλ/λ of
between 10 and 15 %, depending on the source. Diffraction patterns were imaged in fields
of up to 14 T for fields applied perpendicular to the ab plane.
Two sample mosaics were used for these experiments on single crystal optimally doped
BFAP, with a T c of around 30 K. The (100) axes of the crystals were co-aligned by
eye, under a microscope, along the horizontal and vertical axes of plates of high purity
aluminium on which they were mounted using hydrogen-free glue. These plates were
stacked, where necessary, along the axis of the beam in the same fashion as with KFA.
The larger of the mosaics consisted of about 200 crystals with a total mass of 280 mg,
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Figure 2.18: a) Picture showing a sample mosaic of BFAP mounted on an aluminium
plate. Crystal directions are shown in the figure alongside a scale. b) Magnetisation
graphs of the BFAP crystals before and after annealing, with close up of transition point
inset showing an improvement in crystal quality after the annealing process. Figure
reproduced from (Morisaki-Ishii et al., 2013).
with each crystal having a typical size of 3× 3× 0.1 mm. An example of a sample mosaic
is shown in fig. 2.18.
Crystals were grown by a self flux method (Kasahara et al., 2010), where mixtures of
Ba, FeAs, Fe, P, or FeP powders were sealed in an evacuated cylinder inside an alumina
crucible. This was then heated to between 1150 and 1200 ◦C for 12 hours, and then cooled
slowly to around 800 ◦C. Post growth, crystals were annealed in vacuum at 500◦C for 20
hours before SANS measurements were taken, in order to improve crystal perfection and
thus pinning forces on the vortex lattice. Susceptibility measurements were performed
on these crystals before and after annealing to check for changes in sample quality and
showed a reduction in pinning of the flux lines, shown in fig. 2.18.
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2.4.3 Field dependence of the VL structure
The vortex lattice structure was investigated at 2 K between fields of 0.05 T and 14
T. Measurements were taken after oscillation field cooling to base temperature and then
rocking the sample and applied field through the required angles to satisfy the Bragg
condition of the VL. Background measurements, taken at the same field and at 35 K,
were then subtracted from the low field measurements to leave behind the signal from the
VL. Where appropriate, in order to clarify the patterns when observing as a summed image
through all angles, the data was treated with a statistical method to weight the data with
appropriate rocking considerations based on Bayes’ ideas on probability (Holmes, 2013).
This method includes only the data satisfying the Bragg condition on the detector for
each result in the sum, thus removing unwanted noise from components of the sum which
are far away from the Bragg condition at that point on the detector.
The VL structure as a function of applied field is shown in figure 2.20. Here we see
ring-like patterns at very low fields, with defined spots beginning to appear around 0.7 T.
Between 5 and 14 T, clear Bragg reflections showing two degenerate hexagonal domains
are observed. Whilst it is clearly evident that the vortex pinning below 3 T is enough
to bring increased disorder to the lattice, leading to unclear patterns showing no distinct
Bragg reflections, it does not dominate to the extent that the lattice is blurred into a
ring. However, whilst the rocking curve width of the low field data is wide, data from 0.7
T and upwards show evidence of diffraction spots. This suggests that the lattice is able
to obtain a degree of in-plane order, with the dominant disorder being along the length
of the vortices (Cubitt et al., 1992). Data at higher fields show narrower rocking curves,
seen in fig. 2.19, demonstrating the improvement in lattice quality. At very high fields,
from 12 T and above, the rocking curve width in fig. 2.19 widens, perhaps indicating
some field induced disorder in the lattice.
At a glance, it may appear that the vortex lattice at 1 T is square in structure,
giving this system at least one, if not two, VL structure transitions. However, it is
evident in figure 2.20 that this pattern suffers from disorder that blurs the four observed
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Figure 2.19: a) Figure showing the rocking curve behaviour as a function of applied field
between 1 T and 14 T, where analysis of the form factor was possible. b) An example
of a rocking curve at 0.3 T, with data from both the left and right side of the diffraction
pattern respectively, showing a broad rocking curve. It can be seen that rocking curve
widths at lower fields is much wider, with the low field data having a FWHM of around
3 degrees, whilst rocking curve width narrows at higher fields, with some broadening at
very high field.
Bragg reflections into spots with a very wide azimuthal occupation. Upon inspection
of the experimental scattering vectors, we find that these four diffraction ‘spots’ have
a q of 0.0147A˚−1. Contrasting to the expected values of qhex of 0.0148A˚
−1 and qsquare
of 0.0138A˚−1 we see that these four apparent spots actually hold a scattering vector far
closer to a hexagonal lattice than a square, suggesting that they are in fact a combination
of diffraction spots from one or more hexagonal lattices blurred by disorder in the lattice,
which would explain their large azimuthal occupation.
In light of this, the data appears to show a 45 degree rotation transition around 1 T.
The diffraction pattern at 0.7 T shows disordered yet dominant Bragg reflections lined up
along the [100] and [010] crystallographic axes that can be attributed to a degenerate pair
of hexagonal lattices following the mirror axis running parallel to these crystal axis. The 1
T data shows four very broad spots, attributed to a mid-transition situation frustrated by
vortex pinning, whilst the data of 3 T and above show clear hexagonal patterns with mirror
axes running along the [110] and [1-10] crystal directions. Whilst exposing details about
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this transition is made difficult at best by the vortex pinning that is active at low fields, it
is perhaps unsurprising that transitions may occur given the complex Fermiology and gap
structures that have been proposed for this material (Zhang et al., 2012). Furthermore,
this rich environment has the potential to undergo changes with field, evidence for which
can be seen in the temperature dependence of the VL form factor, which is to be discussed
in a later section.
The anisotropy of the vortex lattice as a function of field is shown in fig. 2.21.
Parametrising the anisotropy of the VL in the same manner as with the vortex lattice in
KFA, described in section 2.3.1, we can see that the lattice does follow a slight distortion
with field but remains reasonably close to isotropic. It was not possible to analyse this
information below 3 T, as the blurred diffraction patterns did not allow for the compari-
son of opening angles. It can be seen that there is a slight deviation as a function of field,
with the lattice remaining very close to an isotropic hexagon across the whole accessible
field range. Whilst there appears to be a 45 degree reorientation transition at low field,
the absence of further structural changes at high field suggest a reasonably isotropic set
of superconducting properties as a function of angle about the c axis. This behaviour is
similar to that noticed in KFA, where the lattice underwent a slight distortion with field
with no discontinuity in structure.
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Figure 2.20: Vortex lattice diffraction patterns as a function of applied field for BFAP for
a) 0.7 T, b) 1 T, c) 3 T, d) 5 T and e) 10 T, with diffraction patterns taken after OFC
to 2 K. Phase diagram shows the location of measured data as a function of temperature
and applied field, with a prediction for the Hc(T ) line from Hashimoto et al (Hashimoto
et al., 2010b) and Shishido et al (Shishido et al., 2010) indicated. Figure reproduced from
(Morisaki-Ishii et al., 2013).
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Figure 2.21: Anisotropy factor, defined as the axial ratio of the ellipse on which the
diffraction spots lie, as a function of field in the high field phase where distinct diffraction
patterns are seen. Data was taken at 2 K after OFC to base temperature.
2.4.4 Field dependence of the vortex lattice form factor
We performed an investigation of the VL form factor as a function of field, shown in fig.
2.22. These results were fitted to the modified London model with core/non-local correc-
tions given in equation 1.28 using a value for c of 0.44, which is considered appropriate
for this field range (Yaouanc et al., 1997; Bowell, 2008; White et al., 2011). The results of
fitting give values of λab = 255±3 nm and ξab = 2.85±0.07. Our value for λ is longer than
that found in previous thermal conductivity studies of 200 ± 30 nm (Hashimoto et al.,
2010b) and these results give a Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ of 89.5 for BFAP. From our
value for ξ, we calculate an upper critical field of 40.6 T from the relation Bc2 = Φ0/2πξ
2
ab,
which is close to results found by magnetic torque measurements (Shishido et al., 2010).
It is possible that the disagreement may be due to distortions of the VL from pinning
which result in a static Debye-Waller factor which can lead to an over estimation of ξ
in the core correction of the London model. We note, however, that these BFAP results
show none of the deviations from the London model with field independent parameters
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that characterise the behaviour of YBCO in our upper field range detailed in section 3.3.3.
However, the VL pinning in BFAP appears less influential than in YBCO, which provides
clear diffraction patterns at low field where the VL of BFAP is much more disordered.
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Figure 2.22: Form Factor with field for BFAP at 2 K, fitted to the London model with
core/non-local corrections. Using a value of c = 0.44, the fit returned values of λ = 255
nm and ξab = 2.85 nm.
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2.4.5 Temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor
The temperature dependence of the VL form factor can provide useful information regard-
ing the gap structure of the system, since the VL form factor is dependent on the superfluid
density, which in turn has a temperature dependence governed by the gap structure of the
superconducting state. However, given the disorder within the VL of BFAP, leading to
wider rocking curves and weaker scattering, experimental time constraints led us to often
look at the diffracted intensity at the peak of the rocking curve rather than taking full
integrated intensities. In systems with wide rocking curves and weaker scattering, this
makes relating the measured intensity to the diffracted intensity difficult, and thus it is
not possible to extract absolute values for the form factor. However, under the condition
that the rocking curve width does not vary with temperature, the diffracted intensity is
proportional to the integrated intensity, and thus the relative variation of intensity as a
function of temperature provides us with the same information as would the full form
factor variation with temperature. We have taken measurements of both diffracted and
integrated intensity, depending on experimental conditions, for fields between 0.2 and 10
T.
We fitted the temperature dependence of the BFAP normalised diffracted intensity to
the same simplified gap model as with KFA, since the Fermiology is similar. We therefore
retained the approximation that the Fermi surface sheets are cylindrical. After some
preliminary tests with the same range of gap models as KFA, it became obvious that
neither a single full gap nor single nodal gap would be able to represent the data, so
we chose to work with a combination of a single nodal and single full gap. Within the
fit, the fractional contribution of the nodal and full gaps and the magnitude of each gap
could be varied, and the fits gave a broad minimum in the residuals as a function of these
parameters. The statistical accuracy of the temperature dependencies our SANS data is
insufficient to constrain a model with a large number of parameters. However, there are
changes with field which are represented in the field dependence of the model parameters.
It was found in our analysis of the temperature dependence of the SANS signal in
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KFA (Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2011) that a model with horizontal line nodes gives the
same ρs(T) as a d -wave model. Hence, the temperature dependence of superfluid density
can only indicate the presence of nodes, not the detailed gap structure. The full gap was
modelled with an s-wave gap and the nodal gap with a d -wave order parameter (with
the gap varying with azimuthal angle φ, instead of the kz-dependence of horizontal line
nodes). The superfluid density was calculated in the same manner as for KFA, detailed in
section 2.2.5. This superfluid density was used to calculate the temperature-dependence
of λ, with the absolute values for λ and ξ taken from the London model fit to the field
dependence of the vortex lattice form factor in section 2.4.3. The variation in normalised
diffracted intensity as a function of temperature was then calculated using the London
model with core/non-local corrections given in equation 1.28. To describe the data, we
needed to allow the gap magnitudes to vary as well the proportion of full and nodal
gaps, which led to problems finding a true minimum at realistic values of parameters. To
circumvent this, we fixed the gap magnitudes at pairs of different values and allowed the
proportion of full/nodal gaps to vary for each pair of gap magnitudes. The proportion
of full to nodal gap was defined by weighting the contribution of each gap to the total
superfluid density, normalised to the total weighting. The superfluid density is therefore
given by
ρtotal =
αρfull + βρnodal
α + β
(2.13)
giving the proportion of nodal gap, γn in figure 2.23 as
γn =
β
α + β
(2.14)
The fitting procedure then used β as a variable, producing a ‘matrix’ of fit results, show-
ing broad and shallow minima; the results are represented in Fig. 2.23. The data were
normalised to the extrapolated intensity at 0 K from fits to the model discussed above.
These fits give broad minima for all temperature dependences as a function of gap
magnitudes, although more so for the nodal gap than the full gap. Such broad minima
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Figure continued on next page.
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Figure 2.23: Fit results to an array of gap values for the 0.2, 0.3, 1, 5 and 10 T data.
Left: Residuals of the fit to an array of gap values, evaluated at a spacing of 5 K. The
colour scale is the logarithm of residuals divided by the minimum value. Note the broad
minimum, which has little dependence on nodal gap magnitude. Right: proportion of
nodal gap given by the same matrix of fits as above. The chosen values for full and nodal
gaps for the fits in fig. 2.24, which are listed in table 2.1, are indicated by an X.
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indicate that our data is not accurate enough to constrain the model to a high precision,
and so it is necessary for us to make some reasonable assumptions about the implications
of the results. We note that all fits up to B = 5 T indicate the presence of a nodal
gap. A field-independent nodal gap value with magnitude of 30 K is reasonable, since
it intersects the fit minimum for all fields up to and including 5 T. Secondly, a field-
independent full gap value of 65 K is in the ‘middle ground’ for the 0.2 T to 5 T fits, and
avoids non-monotonic variation in the gap magnitude as a function of field. This leads to
a proportion of nodal gap of around 0.2 for all fields up to and including 1 T, with 5 T
having around 0.1 for the contribution of the nodal gap. This trend of a decreasing nodal
gap at high field is continued to the 10 T data, where the model seems able to fit the data
with what amounts to a pure full gap. We have chosen to give the 10 T model a full gap
magnitude of 100 K, since it is reasonably close to the broad minima around 120 K and
our data at 10 T, with the lowest signal to noise ratio, does not have the ability to define
a more precise value. Whilst it is possible for all our data to find lower fit residuals in the
fits shown in fig. 2.23, doing so results in a non-systematic variation of gap values, and
the broad minimum in all fits indicates that the data does not have enough resolution
to demand absolute values in this way. As will be seen in figure 2.24, the chosen values
of parameters given in the table below give acceptable fits to our measured temperature
dependences.
We therefore have a picture of almost field-independent behaviour at lower fields, with
a significant change in gap structure at higher fields as the nodal proportion decreases
by 5 T and is zero or nearly so at 10 T. This supports the picture of a mix of full and
nodal gaps on the various Fermi surface sheets of BFAP, with the smaller nodal gap being
suppressed with increasing fields. This may represent a true disappearance of the nodal
contribution to the gap, or the increasing importance of non-local effects at high field,
since these would also suppress the linear temperature dependence at low temperature.
Since the resolution of our data is insufficient to constrain the present model, further
parametrisation to represent the influence of non-locality would be unable to produce
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Field (T) Full Gap (K) Nodal Gap (K) Prop. Nodal (±) Tc2(B) (K)
0.2 65 30 0.2(0.05) 30.0
0.3 65 30 0.2(0.03) 29.5
1.0 65 30 0.2(0.03) 28.5
5.0 65 30 0.1(0.04) 27.0
10.0 100 30 0.0(0.04) 26.0
Table 2.1: Table showing the chosen parameters from the BFAP temperature dependence
fit to a nodal + full gap model.
useful results, so we are unable to distinguish between suppression of nodal behaviour
and the increasing importance of non-local effects.
Figure 2.24 shows the temperature dependence of diffracted intensity alongside the
fits to the full + nodal gap model with gap values and proportions corresponding to those
in the table 2.1. Experimental q-vectors were used in the calculation of the normalised
intensity, and we can see that these provide a reasonably good fit to all the data. However,
as is illustrated in the wide fit residuals of figure 2.23, and the reasonably large errors on
the proportion of nodal gap in table 2.1, the data is not of sufficient resolution to strongly
confine the available parameters.
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Figure 2.24: Fits to temperature dependence, with gap values and proportions set to those
in the table. Data has been normalised to the extrapolated intensity at zero temperature.
Tc(B) is taken from figure 2 in our paper.
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2.4.6 Discussion
Our results on the field and temperature dependence of the vortex lattice properties in
BFAP suggest several important findings. Firstly, the low field temperature dependence
shows a good fit to a model comprised of both a full and nodal gap. The balance between
nodal and full gap contributions changes at higher fields, with the nodal contribution being
suppressed with increasing field. Whilst a 45 degree rotational transition is observed, the
absence of a transition to a square structure at high fields rules out a d -wave nodal
parameter. This structural rotation transition roughly corresponds to the field region
where the temperature dependence suggests the nodal contribution is being suppressed,
arguing that a field-driven gap change is the origin of this transition. The absence of
square symmetries in the lattice or a q vector corresponding to a square lattice at any
point in our data suggests that the gaps must be reasonably symmetric as a function of
angle around the c axis in a similar manner to the gap structure in KFA. Our conclusion
is therefore that the nodal contribution to our gap structure takes the same form as our
proposed gap structure for KFA - a horizontal ring-like node around one of the Fermi
surface sheets.
Our results, suggesting a nodal state in at least one gap on the Fermi surface sheets
of BFAP, support an observation that nodes exist in the iron-pnictides when the distance
between the iron and the pnictogen is less than 1.33 A˚ (Kuroki et al., 2009). Given that
the VL of BFAP tends towards hexagonal, rather than fourfold symmetry at high field,
a d -wave state can be ruled out. The nodal behaviour in the temperature dependence,
coupled with the hexagonal symmetry at high field supports a horizontal ring-like node
structure as has been proposed in pnictides before (Kawano-Furukawa et al., 2011; Zhang
et al., 2012).
It is expected that the emergence of nodes in the system will lead to a significant
reduction in T c. However, BFAP retains a respectable transition temperature when
compared to its fully gapped relative Ba1−xKxFe2As2 (Hashimoto et al., 2009; Evtushinsky
et al., 2009). This broken expectation may very well be due to the presence of both full
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and nodal gaps in BFAP, suggested by these results and previous investigations, leading
to evidence of nodal behaviour with a Tc more reflective of a gapped system. Furthermore,
it has been previously noted that horizontal line nodes in the pnictides seem to result in a
very small area of sign reversal of the gap, helping the system retain a Tc more indicative
of its fully gapped relatives (Ishikado et al., 2011).
Calculations modelling the VL morphology of unconventional superconductors have
shown that first order structure transitions consisting of a 45 degree rotation can occur
in fourfold superconductors with an anisotropic Fermi velocity (Suzuki et al., 2010). The
work, by Suzuki et al, finds the transition appearing irrespective of the magnitude of
their anisotropy parameter β, which characterises the anisotropy of the Fermi velocity
as a function of angle around the basal plane, where 0 < β ≤ 1, for both non-local
London models and calculations based on Eilenberger theory. Although in calculating
the temperature dependence of the form factor we assume that the Fermi surface sheets
in these materials are cylindrical, band structure calculations and ARPES results have
indicated that the Fermi surfaces in these materials are not entirely two dimensional or
isotropic (Mazin and Schmalian, 2009). It is therefore possible that anisotropies in the
Fermi velocity play a role in this transition, although at present we find no published work
discussing the precise VL structure which may result from the Pnictide systems. It is also
possible that non-local effects play a role in this transition, since they become important
in nodal systems.
2.4.7 Conclusions
These SANS results on BFAP provide an important contribution to the ongoing debate
on the gap structure in this material. We have seen clear indications of nodal behaviour
in the temperature dependence of superfluid density, leading us to believe that there must
be at least one Fermi surface in the material whose superconducting gap possesses nodes,
which supports recently published ARPES results, among others, which find indications
of nodal gaps in this material (Zhang et al., 2012). Further, we see that the temperature
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dependence of the VL form factor at higher fields indicates the absence of quasiparticle
excitations at low temperature, indicating a field driven change in the gap structure.
Whilst the vortex lattice at low field is highly disordered, and we find a 45◦ rotation
transition with increasing field, the absence of a transition in the vortex lattice structure
to a rhombic phase leads us to draw the same conclusion regarding the nodes in the gap
as with KFA: the gap must take the form of a horizontal line node around the kz direction
of the Fermi surface.
2.4.8 Further Work
As a material with a strong anisotropy between the basal plane and the c axis, investigat-
ing the behaviour of the VL as the applied field is rotated away from the c axis provides
us with a tool with which to investigate this anisotropy. In a similar manner to KFA,
we would expect a distortion of the VL which is governed by the basal-plane-to-c-axis
anisotropy, allowing us to investigate this further. In addition to this, with strong indica-
tions of a rich Fermiology and nodal gap structure changing the anisotropy experienced
by the VL may yield additional information about the underlying superconducting state
of BFAP. With a disordered VL at low field, further annealing of the crystals may improve
the VL pinning and allow for a more precise investigation of the low field behaviour. In
addition, with indications of a field driven change in the gap structure, it would be useful
to investigate the temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor for fields above
10 T. We are, however, limited by the small signal to noise ratio in this region, and it
would take an extended period of experimental time on an instrument with an equivalent
neutron flux to the SANS instruments at the ILL, or a significantly larger sample. With
our data indicating that at 10 T it is difficult for us to gain the resolution required to make
any definitive estimation of the behaviour of the gap structure, it seems that investigation
at high fields would be difficult.
A useful avenue of investigation to continue this research would be a similar study on a
sample of BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 where the doping parameter x, which sits at x = 0.32 for our
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sample, was varied across the available range of superconductivity. Whilst this results
in a lower Tc, we may find different behaviour as charge carriers are either introduced
or removed from the system. With BFAP being one of only two superconductors to
produce clear SANS results, it is important to investigate the behaviour of this group,
since SANS can provide important information regarding anisotropies of the gap structure
and Fermi surface, which may evolve with doping. Whilst we may find increased pinning
in the sample, the presence of an ordered VL is one member of this group is a promising
indication that other members of this group may also be able to produce clear SANS
results.
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CHAPTER 3
YBCO
Superconductivity was first observed in a cuprate material in (La1−xBax)CuO4 in 1986
(Bednorz and Muller, 1986), with a critical temperature of 35 K. As a marked increase
from previously observed critical temperatures this sparked an investigation into other
cuprates, with superconductivity being discovered in YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO) in 1987 (Wu
et al., 1987) with a composition-dependent T c of between 80 and 93 K, along with others
such as Bi2Sr2CanCun+1O2n+6−δ (BSCCO) with critical temperatures exceeding 100 K
(Maeda et al., 1988). This marked a departure from the BCS prediction of a Tc maxi-
mum of between 30 K and 40 K, and demonstrated the existence of critical temperatures
above 77 K, the boiling point of liquid nitrogen. As a cryogen, it is cheaper and easier to
manipulate than liquid helium, as well as being far more abundant. This made experi-
mentation on these materials easier, as well as opening up the possibility of technological
applications that would previously seemed infeasible. The cuprates also provided a host of
challenges to our understanding of superconductivity, which ensured that these materials
have remained the subject of continued investigation to this day. This chapter presents
a SANS investigation into the behaviour of YBa2Cu3O7, the fully over-doped member of
the YBa2Cu3O7−δ family.
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3.1 Literature review
3.1.1 Crystal structure
The crystal lattice plays the pivotal role in determining the superconducting properties of
any system. In the specific case of YBa2Cu3O7−δ, where the doping parameter for oxygen
content can vary between 0 and 1, the un-doped parent compound has δ = 1, with
superconductivity emerging in the system as δ is decreased. YBCO has crystal structure
composed of a repeating set of poly-layers, shown in figure 3.1, with planes consisting of
yttrium, barium oxide, copper oxide or copper dioxide. For δ = 0, there is no distinction
between the crystallographic a and b axes, and thus the system possesses a tetragonal
structure with an occupancy of a single ‘free’ electron per unit cell. At low doping, the
oxygen atoms randomly disperse themselves between the Cu ions lying between the BaO
planes. However, the randomness of this dispersion ceases (at ρ = 0.04), which coincides
with the emergence of superconductivity, and the oxygen atoms preferentially occupy sites
between Cu ions along the b axis.
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Figure 3.1: Crystal structure of YBa2Cu3O7, where copper is given in blue, oxygen in
red, barium in green and yttrium in yellow. (Heyes).
The ordering of the oxygen atoms into chains along the b axis results in the a and b
axes no longer being equivalent. This causes a transition to an orthorhombic lattice, which
also brings rise to crystallographic twinning; a phenomenon found to have an enormous
effect on the flux lattice, which will be discussed later. At high temperatures, the oxygen
atoms remain disordered, but on cooling the atoms undergo ordering at a temperature
between 400-675◦ C (Lin et al., 1992). During this process, in order to maintain its
macroscopic structure, regions of the crystal flip their a and b axes. This, illustrated in
fig. 3.2, happens periodically throughout the crystal on a length scale which is variable
between samples. The regions where the a and b axes flip are known as twin planes, which
run at 45◦ to the Cu-O bonds in the CuO2 planes. It should be noted that the highly
simplified picture of twinning in figure 3.2 does not illustrate the shear angle between the
two domains within the crystal. With a and b being unequal, it is impossible for them
to flip by 90◦ within the boundary constraints of parallel twin planes. The domain will
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therefore offset itself by a small angle to accommodate this.
Figure 3.2: Figure showing a simple representation of crystallographic twinning. At the
periodic twin plane boundaries, shown in grey, the orientations of the a (red) and b (blue)
axes switch.
The CuO2 plane is the common unit of all cuprate materials, and it is electronic
states associated with these planes that become superconducting. It was identified early
on in research on the cuprates that the oxygen doping which controls the emergence of
superconductivity relies on a charge transfer between the copper oxide planes and the other
layers in the crystal structure (Anderson, 1987). YBCO gives a reasonably complicated
picture of the relation between charge transfer, critical temperature and oxygen content,
owing to the relation between ordering of the copper oxide layers into which the oxygen
doping occurs and the charge transfer as result of the doping. With the Cu-O bonds in
this layer running along the crystal b axis, and no corresponding bonds along the a axis,
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these are referred to as copper oxide chains. The doping parameter δ corresponds to a
filling or emptying of the oxygen sites along these chains, with certain oxygen doping
giving rise to ordered chain superstructures, the simplest forming around YBCO6.5 where
the chains alternate between being filled and empty. For higher oxygen doping, fully
occupied/unoccupied chains form more complicated sequences along the a axis, with
superconductivity in these systems being very sensitive to the ordering of oxygen atoms
in these superstructures. The CuO chains are, to a good approximation, 1D systems and
so inherently sensitive to the effects of disorder and as such fragmentation of these chains
from oxygen disordering has been found to suppress the superconductivity (Jorgensen
et al., 1990). This can be attributed to reduced hole doping, arguing that ordered chains
are able to contribute holes to the CuO2 planes whereas disordered oxygen distributions of
the same number of atoms are not. In contrast, it could be argued that charge is localised
in disordered systems or as a result of electrons scattering off dislocations which arise from
the disorder. In YBCO6.5, disruption of the chain order has been seen to suppress T c
by around 6 K, with superconductivity in YBCO6.4 being completely suppressed by such
disorder. Due to disorder in these systems having high dependency on sample preparation,
this can lead to an irreproducibility of results between samples. Annealing samples at
just above room temperature can help reduce disorder, which was noticed in a long scale
time dependence of T c in early samples.
3.1.2 Electronic Structure and Magnetic correlations
The CuO2 planes are the common unit of all cuprates, and are generally considered to
possess the electronic states responsible for the interesting physical phenomena that have
attracted so much attention in the last 26 years. In the absence of doping, where δ = 0,
the Cu2+ ions in the copper dioxide planes possess 9 electrons in their 3d shell. The
degeneracy, however, of this shell is broken, leaving 8 electrons paired off with a single
electron left in the higher energy dx2−y2 orbital. It strongly hybridises with the 2pxy
orbitals of the O2− atoms within the CuO2 layer to form three bands, corresponding to
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bonding, non-bonding and anti-bonding orbital configurations.
Band structure calculations on the CuO2 plane predict the bonding and non-bonding
bands to be full (Damascelli et al., 2003), with a half filled anti-bonding band at the Fermi
energy. For a single CuO2 plane we therefore have one electron per unit cell that we might
expect to act as a charge carrier. In the absence of interactions it should de-localise and
the planes would show metallic behaviour. However, the parent compounds of cuprate
superconductors are Mott type insulators, in this case displaying commensurate antifer-
romagnetism with S = 1
2
. This system has a large on site repulsion energy, originating
from the Cu2+ ions, and the lowest energy excitation is of the order of the charge transfer
energy, characterising this to be a charge transfer insulator (Zhang and Rice, 1988; Zaa-
nen and Gunnarsson, 1989). The insulating nature of our parent compounds explains the
necessity for doping to bring about superconductivity; without the charge doping that
oxygen offers, the CuO2 planes will, from a charge carrying perspective, remain ‘full’.
Fig 3.3 shows the phase diagram as a function of hole doping and temperature. From
the perspective of a Mott insulator, this offers a mechanism for the insulating behaviour to
break down, as transfer of holes into the planes provides ‘spaces’ into which charge carriers
can move. It was proposed by Anderson (Anderson, 1987) that quantum fluctuations in
a 2D system such as the cuprates may be enough to destroy long range antiferromagnetic
order. This would result in a spin liquid, containing electron pairs that have anti-parallel
alignment of their spins. Anderson noted that the motion of these singlet pairs is similar
the resonance of the π bond in Benzene - know as resonating valence bonds (RVB), which
resemble the Cooper pairs in BCS. It was proposed that the parent compounds of cuprates
act like a suppressed BCS state, with electrons coupled in pairs but with no vacancies to
travel to. The adding of holes to the CuO2 plane with doping would create the required
vacant sites, allowing superconductivity to appear. However, experiment shows that
the spin liquid system is not realised in the cuprates, and the antiferromagnetic order
has a Ne´el temperature of up to 400 K (Orenstein and Millis, 2000). With increased
doping, interactions between the doped holes and the Cu spins allow the holes on the
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copper sites to de-localise, reducing the stability of the antiferromagnetic phase and,
correspondingly, its Ne´el temperature. When the system reaches a doping level of 7 −
δ = 6.3, the antiferromagnetic state collapses and the copper oxide planes become more
metal like, and eventually superconducting at low temperature. As a prelude to the
superconducting phase the cuprates pass through the pseudogap regime, which will be
discussed later in section 3.1.4.
Figure 3.3: Doping and temperature phase diagram of the cuprate superconductors, show-
ing the commensurate antiferromagnetic regime (red) of the parent compounds give way
with increased doping to more exotic magnetic behaviour (green), which leads to the
superconducting phase (blue).
Antiferromagnetic correlations are still thought to exist in the cuprates beyond the col-
lapse of the Ne´el state with increased hole doping. The remaining magnetic correlations,
indicated in the green region of fig. 3.3, are incommensurate in nature with intermediate
levels of doping leading to a spin glass, whilst the magnetic behaviour at higher doping
levels being dependent on both system and quality of the sample. Whilst it is surpris-
ing that magnetic correlations push into the superconducting regime, an explanation has
emerged which has undergone significant investigation in recent years: the concept of
inhomogeneous charge and spin ordering regions, known as stripes. These were first no-
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ticed in neutron scattering investigations into magnetic behaviour as a function of doping
(Mason et al., 1992; Cheong et al., 1991). The two sub-lattice structure of the Ne´el leads
to antiferromagnetic Bragg peaks at Q = ±1
2
, which was seen to broaden and and split
into 4 incommensurate peaks displaced from QAFM by a small amount δ. These were
explained by spins that are locally commensurate, but who jump in phase by π at a peri-
odic domain wall known as an anti-phase boundary (Tranquada et al., 95, 1997). Stripes
are not predicted from Fermi liquid theory (Zaanen and Gunnarsson, 1989; Schulz, 1990),
however we have seen that the under doped cuprates engage in a significant departure
from Fermi liquid behaviour. Furthermore, recent X-Ray scattering results have shown
that stripes are not involved in YBCO, instead reporting a charge density wave forming
with a critical temperature of around 150 K (Blackburn et al., 2013).
We now have a picture of high Tc cuprate materials as being poor conductors, espe-
cially in the under-doped region, and that they are more commonly regarded as doped
antiferromagnets. The stark difference between these systems and Fermi liquid behaviour
renders the BCS description, developed for superconductivity emerging out of metal-like
states, somewhat inappropriate. As doping increases, the antiferromagnetic correlations
decrease and eventually give way to systems with connected Fermi surfaces. Supercon-
ductivity in YBCO has an optimal doping level of 7 − δ = 6.93, with higher doping
reducing T c. This is therefore referred to as optimally doped, defining the under-doped
and over-doped regimes seen on the phase diagram. There is a great deal of interest in the
behaviour of the cuprates on the under-doped side of the phase diagram, with questions
still being asked about the structure and evolution of the Fermi surface with doping and
nature of what is known as the ‘pseudogap’ phase above T c. The over-doped side of the
phase diagram seems, at a glance, more straightforward with physics consistent with a
Fermi liquid like behaviour and the material possessing coherent Fermi surfaces. However,
upon closer inspection deviations from Fermi liquid behaviour are observed. This has led
to models describing these states as ‘marginal Fermi liquids’ (Varma et al., 1989) or as a
‘strange metal’ (Anderson, 1995). Whilst it is beyond the scope of this thesis to delve into
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the theoretical descriptions of the high T c cuprates’ departure from Fermi liquid theory,
it is clear that we can expect some behaviour, such as the presence of Fermi surface above
Tc, to be similar.
3.1.3 Superconductivity
Superconductivity in the high T c cuprates was discovered in 1986 by Bednorz and Muller
(Bednorz and Muller, 1986) in (La1−xBax)CuO4, and since then has been found in a range
of other cuprates. Like the conventional superconductors discovered over the previous 75
years, in the cuprates superconductivity is characterised by an order parameter ψ giving
the probability amplitude for finding electrons in the paired state. Whilst for conventional
s-wave pairing the Fermi surface is fully gapped, the order parameter in the cuprates pos-
sesses d -wave symmetry, changing sign upon a 90◦ rotation and therefore having nodes,
or zero gap magnitude. In tetragonal systems, the nodes fall at 45◦ to the Cu-O bond in
the CuO2 planes (Tsuei and Kirtley, 2000). This defines the cuprates as unconventional
superconductors, and with such a remarkable difference between this pairing state and
the classical superconductors it is important to ask if these superconductors can be de-
scribed by a modified BCS theory. Whilst the rich phase diagram of antiferromagnetic
insulators evolving into superconductors with regions of stripe order and non Fermi liquid
like behaviour suggest a more novel state, the low energy excitations of the system seem
to follow BCS behaviour (Sachdev, 2000). Here, the nodal quasiparticles from d -wave
BCS are expected to have a Dirac spectrum, ǫ = vp, with anisotropic Fermi velocity for
momentum perpendicular and parallel to the Fermi surface, giving a quasiparticle disper-
sion with the shape of an anisotropic cone. The corresponding density of states is linear
in energy (Orenstein and Millis, 2000), as the range in φ of quasiparticle excitation is
proportional to kBT. This quasiparticle spectrum was first confirmed in the observation
of linear dependence with temperature of the superfluid density by Hardy et al (Hardy
et al., 1993), and subsequently by other measurements such as ARPES data on BSCCO
(Ding et al., 1996).
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The quasiparticle lifetime, however, is a more difficult question to answer when looking
for conventionality in the cuprates. BCS based calculations predict T−3 or stronger
power behaviour at low temperature, which looked to be found in samples of YBCO
from microwave absorption measurements (Hirschfeld et al., 1993). Here, they found a
T−4 behaviour in the transport lifetime which is in agreement with the BCS prediction.
ARPES measurements on BSCCO, however, observed a T−1 increase in quasiparticle
lifetime as the temperature was reduced below T c, which is a continuation of the normal
state behaviour, and indicates that the nodal quasiparticles may not be strongly affected
by the emergence of superconductivity. This suggests that the ground state may not be
BCS-like and that the quasiparticles feel strong fluctuations at low energy, which would
be expected near a quantum critical point (Sachdev, 2000). It may be, however, that
the nodal quasiparticles are more strongly scattered in BSCCO than YBCO, which could
account for this behaviour and is supported by thermal conductivity (Krishana et al.,
1997) and ac transport (Lee et al., 1996; Jacobs et al., 1995) measurements. Whilst the
differences at low temperature may be explained by sample quality, these conductivity
measurements should not be so sensitive to crystal quality at high temperature as the
dominant scattering process is inelastic.
3.1.4 The question of the pseudogap
In the earlier sections, we explored how superconductivity emerges out of an insulating
antiferromagnet, and questioned the form it took and how this differed from the conven-
tional superconductors. Here we ask the question of how superconductivity is destroyed,
and perhaps unusually, what remains behind after either temperature or doping has taken
us out of the superconducting state. In the under-doped cuprates, Uemura et al (Uemura
et al., 1989) found that T c is proportional to ρs, or phase stiffness, in many under-doped
cuprates. A superconductor has two energy scales: the BCS gap, ∆, which measures the
strength of the Cooper pair binding, and the phase stiffness, ρs, which is a measure of
how robust the superfluid is to carrying a supercurrent (Emery and Kivelson, 1995). For
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the conventional superconductors, the gap is much smaller than the phase stiffness, and
as such the breaking of Cooper pairs is responsible for the destruction of superconductiv-
ity. In the unconventional high Tc cuprates, however, it seems that the two energy scales
are reasonably equivalent. For the under-doped cuprates, the phase stiffness is now the
smaller of the two energy scales and so is overcome by kBT faster than the Cooper pair
binding, resulting in the loss of phase coherence marking the end of superconductivity.
With the loss of long range phase coherence marking the end of superconductivity, we
expect upon warming above T c to see a region with short range phase coherence, finite
in both space and time. This is seen in the frequency dependence of the phase stiffness
of the system above Tc (Corson et al., 1999). At low frequency, the phase stiffness is seen
to be zero, as expected for a normal state system. However, the phase stiffness is seen to
return in ac conductivity measurements on BSCCO when the frequency passes above the
maximum de-phasing rate, which is around 1 THz (Corson et al., 1999). This frequency
dependent regime is seen to last till about 20 K above T c, whereupon the system enters
an incoherent regime.
It is in this region of the phase diagram - the incoherent regime above T c in the
underdoped materials - that the d -wave pseudogap is observed (Shen and Dessau, 1995).
Here, parts of the Fermi surface are gapped in regions corresponding to the antinodes
of the d -wave gap, leaving behind arcs of non-connected Fermi surface. This is well
documented in ARPES (Damascelli et al., 2003), and the presence of the pseudogap
affects some response functions, such as causing a strong suppression of between-plane
charge transport (Basov et al., 1994), but not others, such as the in-plane charge transport
(Orenstein et al., 1990).
3.1.5 The Vortex Lattice in the cuprates
Vortex lattice studies have provided a wealth of information on the cuprate superconduc-
tors. The vortex lattice is very sensitive to anisotropies in the host crystal, Fermi surface
or superconducting order parameter, and as a bulk probe SANS is perfectly placed to
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investigate these effects. For a high κ superconductor, the simplest approximation is for
an anisotropic penetration depth to arise from an effective mass anisotropy (Kogan and
Miranovic´, 1997), which will lead to distortions from the ideal triangular lattice. In more
complicated situations, a superconducting order parameter which has lower symmetry
than the crystal may also express itself in the vortex lattice structure. The observed
tendency for d -wave materials is for the lattice to evolve from a hexagonal low field struc-
ture to a square or rhombic high field structure, which has been strongly observed in
the cuprates (Brown et al., 2004; Aﬄeck and Franz, 1997; Ichioka et al., 1997, 1999; Shi-
raishi et al., 1999). Non-local effects may also give rise to VL transitions, although these
are predominately seen in lower κ materials such as the borocarbides (Paul et al., 1998;
De Wilde et al., 1997) or V3Si (Yethiraj et al., 1999; Sosolik et al., 2003).
Vortex lattice studies on YBCO were initially performed on twinned samples (Brown
et al., 2004), where the ab crystal anisotropy had forced the crystal to split into alternating
domains where the a and b axes were reversed. The results, at low field, showed an initial
configuration with fourfold symmetry - reflecting the average fourfold symmetry of the
twinned sample. The local coordination of the lattice was, however, triangular, with a
distortion governed by the ab anisotropy of the crystal and a VL orientation which was
controlled by pinning to the twin boundaries. With increasing field, the vortex lattice was
seen to smoothly distort to a near square lattice by 11 T. The change of structure, and
alignment of vortices along probable node directions, supported d -wave theories (Shiraishi
et al., 1999; Ichioka et al., 1997, 1999), although the non local theory of Kogan et al
(Kogan and Miranovic´, 1997) using an s-wave gap could also predict a similar transition.
This was in part agreement and part contrast to investigations into the vortex lattice
of La1.83Sr0.17CuO4+δ, where a triangular to square vortex lattice transition with field
had also been observed, but with an orientation that was at 45◦ to these results. The
hypothesis in this case was that the symmetry of the VL was being governed by the d -
wave order parameter, but the orientation by band structure effects (Gilardi et al., 2002;
Nakai et al., 2002). These results were in disagreement with results from an STM study
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(Fischer et al., 1997; Shibata et al., 2003a), highlighting the ability of SANS to perform
bulk measurements.
3.1.6 Previous investigations into de-twinned YBCO
Many of the results detailed in this thesis form a continuation of the investigations into the
flux lattice of YBCO by the Condensed Matter group at the University of Birmingham.
Previous measurements were taken in fields up to and including 10.8 T. In order to
understand the context in which the present measurements fit, it will be necessary to
review the previous data. Figure 3.4 shows the results from the structure investigations
undertaken in fields of up to 10.8 T at 2 K. Three distinct structure phases are observed,
with the hexagonal lattice observed up to around 6.5 T, with a 90◦ re-orientation transition
at 2 T. By 7.5 T, however, the vortex lattice has undergone a transition to a rhombic
phase. This lattice structure was seen to evolve with field continuously until the maximum
achievable field of 10.8 T, with the opening angle ν gradually evolving towards, but not
quite reaching a square lattice. In the research by White et al (White et al., 2009), the
structural evolution of the vortex lattice with field was attributed to the influence of
anisotropies in the order parameter and Fermi surface. Whilst anisotropic London theory
could not predict the observed transitions, non local models which couple the vortex lattice
to anisotropies in the Fermi surface predict an analogous transition to the low field 90◦
rotation (Kogan and Miranovic´, 1997; Franz et al., 1997). These models approximated the
anisotropy to exist either in the order parameter or Fermi surface, with the other taken
to be anisotropic, and were suitable for tetragonal crystals. As such, they predict a 45◦
rotation of the VL rather than a 90◦ rotation, and it was hypothesised by White et al that
higher order terms were needed in the expansion for VL free energy in order to adjust for
an orthorhombic crystal. The second structure transition at 6.7 T was attributed to the
superconducting order parameter, and the continued evolution of the high field structure
phase was associated with changes in the order parameter with field. Phase sensitive
measurements (Kirtley, 2005) showed that the nodes in the order parameter existed not
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Figure 3.4: Diagram showing the vortex lattice structure as a function of field, in terms
of the opening angle of the lattice. Three distinct structure phases are observed, with
opening angles of each being labelled as φ, ρ and ν respectively. Image reprinted from
work by White et al (White et al., 2009)
at the 45◦ expected for a pure d -wave order parameter, but were slightly stretched away
from this configuration. This is expected, since the crystal symmetry is orthorhombic
and so the 45◦ directions are not symmetry planes. The continuous evolution of the
rhombic phase with field was attributed to an s-wave addition to the order parameter
arising from superconducting states associated with the CuO chains, thought to occur
due to the proximity effect emanating from the CuO2 planes. It was hypothesised that
the chain contribution to the order parameter would be suppressed with increasing field,
gradually reducing the contribution they made to the order parameter and causing the
nodes to shift. With the nearest neighbour directions of the vortices being governed by
the minima in the order parameter, this change in the superconducting gap would be
clearly reflected in the flux lattice (Atkinson and Carbotte, 1995; Atkinson and Sonier,
2008).
The temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor was also investigated in
previous work by the group (White et al., 2009), at a variety of fields. Figure 3.5 shows
the temperature dependences of the form factor at 2 and 5 T. Here it was found that the
temperature dependence at low fields fitted well to a local d -wave model, whilst the mid
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field data (5 T) required the addition of non-local corrections, demonstrating emerging
non-locality with field in YBCO. This, combined with a slight temperature dependence
of the VL structure in the mid and high field regions and an emergence of a form factor
anisotropy with field strongly suggested that whilst local physics governed the behaviour
of the vortex lattice at low fields, the higher field region was dominated by non-local
effects. The structural transitions, however, were found to be temperature independent
despite the expected tendency for the high field structure to evolve away from a square
lattice with increasing temperature.
Figure 3.5: Temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor across the full
superconducting temperature range of YBCO for fields of 2 and 5 T. Image reproduced
from (White et al., 2009).
3.2 Samples
Measurements presented here were taken on a polycrystal mosaic of de-twinned YBa2Cu2O7.
The sample consisted of six crystals, with a total mass of around 20 mg, which were
mounted on a 1 mm thick aluminium plate with a co-alignment within 1.5 degrees, as
shown by X-Ray Laue photography. The mean thickness of the crystals was estimated to
be 0.35 mm, much less than the 1/e length of 2.0 cm, thus meaning that attenuation of
the neutron beam should not be a problem in this experiment. The sample is depicted
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in figure 3.6. Cadmium was mounted around the sample to prevent unwanted scattering
and provide easy alignment with the neutron beam. Aluminium foil was used to wrap
the sample, to protect it from moisture in the atmosphere and condensation, should it be
removed from a cryostat when below room temperature.
Figure 3.6: Photograph of the sample used for these experiments, of total mass ∼ 20 mg,
which was mounted in the cryostat with the crystal a axis vertical.
Due to the inequality of the a and b lattice parameters, the crystal structure of YBCO
is orthorhombic, with the a/b inequality in the region of 2% (Jorgensen et al., 1990). This
inequality results in the formation of twin planes in YBaCuO crystals during the growth
process, where a single domain at high temperatures naturally decomposes into twin
domains during cooling, illustrated in figure 3.2. Here, different domains in the crystal
have orthogonal a and b directions, which nucleate randomly and result in a lack of
reproducibility between samples. It has been seen in previous flux lattice studies (White
et al., 2008) on twinned samples that the orientation of the VL is different between twin
domains depending on the domain’s orientation. Flux lines are also susceptible to pinning
at twin plane boundaries, which has been observed in real space scanning tunnelling
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spectroscopy measurements (Maggio-Aprile et al., 1997; Shibata et al., 2003b). These
show not only that flux lines are strongly pinned to the twin planes, but also that the
local orientation of the flux lattice is perturbed as to be aligned in a square configuration
with the vortices along the planes. Far from the planes, the vortices are able to resume
the orientation expected from the local physics, which is in contrast to neutron scattering
measurements which suggest that the twin planes have a far reaching effect on vortex
lattice orientation (Keimer et al., 1994; Brown et al., 2004). From these neutron scattering
measurements, a total of four vortex lattice domains have been observed as a result of
twinning. Since it is not always possible to distinguish between the intrinsic effects of
the crystal lattice and those governed by the twin plane structure, investigations on de-
twinned samples are important. For the samples used in these measurements, removal of
the crystallographic twinning was undertaken to return the structure to a single domain.
This was achieved by application of uniaxial stress of order 2× 107Nm−2 along the 〈100〉
direction at around 500◦ C. It was estimated that the sample was de-twinned to a minority
domain fraction of 1%, meaning that the VL structure studied should be governed by the
intrinsic effects of the crystal lattice.
After the initial experiments it was suspected that the sample had a slightly lower
oxygen content than desired. This oxygen deficiency was thought to be non-uniform, and
result in a broadening of the superconducting transition temperature. In order to test
this, we re-oxygenated the sample in an oxygen atmosphere at 100 bar of O2 at 577 K for
150 h, before repeating the relevant measurements.
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3.3 Investigation with B parallel to the c axis
The experiment discussed here was performed on D22 at the ILL. Fields of up to 16 T
were applied parallel to the c axis of YBCO, across the full superconducting temperature
range of the material.
In order to form an ordered flux lattice from which to take measurements, we pre-
dominantly used the oscillation field cool method. Previous SANS measurements on the
vortex lattice of YBCO has shown that the procedure, where the sample is cooled in a
field undergoing small oscillations about the desired value, to be the method which pro-
duces a vortex lattice that is closest to its equilibrium structure (White et al., 2009). In
this case, an oscillation of around 0.1% of B was employed.
3.3.1 Structure of the Vortex lattice
In previous work, the structure of the vortex lattice was investigated up to 11 T (White
et al., 2009). It was found that a first order reorientation transition of a hexagonal
structure took place at 2 T, with another transition from this hexagonal phase to a rhombic
phase took place at around 7.7 T. The re-orientation transition was attributed to non-
local corrections to anisotropic London theory, whilst the hexagonal/rhombic transition
appeared to be driven by the order parameter. Here, we investigate the behaviour of
the vortex lattice structure in applied fields of up to 16 T, by rocking over all diffraction
spots in the lattice at the required fields. Figure 3.7 shows the variation in opening angle
as a function of field at both 2 K and 60 K, and also as a function of temperature at
both 10 T and 16 T. Here, spot positions are calculated using data from the peak of the
rocking curves for each spot, as defined by the full width at half height and above, with
their position on the detector calculated by a fit to a 2D Gaussian. All field-dependent
structure measurements were taken at base temperature with the lattice prepared using
the oscillation field cool method. For the temperature-dependent data, the lattice was
prepared using the oscillation field cool procedure, with data taken on warming. The
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vortex lattice structure is seen to remain reasonably stable from base temperature to
around 35 K, whereupon the side opening angle monotonically decreases until we loose
signal from the lattice at high temperature.
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Figure 3.7: Top: Graph showing the variation of side opening angle with applied field
at both 2 K and 60 K of the reciprocal space lattice, with data taken after OFC to the
temperature at which the data was taken. The relevant opening angle, ν, is shown in
the diffraction pattern. Bottom: Variation of the same opening angle as a function of
temperature, for applied fields of 10 T and 16 T. The VL was prepared by OFC to base
temperature, with data taken on warming.
It can be seen that the vortex lattice continues the field dependent trend seen in
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previous measurements (White et al., 2009), with the structure passing through square at
around 12 T, with no transition to a field independent structure. This being said, the rate
of evolution of the vortex lattice with field is decreasing towards the maximum of our field
range, so in the absence of any further structure transitions it would seem that the lattice
is heading towards a field independent structure, although we are unable to confirm this
in these measurements. For a pure d -wave superconductor, with the field applied in the
basal plane, it would be expected at high field for the vortex lattice to assume a square
symmetry, since the order parameter determines the symmetry of the vortex cores which
are most influential in vortex lattice coordination at high fields (Aﬄeck and Franz, 1997;
Ichioka et al., 1997, 1999; Shiraishi et al., 1999). However, since YBCO7 possesses an
orthorhombic crystal symmetry, the order parameter cannot be intrinsically pure d -wave
but must contain a finite s-wave admixture, giving the basal plane order parameter a
rhombic symmetry.
Whilst it may be possible that the observed anisotropy in superconducting proper-
ties is inherent to the CuO2 planes, low field measurements on the vortex lattice gave
a penetration depth anisotropy of around ∼ 1.28 (White et al., 2009), which implies an
anisotropy in ns/m
∗ of > 1.6. This value appears to be too high to be accounted for by
plane superconductivity alone, and the sign of this anisotropy at low field implies an extra
contribution to superconductivity along the chain directions. To find an explanation for
the evolution of rhombic phase with field, we therefore consider the effect of the copper
oxide chains on a system whose superconducting properties are predominantly governed
by the physics of the CuO2 planes. In theory, we find two different hypothesis arise to
explain superconducting states on the CuO chains (Xiang and Wheatley, 1996; Zhang
et al., 1994). Models are based either on the idea of single particle tunnelling between
the planes and chains or a Josephson-like cooper pair tunnelling model. Looking at the
temperature dependence of the superfluid density from the low field work (White et al.,
2009) we see that both the a and b directions exhibit nodal behaviour, indicating that
the pair tunnelling model, which predicts nodes in any chain order parameter, is a more
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appropriate description for nodal behaviour, rather than the single particle proximity ef-
fect (Atkinson and Carbotte, 1995). In our high field data, we see that the anisotropy is
decreasing and changing sign, which may indicate a modification in chain superconduc-
tivity since we would expect that, at a low fraction of Hc2, the quasi 1-D chain states
would be less robust than their 2-D plane counterparts.
Figure 3.8: Figure showing the VL diffraction pattern at 9 T, with the (110) axes indi-
cated. Arrows indicate the structural evolution of the VL diffraction spots as the field is
increased.
Adding non-local corrections to London theory has proven to be a reasonably successful
method in describing the VL structure of unconventional superconductors along a fourfold
axis (Kogan and Miranovic´, 1997; Kogan et al., 1996) and conventional high-κ materials
such as V3Si (Yethiraj et al., 1999). Non-local effects can provide additional anisotropy
alongside the effective mass anisotropy included in local London models or Ginzburg-
Landau theories. Presently, theories tackle the input of non-local effects from two separate
sources: either an anisotropic gap in the presence of an isotropic Fermi surface (Kogan
and Miranovic´, 1997; Franz et al., 1997; Suzuki et al., 2010) or an isotropic gap combined
with an anisotropic Fermi surface (Kogan and Miranovic´, 1997; Kogan et al., 1996). For
d -wave materials such as YBCO, non-local effects are brought into play due to the effective
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coherence length, ξ ∝ 1/∆(k), being divergent near the nodes in the order parameter.
Despite the success of these models explaining some of the observed structural evolution,
it was pointed out by White et al (White et al., 2011) that none of the non-local theories
agree with the structural evolution observed in YBCO7.
Figure 3.7 also shows the temperature dependence of the vortex lattice structure.
Both the 10 T and 16 T data are seen to have a systematic temperature dependence,
although the precise behaviour differs between the fields. The VL structure at 10 T
shows no temperature dependence below 40 K, possibly due to the lattice being ‘frozen
in’ due to pinning effects. Here, the flux line pinning in the sample is strong enough
such that kBT is unable to remove the flux line from the relevant pinning site and thus
the vortex lattice structure is unable to evolve. However, it may also be possible that
the mechanism responsible for the structural evolution at higher temperatures does not
influence the system until ≈40 K, and that pinning plays a minimal role in the steady
structure at lower temperatures. We discuss the effects of pinning on the VL in YBCO
in the following section. The temperature dependence above 40 K can be understood
in the context of the d -wave order parameter, where the flux line nearest neighbours
are expected to align themselves along the node directions (Ichioka et al., 1999). With
increasing temperature, one might expect the nodes to be come less influential in the
vortex lattice structure as increasing kBT smears the quasiparticle excitation spectra out
away from the nodes, which may allow the VL to assume a coordination closer to that of
a hexagonal lattice. Furthermore, it was seen in the work by White et al (White et al.,
2009, 2011) that non-local effects play a strong role in determining the structure of the
VL. Non-local effects are expected to become less important with increasing temperature
(Kogan and Miranovic´, 1997; Kogan et al., 1996; Franz et al., 1997), and as such the
increase in temperature may result in the structural variation seen here where the lattice
evolves towards the lower field structure seen by White et al (White et al., 2009) which
is governed by local effects.
At 16 T the structure of the vortex lattice presents an unusual temperature depen-
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dence. It, too, has a reasonably constant structure at temperatures below 40 K, which
may again be influenced by both flux line pinning and an inability for kBT to access
new physics. Above 40 K, however, it presents us with a non-monotonic behaviour in
its structure. The lattice first becomes more anisotropic before reversing the direction
of its evolution, and passing through both its low temperature structure and a square
lattice. In order to exhibit such a non-monotonic behaviour it seems necessary that mul-
tiple sources of anisotropy are contributing to its evolution. With YBCO possessing both
an anisotropic Fermi velocity and a d -wave like gap, it is possible that both of these
are influencing the structure of the vortex lattice. With models used to predict vortex
lattice structure assuming only a single anisotropic component, be it the anisotropic gap
models or anisotropic Fermi velocity models (Suzuki et al., 2010), we at present lack the
theoretical framework to explore the possibility of these competing. Furthermore, these
models are assuming a tetragonal crystal symmetry, rather than orthorhombic, and have
not been expanded to discuss the effects of temperature.
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3.3.2 Irreversibility in the Lattice
Rocking angle ( )
7
Rocking angle ( )
Figure 3.9: Top: figure showing a rocking curve at 8 K in a field of 10 T. Bottom:
figure showing a rocking curve at 65 K in a field of 10 T. The fitting functions for both
rocking curves is a Lorentzian, with respective parameters shown in the figure, with A
the amplitude of the function, w the width, xc the centre in x and y0 a constant, which
is held at zero.
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We discuss first the behaviour of the rocking curve width as a function of temperature,
since it provides several important points for interpreting the corresponding form factors.
As shown in figure 3.9, the rocking curve was fitted to a Lorentzian line-shape, of the
form
I(x) = y0 +
A
π
ω
4(x− xc)2 + ω2 . (3.1)
Here, the y0 is a constant background which is set equal to zero, A is the amplitude, or
peak height, of the function, x is the rocking angle, xc is the centre of the distribution and
ω is the full width at half maximum of the function (FWHM). The rocking curve width
is a function of both instrumental resolution and perfection of the vortex lattice (Cubitt
et al., 1992), which was discussed in section 1.14. We have estimated the contribution
of the vortex lattice to the rocking curve width by comparing it to the resolution limit
of the instrument, shown in the dotted lines in figure 3.10. Here, we have assumed that
the ∆D/D of the vortex lattice spacing and the flux line mosaic spread, b, are both zero
and used only the collimation width and neutron wavelength spread in calculating the
predicted rocking curve width. We can see in fig. 3.10 that the rocking curve width of
the vortex lattice dominates at all but the highest temperatures. We identify for each
temperature scan an ‘irreversibility temperature’, below which the vortex lattice is frozen
in and the rocking curve width does not change. Above 50 K, the rocking curve width
narrows as the system approaches Tc, indicating an improvement of lattice quality as the
temperature increases. For the rocking curve width as a function of temperature at 10
T, this change was gradual, but for the 16 T a large peak was seen in the rocking curve
width, which occurs in the same temperature region where the VL structure begins to
change. Recalling the lattice being prepared by OFC, with data taken on warming, this
increasing disorder is surprising as we would perhaps expect the VL to be most disordered
at low temperatures where the structure is frozen-in. This increase is not reflected in a
broadening of the spots across the detector as they move, which would increase the rocking
curve width, and so appears to be a real effect. Beyond this peak, the rocking curve width
decreases as we approach Tc, owing to the increased ability for the thermal energy of the
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flux lines to overcome the potential of pinning sites. However, despite this improvement
the rocking curve width never reaches the resolution limit, indicating that the VL pinning
is still effective above the irreversibility temperature. This is not only seen in macroscopic
measurements of magnetic reversibility, but also in the temperature dependence of the
structure of the vortex lattice shown in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Figure showing the rocking curve width as a function of temperature for the
same data as the structure scan in figure 3.7 and the form factors in figure 3.15. Data
were taken by oscillation field cooling the lattice to 2 K and then measuring on warming.
Dotted lines correspond to the resolution width of the instrument.
In figure 3.10, high temperature data, around 50 K and above, shows rocking curves
which approach the resolution limit. Passing below this temperature, rocking curves
become broader, this suggests pinning effects becoming important at lower temperatures,
disordering the lattice along the axis of flux lines and providing a broader range of Bragg
conditions. The rocking curves taken here were larger than those found by White et al,
illustrated by the signal present at large rocking angles seen in figure 3.9. We suspected
that the new crystals we were using suffered from a degree of pinning not found in the
mosaic used in previous experiments. This formed part of our decision to re-oxygenate the
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crystals, which will be discussed in more detail in the section on vortex lattice melting.
The pinning effects which result in the broadening of the rocking curves is also ex-
pressed in hysteresis of the vortex lattice shape. Fig. 3.7 shows the structural variation,
as a function of temperature for a scan taken on warming. Fig. 3.11 shows the same
opening angle from a temperature scan where data was taken successively in both warm-
ing and cooling scans. Small field oscillations of the same type as with the oscillation
field cooling method were applied between each temperature, both on warming and on
cooling. Whilst this scan was done in less detail, and only to 30 K, the data clearly shows
hysteresis in the VL coordination and FWHM of rocking curve, with the temperature
at which the lattice begins to evolve being different for warming and cooling. The irre-
versibility temperature is clearly seen, where the structure of the vortex lattice ceases to
be reversible under changes in temperature, and below which the lattice seems unable
to evolve both in coordination and perfection. For comparison, the integrated intensities
are shown in figure 3.11, indicating that despite changes in the structure the integrated
intensity scattered from the lattice is the same. It was hypothesised in the work by White
et al that neutron diffraction from the vortex lattice of YBCO was subject to a static
Debye-Waller (DW) effect, where strong vortex pinning can reduce the scattering volume
of the VL by causing defects in the lattice. If such a Debye-Waller effect is affecting the
lattice, it seems systematic in its appearance with temperature and is unaffected by the
hysteresis in lattice structure.
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Figure 3.11: Top: figure showing the vortex lattice opening angle as a function of temper-
ature at 16 T. Middle: the corresponding weighted FWHM of the rocking curves fitted to
a Lorentzian function. Bottom: The integrated intensities for the same data. Data was
taken by OFC at 16 T between each temperature, for both cooling and warming.
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The signal from the vortex lattice in the tails of the rocking curve also showed unusual
behaviour in terms of its structure. When investigating the vortex lattice structure, such
as in figure 3.7, it is appropriate to take data only from the peak of the rocking curve
in order to determine the location of the Bragg reflection, since the spot will appear to
move across the detector as the spot is rocked through. The peak of the rocking curve
represents the ideal case Bragg condition, and will therefore provide the most accurate
data with which to investigate the vortex lattice structure. However, the data from the
tails of the rocking curve should average out to the same structure if the Bragg spot has
been fully rocked through, since the distortion on one side of the rock should be cancelled
out by the corresponding data on the other side, leaving an average position equivalent
to that of the peak data. Figure 3.12 shows the opening angle determined from both the
tail and the peak data as a function of temperature in an applied field of 10 T, with data
taken on warming after oscillation field cooling to base temperature. We can see that
below around 50 K, the data from the tails gives a different vortex lattice shape than the
peak data. Furthermore, the VL opening angle present in the tail data is larger than the
peak data, appearing to possess a lower irreversibility temperature. This is contrary to
what we might expect from flux lines subjected to pinning, where it would be logical to
assume that more disordered sections of the lattice would get frozen out before the more
ordered regions, leaving the more ordered flux lines to continue their structural evolution
as the temperature is further reduced. These data could suggest that the more disordered
parts of the lattice are perhaps being influenced by slightly different local physics, where
oxygen vacancies that bring about pinning sites also result in a variation in local physics
as the charge transfer to the CuO2 planes is reduced. If the oxygen content is varied across
the crystal with regions of deficiency much larger than the inter vortex spacing, one might
expect variations in local physics large enough to influence the coordination of the vortex
lattice. However, since this phenomenon has a characteristic temperature much lower
than the critical temperature of YBCO, it seems very unlikely that a variation in local
physics is causing the unusual temperature dependence of the vortex lattice coordination
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in the tails. It seems far more likely that this unusual behaviour is a result of vortex
lattice pinning given that its characteristic temperature is the same as the irreversibility
temperature. We note that, in twinned YBCO, pinning to the twin planes is able to govern
the orientation and coordination of the vortex lattice when compared to the behaviour
of the lattice in de-twinned sample (Brown et al., 2004; White et al., 2011). Although
we expect these crystals to be de-twinned to around 1 % or less (White et al., 2009), it
is possible that these crystals still posses enough twin planes to influence the orientation
of small regions of the vortex lattice. We note from the work by Brown et al that the
presence of twinning results in two vortex lattice domains which are orthogonal to each
other. Our results in figure 3.12 show that data in the tails possess an opening angle
which is almost, but not quite, symmetric about 90◦ with that of the peak data. The
unusual behaviour of the tail data could be a result of a re-orientation of small parts of
the vortex lattice due to a minority of remaining, small, twinned regions which may also
explain the presence of disorder which leads to wide rocking curves.
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Figure 3.12: Figure showing the opening angle of the vortex lattice as a function of
temperature in an applied field of 10 T. The opening angle is given for data from the
full rocking curve, data from the peak of the rocking curve and data from the tails of the
rocking curve, showing different behaviour from the tail and peak data.
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3.3.3 Investigation into the vortex lattice Form Factor
The local field within a flux lattice can be represented as the sum over all the spatial
Fourier components, F(q), at the various scattering vectors q of the reciprocal lattice.
The magnitude of F(q) is referred to as the ‘form factor’, and is related to the integrated
intensity Iq of a Bragg reflection from the vortex lattice through the relationship described
earlier in equation 1.71. Investigating the field and temperature dependence of the VL
form factor can elucidate important information about the superconducting state.
We have investigated the field dependence of the vortex lattice form factor between 9
T and 16 T at base temperature, and the results are shown in figure 3.13. To model its
field dependence, we have employed the local London model which has been extended to
account for both ab plane anisotropy and the finite size of the vortex cores (White et al.,
2011) .
F (q) =
〈B〉 exp(−c(q2xξ2b + q2yξ2a))
q2xλ
2
a + q
2
yλ
2
b
, (3.2)
〈B〉 is the average internal induction, ξi is the coherence length along i, λi is the penetra-
tion depth resulting from supercurrents flowing in the direction i and qi are components
of the scattering vector. Here, i is an in-plane Cartesian component with qx parallel to
b∗. The cut-off parameter c accounts for the finite size of the vortex cores, and both
theoretical predictions and previous experiments have shown that a suitable value for
c in our field and temperature range is 0.44 (White et al., 2011; Ichioka et al., 1997).
Following the values for ξ, λ and c found from previous neutron scattering experiments,
we find that the form factor above 10 T is larger than expected from the London model
when extrapolating from the low field data. The model is unable to fit the whole range
of data using field independent parameters, whilst the strong indications that a static
Debye-Waller factor is affecting our data suggests that finding a field dependence for ξ
or λ is not possible. Figure 3.13 shows two plots of the predicted form factor from the
extended London model using field independent values for ξ and λ. Unlike the low field
measurements (White et al., 2009) where these field independent parameters provided a
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good fit in fields up to 11 T, we can see that they do not provide such a fit in our higher
field range. Fig. 3.13 shows two predictions from the extended London model, one of
which is appropriate for either the low field region around 10 T, which also fitted the low
field data taken by White et al (White et al., 2009), and another that fits the higher field
data at 15 - 16 T. The values for ξ and λ used to create these predictions are shown in
table 3.1. It is evident that either ξ and/or λ are no longer field independent as they were
seen to be at fields lower than 11 T or we require another explanation for the inability of
the extended London model to fit our data. We note that since our data does not include
any Bragg reflections parallel to a∗ or b∗, we are unable to fit along a or b individually.
As such, we fixed the a/b ratio in our attempts to fit the data, since we have no specific
reason to suspect this ratio to change.
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Figure 3.13: Figure showing the variation with field of the vortex lattice form factor at a
base temperature of 2 K. Experimental data are shown as discrete points, whilst the solid
and dashed lines give the prediction from the extended London model (ELM). The red
line gives the London model with parameter values from earlier experiments done below
11 T (White et al., 2011), whilst the green dashed line uses the same penetration depth,
but a shorter coherence length. Inset, a rocking curve at 10 T is shown.
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Field Range λa (nm) λb (nm) ξa (nm) ξb (nm)
Low Field 138 107 3.04 3.54
High Field 138 107 2.70 3.14
Table 3.1: Table showing the values for ξ and λ used in extended London model fits in fig.
3.13. The ‘low field’ values are taken from the work at lower fields by White et al, whilst
the ‘high field‘ values have the same penetration depth but a shorter coherence length,
with the a/b ratio kept the same as for the low field data.
The red line in fig. 3.13 shows the fit to the extended London model using the values
obtained from neutron scattering experiments at low field (White et al., 2011). We note
that the values for ξa and ξb found in previous experiments seemed too large, since from
equation 1.56 they give an upper critical field of around 30 T, which is too low for YBCO7.
This could result from frozen-in disorder along the vortices, giving a static Debye-Waller
factor which reduces the scattering from the vortex lattice. A mean square deviation 〈u2〉
from a straight vortex would contribute an additional term of the form exp(−q2〈u2〉/4)
to the numerator of the London model in equation 3.2. This is indistinguishable from
the Gaussian cut-off term, and has the effect of making the core correction seem larger,
leading the fit to return an incorrect estimation of the coherence length. It is possible
that the effects of disorder are reduced in the high field range we are investigating here,
and the actual values of ξ are smaller than those obtained previously. The ‘high field’ fit
to the data in fig. 3.13 uses a shorter coherence length than was found previously, whilst
maintaining the a / b ratio and using the same values for penetration depth. We can see
that the high field data at the top of our field range can be fit to the London model with
a smaller coherence length than found before. This strongly suggests that there is a static
Debye Waller effect present in the low field data which is being reduced at high field. We
note that this estimate for the coherence length returns an upper critical field prediction
of around 40 T, which is still too low for YBCO, but closer to reality. This suggests that
whilst the DW is reduced at higher fields it still seems to be affecting the lattice.
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Another model which has proven able to model the field dependence of the VL form
factor is the Clem model (Clem, 1975). Obtained from a variational solution to the GL
equations, it takes the form
F (q) = 〈B〉 gK1(g)
q2xλ
2
a + q
2
yλ
2
b
, g =
√
2(q2xξ
2
b + q
2
yξ
2
a)
1/2 (3.3)
where K1 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind. Since this model is based on
the GL equations, we might expect it only to be valid near Tc, however it proved to be
applicable in the earlier work on YBCO at lower fields (White et al., 2011).
Applied Field (mT)
Figure 3.14: Figure showing the variation with field of the vortex lattice form factor at a
base temperature of 2 K alongside a prediction for the variation of the vortex lattice form
factor as given by the Clem model. The model, described in the text, is given parameters
ξa = 2.50 nm, ξb = 2.88 nm, λa = 138 nm and λb = 107 nm.
We can see in fig. 3.14 that whilst the Clem model performs better than the London
model, it still does not provide a good fit to the data. The Clem model is unable to
account for the slow variation in the form factor in the same manner as with the extended
London model - they both predict a faster fall off in the form factor with increasing
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field than is observed in the data. However, we note that in order to fit the high field
data, maintaining the ab ratio of the lower field data and value of λ, the model gives
slightly shorter values for the coherence length. This supports the same suggestion as the
anisotropic extended London model, where it appears that a static Debye-Waller factor
is affecting the lower field data and being reduced upon reaching the higher field regime.
With no obvious sharp transition point, it seems likely that the reduction in the DW
factor with field is a gradual process.
3.3.4 Investigation into the vortex lattice Form Factor at higher
temperatures
Temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor was measured at 10 T and 16
T. These data, shown in figure 3.15, show unusual, non d -wave like behaviour. Whilst
the form factor at 10 T appears to remain reasonably flat till around 50 K, the 16 T
temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor shows a sudden drop in form
factor at 70 K. This drop is an indication of vortex lattice melting, and marks a departure
from Bragg diffraction, resulting in a clear loss of signal, which will be discussed in more
detail in section 3.3.5.
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Figure 3.15: The temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor for 10 T and
16 T. Intensity was integrated over rocking curves for all temperatures.
At 10 T, the form factor shows unusual, non-monotonic variation as the temperature
is increased between 40 K and 55 K, which begins as the rocking curve width starts to
change. Here, the form factor appears to remain flat within experimental error till around
50 K, which is contrary to expected behaviour since the form factor is proportional to the
superfluid density, which should decrease with increasing temperature. This flattening
between 40 K and 55 K may be a result of the flux lattice annealing with increasing
temperature. The data was taken after oscillation field cooling to base temperature, with
each subsequent data point taken after warming to the relevant temperature, with each
data point taking 20 minutes for the 10 T data and 40 minutes for the 16 T data. Here,
the static Debye-Waller factor, which we suspect from our field dependence of the VL
form factor is present at this field, may be reduced as the temperature is high enough to
anneal out the defects in the lattice, effectively increasing the scattering volume of the
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vortex lattice.
At low temperatures, the 10 T data shows a weak temperature dependence. Aside
from the possibility of a static Debye-Waller effect which varies with temperature, it is
probable that this flattening of the VL form factor at low temperature is due to strong
field induced non-local response, which was seen at 5 T in this material (White et al.,
2011). The effect of non-local effects on the magnetic penetration depth was studied by
Amin et al in YBCO6.95. It was found that with increasing field the expected linear
temperature dependence at low temperatures of the superfluid density crossed over to
a T 3 dependence below a temperature T ∗ = ∆0(ξ0/d)α
√
H , where ξ0 is the non-local
length scale, or Pippard coherence length given in equation 1.27. Following the method
described previously in the section on pnictide superconductors 2.2.5, this would cause
the temperature dependence of the superfluid density in equation 2.8 to take the form
(Amin et al., 2000, 1998)
1
λnl
a/b
= 1− (1− ρs,a/b(T ))
(
Tc + T
∗
TC
)(
T 2
T 2 + (T ∗)2
)
(3.4)
where λnl
a/b is the penetration depth with non local corrections and ρs,a/b(T ) is the super-
fluid density calculated in equation 2.8. This method of accounting for non-local effects
proved successful in describing the temperature dependence of the form factor at lower
fields (White et al., 2011). However, following the same method as described in the sec-
tion on the pnictide superconductors, section 2.2.5, whilst using the non local correction
given in equation 3.4, we find our present data more challenging to fit.
To fit these data, we have fixed the ab ratios of ξ and λ to those found in the lower
field measurements (White et al., 2011) in the same manner as when modelling the form
factor variation with field in section 3.3.3. The temperature dependences of the VL form
factor at both 10T and 16 T did not posses precise minimum in their residuals of fit, which
combined with a large number of parameters made it difficult for the fit routine to find
a definite answer. In order to overcome this, we followed a similar method to that used
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in fitting the temperature dependence of normalised diffracted intensity in BFAP 2.4.5.
This method entailed providing the program with a sequence of possible values for ξ and
λ whilst giving it another parameter to vary - in this case we chose the superconducting
gap magnitude ∆. We expect the superconducting gap in YBCO to have a magnitude
of around 295 K (White et al., 2011), and we note that the minimum in the fit residuals
shown in fig. 3.16 and fig. 3.18 come close to this expected value in the corresponding
plot of gap magnitude, although as discussed later we find that these fits are subject to
pinning effects which cause the fit minimum to not quite lie on this gap magnitude. For
the fitting, Tc was taken from data by Junod et al (Junod et al., 1997), which is shown
in fig 3.22.
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Figure 3.16: Top: figure showing the residuals of fit for the fit to the temperature depen-
dence of the vortex lattice form factor at 10 T to a d -wave model with non-local effects.
Bottom: figure showing the magnitude of the superconducting gap for the same fit.
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Figure 3.17: Left: figure showing the temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form
factor at 10 T alongside the fit to a d -wave model with non-local effects where λ has
been held fixed to low field values from White et al (White et al., 2011), while ξ has
been allowed to vary. The location of these values for ξ and λ are indicated in fig. 3.16
under Low field λ. Right: figure showing the same temperature dependence where both
λ and ξ have been allowed to vary in the model, and these values are indicted in fig. 3.16
under Variable λ. Values for λ and ξ are shown inset. For both plots, the model used
experimental q-vectors.
Whilst it is obvious from fig. 3.17 that the d -wave model with non-local effects is
unable to fit the data, we can draw several important conclusions from the problems it
faces. Firstly, the increase in form factor between 40 and 55 K is a feature that the model
is unable to account for, whilst the low temperature form factor accounted for reasonably
well. The left hand plot in figure 3.17 shows the result from fitting the data whilst using
the values for λ found to fit the lower field data. We can see that the corresponding values
for the coherence length returned by this process are very close to those found in the same
low field data (White et al., 2011). The right hand plot of fig. 3.17 utilised values for the
penetration depth and coherence length which were allowed to vary, and we can see from
fig. 3.16 that these values sit in long ‘valley’ of fit residual minimum. This represents
an inherent inability for the model to find precise values for the available parameters,
and this is most likely aided by the increase in form factor at around 50 K. This feature
seems most likely a result of a temperature dependence to the static Debye-Waller factor
observed in the field dependence of the form factor. We note that the temperature about
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which the form factor in fig. 3.17 shows an increase with temperature also corresponds
to the irreversibility temperature seen in section 3.3.2, suggesting that the onset of the
lattice improving in perfection corresponds to an increase in scattered intensity from the
lattice, causing the form factor to appear to change. This strongly suggests that below the
irreversibility temperature a static Debye-Waller effect is present in the diffraction from
YBCO, and that it is reduced smoothly both with increasing temperature and increasing
field. The presence of a DW effect which varies with temperature renders us unable to
provide an accurate estimate for the penetration depth or coherence length by fitting the
form factor, since the DW effect would enter into the form factor in the same manner
as the core correction in the London model. This is reflected in the wide ‘valley’ of fit
residual minimum, where a spread in values for ξ and λ provide fits of a similar quality.
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Figure 3.18: Top: figure showing the residuals of fit for the fit to the temperature de-
pendence of the vortex lattice form factor at 16 T to a d -wave model. Bottom: figure
showing the magnitude of the superconducting gap for the same fit. In both cases the
locations of ξa and λa used in figure 3.19 is indicated.
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Figure 3.19: Left: Figure showing the temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form
factor at 16 T alongside the fit to a d -wave model where λ has been held fixed to low field
values from White et al (White et al., 2011), while ξ has been allowed to vary. These are
indicated in figure 3.18 under Low Field λ. Right: Figure showing the same temperature
dependence where both λ and ξ have been allowed to vary, where this is indicated in fig
3.18 under Variable λ. Values for λ and ξ are shown inset.
The form factor at 16 T presents a slightly different challenge to 10 T when finding an
appropriate model for the temperature dependence of the form factor. Following the same
general method as with 10 T, we found that the d -wave model with non-local effects was
inappropriate, and that the data fitted better to the d -wave model. We see immediately
in figure 3.18 that these data posses the same wide array of fit residual minima as the
10 T data. Figure 3.19 shows the results of fitting the d -wave model to the data at 16
T, with the left plot showing the results obtained when the penetration depth is held at
the values obtained from low field data. Whilst the lowest temperature data are fitted to
the model, the data and model separate at around 20 to 30 K. The right hand plot of fig.
3.19 gives the same data but fitted to the d -wave model with variable parameters that
seem non-physical. This shows that despite the d -wave model providing a better fit to
these data than the d -wave with non-local effects, it is still unable to fit the data. This
suggests that, whilst the field dependence of the form factor in fig. 3.15 showed that the
static DW effect was being reduced with field, at 16 T there is still a DW effect present
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at the lowest temperatures and, as with the form factor at 10 T, it is reduced as the
temperature is increased. We note from figure 3.10 the 16 T data also shows a significant
improvement of vortex lattice quality as the temperature increases.
The field and temperature dependence of the VL form factor between 10 and 16 T
shows strong evidence of a static Debye-Waller effect which itself is field and temperature
dependent. Diffraction from the vortex lattice does not follow the predictions from the
London model, d -wave theory or d -wave theory with non-local effects, all of which were
able to explain the behaviour of the vortex lattice of YBCO at lower fields (White et al.,
2011). The variation in vortex lattice perfection at temperatures where the form factor
deviates most strongly from theory suggests that the perfection of the lattice is correlated
with this deviation, pointing towards a static DW affecting the diffraction from the vortex
lattice. We note that at our highest fields the coherence length corresponding to the low
temperature fit to the form factor returns an upper critical field which is much closer
to the expected value than that found at lower fields, suggesting that the DW factor is
nearly gone at these fields.
3.3.5 Vortex lattice melting
Figure 3.20 gives a scan of the vortex lattice form factor vs temperature at 16.7 T between
60 K and 80 K, and shows that on the approach to Tc the form factor of the vortex lattice
form factor experiences a sudden drop. Data was taken by oscillation field cooling the
lattice to 60 K, performing a rocking curve at 60 K, and then taking measurements on
warming whilst holding the rocking angle fixed to that of the peak of the rocking curve.
Rocking curves were performed every 5 K or so for several fields, and showed a linear
variation in rocking curve width with temperature.
Vortex lattice melting is expected to occur when thermal fluctuations reach a critical
fraction of the equilibrium vortex spacing, d0, such that
〈uT 〉2 = c2Ld20, (3.5)
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where uT is the magnitude of thermal displacements of the vortices and cL is the Linde-
mann criterion, which typically holds a value cL ∼ 0.1− 0.3 for a vortex lattice (Brandt,
1989). While the loss of scattered intensity on the approach to melting is governed by the
reduction in superfluid density with temperature, the sharp drop in scattered intensity
from the VL is a feature of melting. The solid vortex matter, whose components occupy
fixed points in the 2D lattice, melts upon crossing the temperature and field dependent
melting transition. No longer possessing any of the long range order necessary to undergo
Bragg diffraction, the scattered intensity of the lattice sharply drops to a level of zero
within our experimental error.
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Figure 3.20: The temperature dependence of the vortex lattice form factor for 16.7 T,
showing the sudden drop in intensity due to vortex lattice melting. The solid line shows
the prediction for the vortex lattice form factor from the 3D XY model (Kamal et al.,
1994).
In order to compare the behaviour of the vortex lattice due to melting with that
expected from the reduction in superfluid density, we have followed the use of the 3D
XY model by Kamal et al (Kamal et al., 1994), which accounts for thermal fluctuations,
in providing a description of the penetration depth on the approach to Tc in a cuprate
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superconductor. Written in terms of the VL form factor, the model is given as
FXY (B, T ) = α
(
1− T
Tc2
)n
, (3.6)
where Tc is taken from work by Junod et al (Junod et al., 1997), shown in fig. 3.22, α is a
constant determined by fitting the data far away from the melting transition and n = 0.66
(Kamal et al., 1994). Figure 3.20 shows the measured form factor at 16.7 T falls to zero
earlier than is predicted by the model, indicating that the observed drop in intensity is
not simply due to the reduction in superfluid density as the temperature increases. We
investigated the melting transition between 8 and 16.7 T. Fig. 3.21 presents the reduced
form factor, F(B,T)/FXY (B,T) for fields between 8 T and 16.7 T. The data collected
after the lattice melts show wildly varying signal with large errors. This is partly due
to the difficulty in measuring a signal that is close or equal to zero, and also an artefact
of presenting the reduced form factor which divides the raw data by a function that is
tending to zero, so small variations in the noise above the melting line have been amplified
by this process.
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Figure 3.21: The temperature dependence of the reduced vortex lattice form factor for
fields between 8 T and 16.7 T, taken on the YBCO sample before re-oxygenation. Arrows
are to indicate the point where the intensity of the VL falls to zero, as determined by
fitting the ‘fall off’ to a linear function. These correspond to the data in 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: A comparison between the melting point as a function of field and temper-
ature as derived from our SANS data and the heat capacity measurements of Roulin et
al (Roulin et al., 1998), with the Tc from Junod et al (Junod et al., 1997) shown for
comparison. These data show that the spikes in the heat capacity corresponding to the
melting transition fall on the same line as the point in our data where the scattered in-
tensity of the flux lattice falls to zero. Also, the irreversibility line is shown from both the
magnetisation measurements performed on our crystals and the SANS data at high field.
The melting points found in this investigation follow the melting line found by heat
capacity measurements (Roulin et al., 1998) for the lattice-liquid transition which are
shown in figure 3.22. Previous studies have found that both first and second order tran-
sitions are possible, dependent on pinning related disorder and oxygen content for both
YBCO and other cuprates, and the first order melting line has been found in YBCO7 for
fields up to 30 T (Roulin et al., 1998; Nishizaki and Kobayashi, 2000; Khaykovich et al.,
1997). Whilst for a first order transition we expect a sharp drop in form factor as the
solid melts instantaneously at the transition, our results clearly show a spread of several
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Kelvin. To investigate the origin of this spread, we performed near zero field magnetisa-
tion measurements on our crystals to investigate the width of the transition, the results of
which are shown in figure 3.23. We see that our crystals have a similar transition width,
indicating that is is likely that the melting transition is first order and that spread seen
is following the broadening of the superconducting transition. We postulated that this
may be a result of a slight variance in oxygen content across the crystals comprising our
mosaic, so we re-oxygenated them. This was done in an atmosphere of 100 bar of O2
at 577 K for 150 h, as described in the discussion on the sample 3.2. Following these
measurements, we performed the same melting scan done in figure 3.21, and for compar-
ison the results are shown in figure 3.23. This shows that the width of the transition
before and after re-oxygenation has not changed, and so we cannot attribute the spread
in the melting line to a change in oxygen content across the mosaic. Furthermore, SQUID
magnetometry measurements on the re-oxygenated sample also gave the same width as
shown in fig. 3.23. We note that, while the behaviour of a first order transition in the
presence of disorder is not well understood, the disorder would be expected to affect the
nucleation and propagation of melting, and whether the transition is smeared is depen-
dent on the strength of the disorder (Imry and Wortis, 1979). We can see that the rocking
curve widths in fig. 3.10 near the transition temperature are close to, but greater, than
the resolution width of the instrument indicating that VL pinning is still active at this
temperature and some disorder must still be present.
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Figure 3.23: Top: Figure showing the magnetisation measurement taken at 10 Gauss
using a SQUID magnetometer on the sample before re-oxygenation. Sample shows a
transition width of around 2 K, which is similar to the spread in melting observed in fig
3.21. Bottom: figure showing the form factor as a function of temperature across the
melting transition at 16 T after re-oxygenation of the sample. The transition shows a
similar width to the sample before the re-oxygenation procedure.
Figure 3.24 gives a description of the shape of the vortex lattice Bragg reflections as a
function of temperature in an applied field of 16 T. Data are from the same scan at 16 T
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as presented in figure 3.21. The shape of the diffraction spots is parametrised in terms of
the radial and azimuthal widths of the spot, which were obtained by fitting spots to a 2D
Gaussian function where the radial and azimuthal positions are given relative to the centre
of the diffraction pattern. It can be seen that the Bragg reflections remain reasonably
fixed in shape across the melting transition - we recall from figure 3.21 that in an applied
field of 16 T the VL melted between 67 and 69 K. We expect the scattering pattern of a
liquid to be a ring, diffuse both in scattering vector and azimuthal distribution, since it
possesses no rotational or translational order. However, no sign of broadening in azimuthal
or radial width from a liquid contribution to the diffraction can be seen in these data.
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Figure 3.24: Top: Figure showing the FWHM of the radial width of the diffraction spots
as a function of temperature in an applied field of 16 T on the approach to VL melting.
Bottom: Figure showing the FWHM of the azimuthal width of the diffraction spots as a
function of temperature for the same scan at 16 T.
In addition to searching for the contribution to scattering from the liquid component
of the vortex matter during the melting transition, we can also look for the SANS signal
from the vortex liquid above the transition. Should there be a scattering contribution
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as the liquid melts, it may be obscured by the signal from the VL and not show up
as a broadening of the diffraction spots investigated in fig. 3.24. Whilst a liquid does
not possess the long range order required from a solid to exhibit Bragg diffraction, we
can expect the average inter-vortex spacing to be equivalent to the vortex spacing of the
solid, since both the applied field and flux quantised vortices remain. We would expect
any signal from a vortex liquid to be azimuthally invariant, since no rotational order
would exist, in a similar manner to the ring-like diffraction patterns seen in the pnictides
(Inosov et al., 2010), and also diffuse in | q | since it is only the average spacing that would
be equivalent to the lattice spacing. It is obvious that the data in figure 3.21 possesses
a great deal of noise just above the melting transition, and whilst this is to be expected
in a data set which is being divided by a function on its approach to zero we suspected
that there may be some signal from a vortex liquid in this region. Fig. 3.25 shows both
the scattered intensity as a function of temperature for the 16.7 T scan alongside a plot
of the intensity on the detector as a function of | q | at a point just above the melting
transition, indicated on the graph, which focusses on the azimuthal range in which the
Bragg reflections were seen. Whilst it may seem that the intensity vs temperature plot
shows some sort of signal just above the melting transition, the intensity vs | q | shows no
signal beyond the noise in the region where we expect the average inter-vortex spacing.
This result is typical for all investigated fields, where we found no discernible signal above
or during the melting transition which we could attribute to the vortex liquid.
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Figure 3.25: Top: Figure showing the scattered intensity into the area of the detector
corresponding to the Bragg reflections of the vortex lattice at 16.7 T as a function of
temperature. Arrow indicates the temperature of measurement for the right hand fig-
ure. Bottom: Figure showing the scattered intensity onto the detector as a function of
scattering vector | q |. Arrow indicates the expected | q | for a square lattice at 16.7 T.
In addition to the measurements discussed so far, and in an attempt to overcome
the background noise when investigating a system from which we expect very weak and
diffuse scattering, we performed a specific measurement dedicated to finding a signal
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from the vortex liquid. We rocked on to the expected Bragg angle for a vortex solid
and performed long counts in both foreground and background. However, despite the
long count times and use of perhaps the most intense neutron source available for this
measurement we were unable to find a signal we could directly attribute to a vortex liquid.
From this we can infer several properties of a vortex liquid. Either the deviations from
the average inter-vortex spacing are large enough that the assumption of a weaker, more
diffuse signal is too optimistic, or the correlation length along the vortices becomes so
short that considering the vortex matter to be two dimensional in nature is unrealistic.
In either of these cases, the scattering of neutrons from the vortex matter would be both
very weak and very diffuse, leading the measurement to be indistinguishable from the
background on the time-scale of our measurements.
3.3.6 Conclusions
These results represent the first microscopic study of vortex matter at fields of up to 16.7
T, both in YBCO and in superconductors as a whole. We have observed a continuation
of the smooth variation in vortex lattice structure at high fields, with the VL passing
through a square structure at around 12 T and continuing to vary until our maximum
available field. This observation lends weight to the idea of a suppression with field of a
contribution to superconductivity in YBCO from the copper oxide chains, which provide
an s-wave addition to an already d + s order parameter. We note, therefore, that for the
VL to assume an ‘accidental’ square structure at around 12 T, that the contributions to
the order parameter from the chain layers must possess an opposite sign to the intrinsic
s-wave component of the CuO2 planes in this orthorhombic material. Should higher
field magnets for this research become available at neutron scattering facilities in the
future, we may find that the lattice enters a field independent structure once the chain
superconductivity has been completely suppressed.
The temperature and field dependence of scattered intensity of the vortex lattice show
strong evidence of a static Debye-Waller effect arising from disorder in the lattice, sug-
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gesting that values for the coherence length obtained from lower field data may be too
long. The behaviour of the form factor and perfection of the lattice as a function of both
field and temperature suggest that the static DW effect is slowly reducing over our inves-
tigated field and temperature range. This is particularly noticeable in the temperature
dependence of the VL form factor at 10 T, where the d -wave model with non local effects,
which was successful in describing the form factor at lower fields, is completely unable to
account for the unusual variation in form factor seen between 40 and 50 K. This is less
noticeable at high fields, although the temperature dependence of the form factor at 16 T
also eludes the d -wave model used to fit it when using physically reasonable parameters.
Whilst the field and temperature dependence of the form factor, which strongly suggest
the presence of a static Debye-Waller effect, is an indication of the effect of disorder in the
lattice on SANS, the temperature and field dependence of the VL structure gives direct
evidence of such disorder. The rocking curve width is unusually wide, with a strong tem-
perature dependence of its width at higher temperatures. The VL structure also follows
a strong temperature dependence, indicating an irreversibility temperature below which
the VL is pinned to lattice defects and unable to evolve.
We have observed the melting of the vortex lattice at high fields as the temperature
approaches Tc, with the transition points corresponding to the first order melting transi-
tion observed in heat capacity measurements. The lattice shows no sign of broadening or
disordering across the transition, which is spread over a width of around 2 K, indicating
that any scattering from a liquid component of the vortex matter is much weaker than the
Bragg scattering from the VL. We do not see any signal that can be directly attributed to
a vortex liquid above the melting transition, even in extended measurements of around 3
hours of counting for a single data point, suggesting that any scattering of neutrons from
the vortex liquid is either too diffuse or incoherent to be observable on the time-scale of
a neutron scattering experiment.
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3.3.7 Further Work
To clarify the role possible oxygen deficiencies in the lattice of YBCO had in the behaviour
of the VL, specifically with respect to pinning, it would be useful to investigate the low
temperature behaviour of the VL in the re-oxygenated crystals. Whilst we checked the
width of the melting transition with the re-oxygenated crystals, a thorough low temper-
ature investigation was not done. Initial measurements at low fields (∼ 2 T) done to
align the sample suggested a more disordered VL at low fields than was found before the
re-oxygenation process. It is probable that the pinning experienced by the VL in the
sample has changed, and we therefore may find a change in static Debye-Waller effect,
and it is possible that the observed static DW effect has been reduced or a further an-
nealing process on these would significantly improve the situation. Further, we need to
re-measure the width of the superconducting transition in the SQUID magnetometer in
order to fully investigate the broadening of the melting transition, since at present we only
have magnetometry data from before the re-oxygenation process. We are undertaking an
investigation into the behaviour of the vortex lattice in YBCO as the field is rotated away
from the c axis, in order to further investigate the origin and behaviour of the structure
transitions observed at low field. Should pinning to the remnants of twin planes still be
affecting these samples, which was indicated in the temperature dependence of the VL
structure when data from the peak of the rocking curve was compared to data from the
tails, rotation away from the basal plane should significantly reduce this.
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3.4 Other work
Aside from the work in this thesis and the various publications that have arisen either
as a result of or in addition to this, there are some ongoing projects by the Condensed
Matter group at the University of Birmingham in which I have been involved, but which
have not yet reached publication.
An investigation was performed into the vortex structure within a current carrying
niobium wire, in continuation of previous measurements (Cubitt et al., 2009), where
helical vortex structures were predicted to form as a result of interaction between the
self field of the current and an applied field. Here, the external field is applied parallel
to the current flowing through the wire, such that the self field and applied field exist
perpendicular to each other and vector addition of the fields results in a helix. The results
from this experiment are still under analysis, although we saw strong indications in the
initial results that the predicted helical vortex structure was formed in the wire.
In addition to the SANS investigations on YBCO7, we have performed an investigation
into the VL in calcium-doped YBCO. Here, the calcium replaces yttium in the lattice,
resulting in greater hole doping. With a range of calcium dopings available in this project,
we hope to see evidence of a doping dependence to the s-wave admixture in the order
parameter of the YBCO systems.
We have begun an investigation into the VL in Nb3Sn. Despite being a commonly
used superconductor, its crystal lattice shows a structural transition between square and
tetragonal above Tc (Malifert et al., 1967), and its effect on superconductivity is not well
understood. We hope to gain information about the superconducting state with respect
to the changes in crystal structure in these samples, and with the VL possessing great
sensitivity to changes in crystal symmetry it appears to be a useful tool with which to
investigate this recent discovery.
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